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Form.ES-21 
(Revised May 1947) 
";';: COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Colleges 
Cooperating 
Extension Service 
Washington, D. C. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statist:ical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
State ____ j_ ~---C.~ ---- County _______ C~-------------------
p1 .c:. . C ....,.,__..c::.o.·--
Approved: 
REPORT OF 
From __ .li,..ii...tc-.J.11..f"o __ Ji._w_~_J__t!___, 194_2 
From /-7-f-L2f.,2_ to ___ JV..Jtl!... __ ;i:~_, 194_7 
From )?..!k,_,_?L.'lfk_ to __ .11~~{?_-, 194 .7 
From ~-J:.~1'11.Z lo _ _j_V_~_J__~--, 194.2 
From _k_.:f.&._•_?L.?..J(, lo Nl)_v_, __ ~-~---, 194./ 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Date ______________________________ -----· ____________________ _ 
hr-280U-6 State Exten8ion Direr.tor. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. ,The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker ha.s accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself or by 
his successors. ' 
3. The annual report afl'.ords the extension.worker opportunity t~ place his act~vities and accoI!}plishments before superior 
officers, who form Judgment as to which workers are deservmg of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The ·inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, Unit ed States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Wa.shington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such a.s county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work wa.s carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted la.st 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terms on the la.st page of this schedule. 
2. Read la.st year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6. Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities be or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or families a.ssisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any pha.se of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex~ 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service ma)' desire to include in a statistical supple-
ment additional information on problems and activities. peculiar to the State or sectiOIIS of the State. 
lll-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
Report only this year's activities that can be veriO.ed Home demonstration 4-H Club agents 1 Agricultural agents County total 1 agents 
· OO W 00 00 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) __________________________________________________ , - ______ ,Lz_{_ ________________ C/ ___________ _______ _,L__~-------- X X X X X X X X 
2. Days devoted to work with adults 3 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ __ ___ ,Z_;J __ J _______ ___________ .o._ __________ _______ s-_j{'}______ x x x x x x x x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth a ___________________________ __ ______________________ z.__~-,----· -----------~---------- _______ _/_ __ 1__~::._____ x x x x x x x x 
:. ~:;: ~: ;:~ea 
8 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ - ---------------------·-· ______ ) ()>O Yk~ ___________ ~ _________________ i _t-_i ---- : : : : : : : : &/ 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work·---------------------------- _______ 2 _.f..1_ ________ ____________ ()_ __________ _____ L _'f __ k__z _______ ..:b__~ __ 7-_1_ __ _ 
7. Number of different farms or homes visitecL ___________________________________________________________ _______ .6.__Y._ __ ;i __________________ t!_ __________ _____ _f_ __ Q __ z __ "3-: ___________ [2-J.. _/.P-_ Vv' 
{
(1) Office____________________________ _ ____ __ 1/_J O __________________ _£) __ ___ ____ _________ 9 __ ? _'7 ___ ________ ./ 3 'i'2' __ 
8. Number of calls relating to extension work.. _________________ (2) Telephone ______ _____ _____________ _______ 7 (, G, _____ ___________ .Q _________ _____ ,kS_..k {p ___ _________ .J.2-:7k .r 
9. Number of news articles or stories published '--------------------------------------------------------- ______ j_ ___ J_F_ __ _____________ _a __________ _______ .,i __ { __ ?: _____________ !i __ '/._2 ____ ":'" V 
10. Number of bulletins distributed.. ___________________________________________________________________________ _____ L_f:_J_~---- ___________ O --------- ______ _/ .f_'i(y -- ________ _A 'z,l. (p_ 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting __________________________________ ___ _________ LJ_____ _____ _ ___________ Q __________ ______ ./. __ 'f ____ _______ 1,--------~-£---~ 
(1) Adult work ______ {(•~:,:m:,,,:;,danre of ------ -- ------~ -------- - -- Q __ ----- ----------; ---------- __________ ,Z. _______ : 
12. Training meetings held for local ~:~ :::~:d1::ders_~~~~~~~~~~~:::: ::~::::: / :J::::~~:::: :::::::~~::~::::::::: ::::::~:::;.) :~::::::::: ::::::::_/ ~~::::::., 
load"' o, oommitterun~--------- (2) 4--~d Club ';:'d t~:7:,;:;,d=re of,----------- --------/------------ ---- ------- 0 --------- ----------0 ---------- _______ __/ ----------,;oo 
13. Method demonstration meetings 
O 
er yout ---{~~ ~.:::.::=-_______________ __ _ __ j l '{_ ,/ __ -------~ __ ___ _ __ .ft __ - -___ i Y x:j 
held. (Do not include the meth- (1) Adult work_ _____ (b) Total attendance ____ ___________ -----~-~ __ f __ '{_ _______________ £} __________ _______ 5(bl_f_ _______________ ..J:£j'_ ___ -:J' 
od demonstrations given at lead- (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number ________________________ __ _______ ___ 't{__.:I_ ______________ ____ Q_________ _ _______ J.f_~--------- ______ /k__z _______ V 
er training meetings reported un- older youth.. ___ (b) Total attendance ______ _____ ____ _____ L_(P..L_z _____ ____________ (2 _________ _____ -1-2~_z_k,: _________ .,k_J{Y._'j_ __ _ 
der Question 12)_______________________ V 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted.. ____________________________________________________ ___________ !2 __________ ____________ (2 --------- --------'/ '----------- __________ _f_/_ ______ _ 
{
(1) Number -- --------------------- _________ ___ o _________ __________ _a __________ __________ (2 ---------- ----------- O ________ _ 
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations_________________ (2) Total at~~n-dance __________ _____ _________ ___ Q ________ __________ Q __________ ________ Q ____________ ___________ p ________ _ 
{ 
{
(a) Number_ ________________________ ___________ J ____________________ & ________ _ ________ 3 ___________ _________ !f ____ V __ 
(l) Adult work.. _____ (b) Total attendance _____________ _________ j__J_ ________ -----------°----------- ________ .,k.._J_ ________ -------~-~-----k'.:--
lO. Tours conducted_ ______________________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number __________________________ ___________ O __________ __________ L) __________ _________ Q ---------- __________ D -----------
older youth..___ (b) Total attendance ______________ ___________ Q __________ ----------0----------- ___________ Q__ __________ ---------~-------------
• { {<a) Number ·----------------------- __________ 0 _________ __________ .£l ________ _________ a ------- ________ 0 ___________ _ 
(l) Adult work.. _____ (b) Total attendance _______________ ---------- 0 ---------- __________ <!) ------- _________ O ---------- --------O ____ v----
17. Achievement days held__ ________ (2) 4-H Club and j (a) Number ______________________ ____ ----------l-,,--- ------- ----------~--------- ________ j ____________ -------k------------ , ~ 
· older youth.. ___ (b) Total attendance __________ ____ _L_g_~-------- --~----(2 ________ _______ /__~_6? ________ ----L--~--~----~ • ' ,., . ~ 
'Includes assistant county agent in charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
s County total should equal sum or preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accomplishment. 
a The sum of questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum of questions 4 and 5. 
'Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. 
• Do not count !tema relating to notices of meetings only. 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can he verified Home demonstration agents (a) 
4--H Club agents I 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
County total' 
(d) 
18. Encampments held (report atend- l (a) Number __________________________________ 0 _____________________ .f2 ___________________ L) ____________________ 0 ___________ (1) Farm women. _____ (b) Total members atending. _______ ____ Q ______________________ {)_ __________ -----~------_________ {2_ __________ _ (c) Total others atending ______________ {?._ ______________________ Q ____________________ Q_ ____________________ Q __________ _ 
19. 
20. 
ance for your county only)' _______ _ 
(2) 4-H Club and (b) Total boys atending ________________ .£k ________________ (2 __________ ________ £~----_________ £2=_______ ., 1 YI 
{
(a) Number _______________ _______ -----L ------· __________ C) _________ -----I-·-----_________ J -•----- «J. , ( 
Other meetings of an extemion {( ) 
nature participated in by county 1 
or State extension workers and (2) 
not previously reported__ __________ _ 
Meetings held by local leaders or {(l) 
commiteemen not participatedin 
by county or State extension work- (2) 
ers and not reported elsewhere ___ _ 
older youth____ (c) Total girls atending ________________ 2_J.c __________________ ()_ ___________________ 7-__ k:_ _______________ 7_.k:_ ___ .,,) 
{
~:~ ~:i:b:hers _atending _____________ ; ., _______ --- -----~ _________ ¾----~: _______ ~ _____ ;2 _____  
Adult work. _______ (b) Total atendance _____________________ 'l_J[S:., ____ ------~-----____ :J_Jf,.k_?!_~ ___ J__J(, __ t_1t'__2_ ~ 
4-H Club and (a) Number--------------___________ Q __________ ___________ (2 _________________ "2 ___ _____________________ f.P. _________ _ 
older youth_ ____ (b) Total atendance ________________________ (2 _____________________ Q _______________ (P.__2._f?_ ______________ J.2 __ '7._!2_ ___  
{
(a) Number _______________________________ j_ ~ ___________________ {? ________________ () -------------________ / __ Z-______ _ 
Adult work._ ______ (b) Total atendance ____________________ _j __ 2__,J_ _________________ a_ _________________ Q ____________________ .f._7,._3, _____ _ 
4-H Club and {<a) Number·-------------------___________ O ____________________ C/ _________________ 0 ________________________ C) ________ _ 
older youth_ ____ (b) Total atendance. _______________________ (2 _____________________ f?_ _________ -______ q_ ____________ ------~----
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practicaly ful time to club work. 1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. ' Does not Include picnics, ralies, and short courses, which should bo reported under question 19, ,c- -f • / ., f,u.,'4$ •'M.__f...,.L«- .,._rr.(.-.."'-..f'-.. o-:!r/.s;()oO °'-T c1r .... ~.,,?,<L)I' .,-,e.s ,v.,_ 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a coru,ervative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available wil be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ____ .J-_ 'I £ C> -----
____ _;b J) __ o __ 0 --------22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program. _________________________________________________ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time ___________________________________________________________ _ 
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program. _________________________________________________________ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program. _____________________________ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time _____________________________________________________ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program _______________________________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ____________________________________________________ _ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enroled-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enroled ___________________________________________________________________________________ ·-------------------
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24., 27, and 30 minus duplications) 
_ _______ L ~ o ------
--------~-., 0 -----------2s _______ fa --------------2 {) ------~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
----* z, _;-----_________ so-----________ .z t:> So __ __  
-----.&:~ ---
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
33. County extension association or commitee (includes agricultural councils, home demonstration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory commitees; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Sts.tes where such associations are the official or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the colege in 
the management or conduct of extension work) : . . 
(a) Over-al or generaL____ (1) Name--~-~--af~-!;-~!~---~) No. of members__________ _ _________ JI _3 ------
(b) Agricultural_____________ (1) Name_~_~.i?f-~--~) No. of members __________ ___________ 'f __ J,. -----
(c) Home demonstration___ (1) N ame_i.:,_~---~----7"----1.:-~--~~(2) No. of members__________ _ ______ A_'/ 0 ----------
(d) 4-H Club__________________ (1) N ame_~~ ______ ':{__.fj_ ___ ~----------------------(2) No. of members__________ --------'/_~ S-_______  
(e) Older youth.______________ (1) N ame ________ }I.__~----------------------------------- (2) No. of members_________ _ _______________ 9-_______ --
34. Number of members of county extension program planning commitees and subcommitees (include commodity and special-interest commitees): 
(a) Agricultural ________ lj __ 3:.____________ (b) Ilome demonstration ____ h__~_Q_____________ (c) 4-H Club _______ 'f.__3-_£.________ (d) Older youth ____________ Q __________ _ 
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhood.a.)_____________________________________________________________________ _ ______________ 7. ___________  
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and loco.I commitees_____________ -------------7 ________  
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work____________________________________________________________________ _ _____________ /_'I-----
38. Number of members in such clubs or groups_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ _________ ;z_, r_ 0______ _ 
39. (a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
older rural youth. (See question 185.)-------------------------------------------------------------- x x  x  x  x x x x x x 40. Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system ------------------------------ Men _______ )... __ .,___________ Women _______ l_~-------------
41 Number of different voluntarf local leaders, commiteemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work _________ (l) Men ________ .).._!/_____ (b) 4-H Club and older youth work. _________ { (l) l\1en ___________ 'f._________ (3) Older club boys ____ ____ /2 ______ --
(2) Women ______ ;}.:_£"____ (2) Women ___ _/~------- (4) Older club girls _________ (? _________ en 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
42. Name of the county agricultural planning (over-al planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service -~-Y!~---~-'"c~-:!j--~*-"-~~-~tt!f~l/iL, 
43. Number of members of such county agricultural planning group: 
(a) Unpaid lay members: (1) Men ___________________ .;k __ 1.__________________________ (2) Women _________ _/_!/__________________ (3) Youth __________ o ________________________  
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men __ ____________ 2:,:____________________ (2) Women ________ k ______________________ _ 
44. Number of communities with agricultural planning commitee (over-al planning) _______________________________ z _____________________________________________________ _________________  
45. Number of members of such community planning commitees: (a) Men _______ -,). __ ,_______ (b) Women _________ L_f._____ (c) Youth ____________ t2 _______________________ _ 
46. Was a county commitee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes _________________ .k'."."'." ·--------------- (b) No-------------------------------------------
Extension organization and planning 1 
(a) 
County agr!cnltuml planning I 
(b) 
Total I 
(<) lg~ ~;1~!~m:;::tion_ agents~~-::~~~::::::::::::::~ ~:~~:~::~~~~~ -~~:~~~::::: ::::~~::: ~:~:::~:~:~ ::::~::~ :~:::~:: 4 7. Days devoted to line of work by-(3) Agricultural agents_______________________________________________ ____________ _ ____________________________________________ ---------------2 __________ _ ( 4) State extension workers _____________ ------------------------------_________________________________________________________________________ 3. __________  · · h Id. { (1) County ______________________ /_ ______________________________________________ -------------./--_Q _________ _ 
48. Number of planrung meetmgs e ----------------------------------------------- L (2) Community ______ -----------·---------_________________________________________________________ _ 
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __________________________________________________________________________ i( __ 3. _________ _ 
50. Days of asBistance rendered by voluntary leaders or commiteemen ______________________________________ --------~----------------__________ ----------~-~---------· 
1 Where extension program planning and county agrlcnltural planning (over-al planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity, only column (c) shonld be filed ont. Where extension proeram planning Is the only planning activity, the entries in columns (a) and (c) wil be ldenticaL In al other cases colwnn (c) Is the sum of columns (a) and (b). l6-2So7.._. 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
51. Days devoted to line of work by-
Com 
(a) 
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Wheat 
(b) 
Other cereals 
(c) 
Legumes 
(d) 
Pastures 
(e) 
Coton 
(f) 
Tobacco 
(/1) 
Potatoes and other vege-tables (h) 
Fruits 
(I) 
Other crops 
(f) 
(1) Homedemonstrationagenti,_ ----0 ------0 -------0 ------. _IJ ----______ t) _______ -------0 ---_______ Q ____________ [) _____________ o ------0 ----
(2) 4-H Club agents ___________________ .,J:l-___________ 0 ____________ 0 ____________ t) _____________ 0 _____________ {2 ____________ () ____________ (2 ____________ Q _____ ----.ef?--
(3) Agricultural agents __________________ /). ______ /_ tJ ___________ L_2 _______ ,1,/c ___ ____ :J.J. __________ 6z_f( __________ () ____________ '7 ____________ J._D ________ ./£_ 
(4) State extension workers ___________ L ___________ I _______________ / _____________ J _____________ (s, _____________ J_ _____________ (:) ____________ O ______ ----*---______ k __  
52, N~~~:r w~! c~~~r:f t~~s ~nca;"hich _ \___ J __________ '7 ____________ _7 ____________ 7 _______ ______ 7 ______________ J ____________ O ___________ 7 ____________ J _______________ 7 ___  
53. N ~:=it~~;~~nn!~~l~c;\~d;~!r or -____ / () ------.J ____________ 7 ---___ _/_J,.-_________ _k_O ________ / J ____ ----0 ---_____ LO -----/ y __________ / / ____  
54. Number of larmera usialcd !hia year in-
(1) O~~:!n~;~:a!:o:~e;rie-_____ ;l, _() ________ (p ___________ I __ '/ ________ <{J, _____ ______ 'It? _________ fp __________ D ___________ J( __________ L v ________ 7 ______  
(2) The use of lime ____________________ .,] tJ ________ .,2. 6 __________ 1{!) _____ ___ J,. (>0 ________ ,$_o D _____ J,?-____ _______ o ______ ----~ ____________ _:J ___________ &_O ___ _ 
(3) The use of fertilizers ___________ j_j_{) --____ If-----__ /~ o ___ --7_ () ---. .k.J. 0 --___ _JL o ___________ o __________ _k o ____ --/.£ --_____ / S'" __ 
(4) Controling plant diseases _____ l. ~ __________ _JO _________ f.,£' ________ c) ____________ O _________ j,£0 __________ () ____________ s= ________ 1£ _______ ;J. _o ___  
~ ~ ~::::~~~::~:a ~~~~~  ~~~~ ~~~~~~ '{;' ~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~ :~~:~~~ ::: ~ o :: ::Kb :: :::; ::: :: /;f :: ::~./£ ~~ ~~:~/o ~::~~ 
(7) C°o~~ir~~~m~~dents _ and __ _,} t) O _______ / f I') ____ J ~ () ______ O _____________ t> _____________ t;, ____________ CJ __________ JO ___________ ,?> _____________ Z? ___ _ 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) ============================;=============================== Poultry Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Horses and (Including Other Uvestockt mulos turkeys) w oo w oo oo m ~ 
(1) Home demonstration agents ________________ _L).__ __________ ef;? _______________ '! _________ : ____ ~---______ Q ____________ Q_ _____________ Q_ _____  
55. Days devoted to line of work by-<2> 4-H Club agents _________________________ ---,-12 o·----;>;_------·'a·-· ----L-c:------~ ---___ L___ ~------<; ·-(3) Agricultural agents ______________________ . ./""' _______ / w ____ _________ ___ _______ ___________ LP_____ ____ . / ____ ________ _ __ _ 
(4) State extension workers ____________________ .,Z __ (!__ ___ _______ k: _____ -·r-~----------1-------________ ?) --______ 3 ______ ________ lL __  
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______________________ 7. ___________ _m ______________ (?__ _____ --------2-----________ 7-__ __ -----~---_________ (!)__ ___ _ 
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _________ _6-_p ___________ 7. _____________ .42 _____ ---------~--------~--______ J-_______________ Q ____ _ 
58. Number of breeding circles or clubs or improvement associations organized 2,- O /) O O O or assisted this year ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ '2 ___ _ 
59. Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations _______________________________ ,J(__J_~ ________ Q _____________ (2 _____________ t2_ ____________ {2 _____________ Q _______________ Q ____ _ 
60. Number of farmers not in breeding circles or improvement associations O O O 0 assisted this year in keeping performance records of animals ________________________ (., __ (? ___________ Q _______________________________________________________________________________ ,2 ____ _ 
61. N umbe(l)f 6~ia~;s;:gr!~i~~~-~-=---------------------------------------------_____ / ~ __________ ts, _____________ 0 ____________ $ ____________ O ____________ 0 ______________ () ___ _ 
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females _____________________________________ j_]: ____ ---~---________ (2 _____________ '/. ____________ ,.$c ___________ 52._ ____________ o. ___  
(3) Obtaining beter strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs). x x x x x x x  x x x x x x x x x  x x x x x x x x x ____ ,.Jk->-:____ x  x  x  x  x 
(4) Improving methods of feeding __________________________________________________ .LI)~ ______ _,k .¥ ___ ________ t? _________ p._':/ _________ ./_k _________ <7 _____________ D ___  
(5) Controling external parasites __________________________________________________ ~ __________ L Z-__________ 0 __________ r ____________ 6> _________ / #---_________ 0 ___ _ 
~~~ ~:::~: ::~::r;n:n:;:al p~~:~~~~~~~-----------------__ _/~----_______ ?_______ ----g------~------~---______ & ______ ----§--
1 Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wldlfe. 
Ol 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
62. Days devoted to line of work by-
Soil and water 
(a) 
Forestrir 
(b) 
Wildlife 
(c) 
(1) Home demonstration agents ________________________________________________________________________________ ________ cJ. ___ ·--------- ___________ (l;> _____________________ ____ Q __ ------------
(2) 4-H Club agents _________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- _____________ 6) ____________ _____________ 6 _________ _____ _____________ a _-------------
~:~ ::::~~~::i::e::srkers ___________ ___________________________ _____________ ------------------------------ ---- ------~ ~ ----------- -----------/9 -------------- ------- -----~ ------ -------
63. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________________________________________ --------------/------------- _____ _________ 7 ______ _______ ____________ ./.. ________ ______ _ 
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistw.g this ye!l.r _________________________________ _____________ c__(l ___________ ____________ L_k _________ ____________ k?_ _______ ------ · 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping ____________________________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces _______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies ______________ _ 
(f) With contour farming of cropland _________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(fJ In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion ___________________________________________ _ 
(;) In summer-fallowing ____________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(l) With drainage ____________________________________ _ 
(m) With irrigation ___________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing ______________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year ______________________ _ 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion plans this year _________________________ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 
t Include nature study. 
________ s s ________ __  _ 
__________ 4 __ 0 ------------
___________ ;J._.£ _________ _ 
__ ____ ______ ;!,- o __ ________ _ 
------------ t 2--_________ _ ____________ 7,.r _______ _ 
::::::::::::: fo'1 ::::::::_ -
------------__ J __ -----------
-------------- 0 -------------
-------------- D ------------
______________ / _ 7 _________ _ 
:::::::::::::};y ::::::: 
-------- ---------'------------
----------------f-- ----------
---------------- 0 ----------
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantini with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plantings) _________________________ _____________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees ___________________ _ 
(c) With selection cutting ______________ ________ ___ _ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(f) In timber estimating and appraisaL ______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ___________________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year--
(a) In construction or management of ponds 
for fish ______________ ____________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock ____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In pbnting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders ___________________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areas ____________________ _ 
- --- _______ h I ----------
_ _____________ k _ 7 ______ _ 
_ ______________ / Z,., _________ ~ 
_ _______________ c) --- - -----
------------- ___ o . ---------
------------- 7 ---- ----
------------ > t)-0 ------
____ _____________ k_ _____ _ 
------------------~-- -----
----------------./-~---
l&--2807H 
Include all work with adults, 4--II Club members, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Individual farm p!a.nning, 
Farm BCCOunts, cost records, adjustments,• tenancy, 
inventories, etc. and other management 
problems 
Farm credit 
(short and long time) Outlook information 
00 00 00 00 
(1) Home demonstration agents _____________________________ ______________ t) ___________________________ O _____________ _____________ C> __________________________ '/ ____________ _ 
,.. ~.,.~·:.:':'k"/.~ m r2~;:::=:~,k==::=::::=::::::::::::::::::::= : :::::::::::.: v :: :::: :: :::::: ::1±:::::= ::::::::=={::::::::::: ::::::::::::!~:::::::=:: 
71. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________ ______________ _ f.R ____________________________ J_ _________________________ J ___________ __ ______________ '/. _____________ _ 
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this / t) · 
yea1 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------------- ____________ IP_ 0 _______________________ ;;z._ ________________________ ~ 0 _________ _ 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
Number of farm-survey!Ca) Farm business ____________ _ -----------7 _______________ _ 75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. 
records ta.ken during (b) Enterprise _________ _________ _ 
the year: (c) Other ___________________ ______ _ 
_________ 'l.k -------------
----------_ ()_ ---------------
(e) In getting started in farming, or in re-
locating _________________________________________ _ 
Number of farmers!Ca) Farm inventory _______________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records ________ _ 
keeping- . (c) Enterprise records ____________ _ 
_ ___ ___ ___ _ 7 _______________ _ 
____________ 7 ______________ _ 
__________ :! h ----------
(f) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
and financial plans) _______________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In developing a farm plan only _____________ _ ---------____ 7 __  -----------
ments -----------------------------------------
(h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ _ 
(c) In analyzing the farm business ______________ _ 
I 
----- ----- -- ~ --------------
purposes---------------------------------------
({) With farm-labor problems _________________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ _____________ L ______________ _ 0) In developing supplemental sources of in-come ___________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, International 
trade, Interstate trade 
barriers, transportation, 
Interregional competition, 
etc.) 
Land policy and programs 
(classification of land ton-
ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, settlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
Public finance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilities such as 
roads and schools for rural 
areas, etc.) 
--------· ,L (.) ------------
__________ ___ :/ ___________ _ 
_ _______ ___ / .f -----------
-------------2-------------
_____________ ] (70 ------ 00 
____________ .,;L.7 ________ _ 
Rural welfare (rural-urban 
relationships, part - time 
farmlni:, problems of peo-
ple In low-Income areas mi-
gration, population adJust-
mcnts, rural works pro-
grams, etc.) 
00 00 00 00 
!-::, ~=:~, '°( 1;[ f ~~J~~~;:~.:··" :==:::::::::=:::::::::::: ::::::::::::J ::::::::=:: ::::::::::::: ~ ::=:::::::: ::=:::=::1::::::::::: ::::::::::::::~:::::::::= 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______________________ _Q _____________ --------------~------------ ______________ <I?_ ____________ _ ________________ (!! ___________ _ 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year ________________ Q ____________________________ (2 _____________ ----------------~------------- ----------------~-----------
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ _______________ Q ________ ___ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax collectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ________________________________________________________________________________ _ --------------*-----------
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________ ________________________________ _ 0 ------------------------------
82. Number of nonagricultural in-oups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ ------------- __ .2-, ________ --
1 Include all work on farm adjustments conducted In cooperation with AAA. and other agencies, and not definitely related to Individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 0) or to soil management 
(p, 7), 1G-2S074-I 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older 
youth General 
(a) 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Grain and Livestock 
hay and wool 1 
Dairy Poultry and Fruits and 
products eggs 1 vegetables Cotton 
(b) (c) (d) (e) (fl (q) 
Tobacco, Home prod-
Purchasing 
Forest sugar, rice, or farm and 
products and other ucts and home sup-
co=oditles crafts plies and equipment 
(h) (i) (f) (k) 
83. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents ____ __ ..,k_l_ ____ _____ Q ______ _______ ft __ _______ j_,i_ ____ ___ j_'J.: _______ 2:__i_ ___ ___ ___ f)_ _________ .D_ ____________ Q _________ J_k_ ___ ___ ____ {,!._ ___ _ 
~:~ ~!c~~::~:;::ts_~~::::::::::::: :::::-~ ::::: ::::::~:::: :::::1::::: ::: ; J-- ::: ::::::~::_:: :::::1::::: :::::: ~ ~::: ::~::·~ ::::: ::::::~::::: :::::: ~ :::: :::::::~::: 
(4) State extension workers __________ ·----*---- __ __ _k _____ _____ _/_ _________ I .f _________ /. ________ __I ____________ )-__________ '{ __ __ . _____ _/) __ __________ o ____________ Q __ _ 
84. Number of communities in which work "7 
7 was conducted this year . _________________ _ --------- ·-·-- -----------·-- _____ J ______ _______ '7 ___________ 7 __________ 7 _____ _______ 7 ____ _______ 7 ____ ____ __ i) _____ _______ 0 ___ _________ Q __ _ 
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or f /) .j 
committeemen assisting this year _________ ______ J __________ '{ _____ ______ 7 _____ --------·----- ____ .,2. ./ ___ ____ ,J.- () ___ _______ ( ___ -------------- ______ .i) __________ 7 _____ --------~----
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in · / I> 
organizing during the year _______________________ 0 __________ 0 ___________ 0 _______________________________________ 0 ___________ 0 ___________ C> ___ _ __ ____ .t) _____ ------ c) ·--- _______ G) ___ _ 
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as- /) 
sisted during the year ________________________ __ ____ I) _____ -------------- _____ () _____ __ ___ _/ ____________ /_ _____ _____ j ______ ______ (> ___________ £L __ - _____ (} ___________ } ______ --------°----
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
89. 
assisted during the year (questions 86 D O / ~ / 
and 87) ----------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- -----D ----- ---------- ~ -----0 --·--- ______ p _____ ------ 0 ---- ______ O ----- ______ !) ---- ___ .,Jy --- ______ _!) ____ '° 
Value of products sold or purchased by ~~ '~ 
\ ~ -
cooperatives assisted during the year \p\ f:1-- \., 
(questions 86 and 87) 2______________________ $ ___ 0 ____ $ ___ 0 ____ $ ___ 0 ____ $1~-------- s.)...,._,,_~ S-!~0 $ ___ 0 ____ $ ____ 0 ____ $ ____ () ____ $~)________ $ _____ Q ___ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
bers of cooperatives) assisted during 
the year _______________________________________ _ _J JO ____ __/..]..{)_ _____ / 0 ____ __ 7] r __ _____ 7' o _____ _/ 'f tJ ,- ____ JO ____ ___ _j yO _______ £) ____ _____ O ____________ <!2 __ 
~ 7 ~ 91. Value of products sold or purchased by o,.,.O ~b ,• 
farmers or families involved in the pre- _ ,A:~ '.I,~ '(\ I\ cf>~ 
ceding question._______________________________ $.l£2j__ $Le_Q~A!: $.J.,,.iu,_{>~ $1~-------- $+'1.o.a_~ ${' __ ~-~---- $ __ .2.~5?-~ $~---------- $ ___ Q _____ $ ___ _9-_____ $ ____ (} ___ _ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year ________________________________________________________________ _ 
93. Number of programs a pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year._ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 3 participated in or conducted this year _____________________________________ ____________________ _ _ 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year----------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year_ ______________________________________________________ _________ ______ ____ _ 
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year ____________________ _ 
98. Number of programs I relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year ____________________________________ -------------------
99. Number of programs 8 relating to transportation problems conducted this yeo.r _____________________ __ ______ __ -------------- ------------------------------------
100. Number of programs a relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year------------------------------------------------------------
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify) _____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
t Include livestock, poultry, and hatching eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or feeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative association sorves more than one county, Include only the membership and proportionate volume or business originating In the county covored by this report. 
a Ori:anlzed pieces of work. 
____________ /.e. __ ---·-------
-------------o ___ -----------
---- -------·-_} _____________ _ 
------------- _/ ____ ----------
___ _________ ;i,... _ ·------·----
------------· C,o __ ------- -----
---------- ___ 'I _____________ _ 
() 
------------. --------- -- ---. --
------------- ,;i... -------------
" 
16--280H-J 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 
Include all work with adults, 4-II Club members, and older youth The house, !urnishings, and surroundings 
(a) 
Rural electrification 
(b) 
Fe.rm bulldlngs 
(e) 
102. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration a.gents. __ _________________________________________________ / { ______________ _____ ______ _k 0 ___________ ____________ 0 ____________________________ (> ___________ _ 
~:~ ~:ic~~::ig::::ts_=::::=::=:::~~~~---~=~:::~:~:::::~::::~:::::::~~::~~ :::::::::~~~~~~:::~:::::::: ::~:::::::::::~ ::::~:::::: ::::~::~~~:/°s-~~~:~~~:~~~ :~:::::::::~:Jz...-::::::~~~ 
( 4) State extension workers _________________________________________________ ____________ J ________________ ______________ J _____________ ------------*------------- _____________ _ 3 ___________ _ 
103. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ____________ J'_ ______________________________ ,l ____________ ______________ ?_ _____________ _______________ z ___________ _ 
104. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this 1.(' 
year ______________________ _____________________________________________________________ ___________ J'J _____ _____ __ ------------------------------ _____________ f _____________ ------------ / k ________ _ 
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundings-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwellings _______________________ _ ---------- lf _/ ___________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwellings _____________________ _ ___________ /p D ___________ _ 
(c) Installing sewage systems ___________________ _ ----------- ¥-0 ------------
(d) Installing water systems ___________________ _ ----------- ;J.- _/ ------------
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity ________________________________ _ 
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity _________________________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment _________________________ _ 
________________ t) ----------
-------------- (p .J --------
_ _____________ f {p _______ _ 
I-' 
(e) Installing heating systems _________________ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ___________ _ 
-------------1-------------
_____________ .,}"""/ _________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes _______________________________________ _ -------------- 'J_ lf' ____ ____ 0 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) ______________________________ _ 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings ___________________________________________ _ 
0) Selecting housefUI·nishings or equipment 
(other than electric) ___________________ _ 
(k) Improving housekeeping methods _________ _ 
(l) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses __ _ 
(n) Screening or using other reco=ended 
methods of controlling flies or other 
insects _________________________________________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ____________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
_____________ _! J _________ _ 
________ ___ _/_;;.. 0 -------
--------------- °-------------
--------------' ------------
----------- _,1, _ y _ ---------
____ _ __ _ ___ _ j -2,, ---------
-------------- 0 ------------
____________ S-:J. --------
____________ ,2.._y ________ _ 
_________ ______ o -----------
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings__ ______ _ _____________ (p ~ ___ ____ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings__ _ ______________ J_.k,: ______ _ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ ______ ____ ______ /L ________ _ 
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
____________ _! f [> -------(a) The selection of mechanical equipment._ _ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
equipment ____________________________________ _ 
110. Number of farmers following instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year _____________________________________________________ _ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 
ginning of cotton_ _________________________________________ _ 
------------- ~-~ ------
__________ I __ 3- o ______ _ 
----------------¥ ---------
10-28074-1 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members and older youth Home production or family food supply Food preservation and storage Food selection and preparation Other health and safety work (a) (b) (c) (d) 
Days devoted to line of work by: /2 
(1) Home demonstration agents ________________________________________________________ k __ 'f_ _____________________ k_/2 ____ ~---_________ ;L_f _______________________ () _____________  
(2) 4-H Club agents __________________________________________________________________________ !2_ __________________________ L) _________________________ L:; __________________________ (!) _____________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents ______________________________________________________________________ ;!,_/ _________________________ ,2,-: ________________________ Q _________________________ ,L ___________  
(4) State extension workers _________________________________________________________________ L_ __________________________ O ________________________ ('.'.} __________________________ J ____________  
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______ ---------------?------------_______________ J_ _________________________ 2_ ___________________________ _2 ____________  
Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ________________ ,k_~----____________ _kj ______________________ _/._{__ __________________________ o/ ____________  
Number of families assisted this year-
(a) In improving diets ________________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation_ _________________ _ 
(c) In improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(1) Of vegetables ___________________ _ 
(2) Of fruits _________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
( 4) Of milk. __________________________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cuting or curing ________________________________ _ 
(e) With buter or cheese making _______ _ 
(f) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning __________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing __________________________ _ 
(3) Drying ___________________________ _ 
( 4) Storing ___________________________ _ 
(i"J In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
(j) 
(k) 
food-supply budget ___________________ _ 
In canning according to a. budget_ __ 
With child-feeding problems __________ _ 
__________ ;L _ {p _O ----l==l=l5=(=g==) =====;==F=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=;T=I=O=N=B=Y=A=D=U==L==T==S======== 
_ __________ ,1-. y D ---- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 00 00 00 
.7-J. 0 1. Quarts canned. ___________ J__"J: __ 2._/_/_ ______________ 'i_£_2L_{? ____________ {p _). I 7 _______  
_ ____________ (p s------2. Galons brined ____________________ Q _____________ -------------~ __ Q _______________________ J:) ____________ _ ____________ .J / __________ _ ___________ s_j' _________  3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 ____________ }._ (>. 0 ___________________ / ~ ______________________ Q ____________ _ 4. Cured s 6 _________________ o ___________________________ O __________________ _!'.,. __ o,£ o ______ _ 
_ ___________ /~ 0 ----------------o/ .J ________  ~: ::~:~~ ::~~:~:::J~-;x::: :::::::f_~:~------~:;1 ~~: ~ :: ~ 
,t -___________ / ____ ij -------- 7. Number of different families represented by the above figures ____ ___ _/1 ___ {) _.:?.? __________ ~ 
_ ____________ ]._ 2.-----
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ==11=5=(h=)====F=;=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=T=IO=N=:===B=Y=4·=H=CL=U=B=M=E=M;,=B==E==R==S==== 
~- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish ____________ .,). 2 2 _____ (a) (b) (c) 
---------------(p ___________ 1. Quarts canned. _______________ 2__'j_Q _________________ _L,. __ <P.__~-~-----____________ f.p_ D _________ _ _ ______________ J. 'J-----2. Galons brined. __________________ D ________________________ 0 _____________________________ 0 ___________ _ 
3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 _______________ O _________________________ Q _______________________________ _a ___________ _ 
4. Cured a 6 _____________ O ______________ -----·------0 _____________________________ O __________ _ -------.? {)________ 5. Stored. ________________ 0 __________________________ () _______________________________ 9-·-----
_ ____________ /£ C _______ 6. Frozen'--__________ (p_ 0 _____________________ ,Z._ O ____________________________ O _________  
_ ________________ / ___________ ___ __,__  .,__  ___.!_  ===== 
(l) In the prevention of colds and other 
common diseases_______________________ _ _____________ Yo ________  _ __________ ? _j-----------(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smalpox, etc.) __________________________ _ 
(n) With first-aid or home nursing ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ ----___ ,_;z..-__________  
(o) In removing fire and accident hazards __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ __________ ./_£ 2_________  
Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ______________________________________________________________________ _ ------___ (e ______ ----
Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers _____________________________________________________ _ _____________ :/ __ 
1 Sum of the subltems minus duplications due to families participating in more than one activity • Weight or finished product aft.er drying. • 16-28074-4 • Weight or product before curing. 'Include contents or looker plants and home freezer units. • Do not include vino-matured peas and beans. 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Inclnde all work with adnlts, 4-H Clnb members, and older youth 
Ilome management 1- Clothing and textiles Family relationships-child Recreation and 
family economics development community life 
00 W 00 00 
l1S. ~?~, ";~~~r;;o / i~i r~;2~;::.:·o~ ::::::::=:=:::=::=::: :=::::/f ~ :::::::::: . ::::::::: ·Y ~k :::::: :::::::::::: 1 :::::::::::: · :=:::::::::'I=::::=:: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ _____________ J ____________________________ 2_ _________________________ (R_ ___________________________ .z_ ____________ _ 
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year _______________ (?_ ___ _________________________ (?._ ___ __________ -------------~-------------- --------------~-------------
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With time-management problems_________ ----------h-7 __________ _ 
(b) With home accounts____________________________ _ _____________ /_ ____________ _ 
(c) With financial planning________________________ _ _____ __ ___ / _ D ___________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses_________________________________ _ ____________ f2 _____________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income________ _ _____________ Q ·------------
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
coopero.tive buying of-
(a) Food. ___________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment_ _________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations 3 or individually, with the 
buying of-
(a) Food. _____________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment __________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplications) __ 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions ________________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living ___________________ _ 
___________ / 5 _______ _ 
::::::::::~~f :::::::::: 
_____________ ,3. ·------------
____________ r' I)------------
_ ___________ ) . 0 -----------
------------ LL ____________ _ 
-------------'-------------
__________ 7_ ft:,-----------
____________ ;J._ ___ -----------
___________ /_ 2- ---------
NoTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with selling problems should 
be reported in column (j), page 9. 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
~~~ ~~:t~7:;:i::s:u:;~~:;;o:~~:~~~~~::::: ::::~:::::::::::'?:~£ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing__ ----------------· ___ 2_ () __ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets._______________ _ _____________________ ./ ____ _ 
Family Relationshi{ls-Child Development-Continued 
128. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With child-development and guidance 
proble~ -----------------------------------
(b) In improving family relationships _________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year _____________________________________________________ _ 
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: (a) Men _______________________________________ _ 
(b) Women __________________________________ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
____________________ .l_ ------
C> 
_ _________________ /_?,-_____ ::::; 
-------------------0 -------
_ ___ ________________ (2 ______ _ 
individuals___________________________________________________ _ ___ __ __ __ _ _______ _ _o __ ___ _ 
Recreation and Community Life-Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
home recreation..__________________________________________ _ ______________ ,2... __ S/ _ () __ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities ______________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs ________________________________ _ 
Number of communities I (a) Club or community house_ _______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing- (c) Community rest rooms_ 
135. 
136. Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities __________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other co~unity grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione __ _ 
-----------------2-------
----------------- __ ;:-: ___ _ 
-------------------_y __ -----
D 
_ ___________________ o -------
-----------------__ !/_ ___ -----
____________ 'l_ _______ _ 
1 The house-Its arrangement, equipment, and furnlshings, Including kitchen Jmprov=ents and care of the house-ls reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. 10. 
1 Includes question 122; also famllles buying throui:h marketing cooperatives, organized or assisted, column (k), p. 9. 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage in two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different club members enrolled) 
Project Number of boys Number of girls Number of boys Number of girls Number or units involved in 
onrolled enrolled completing completing completed projects 
(a) (h) (C) (d) (,) 
138. Corn------------------------------------------------------------------ __________ )... ·--------- ----------- ?) ___________________ o ---------- ----------0 ----------- ------------------ D --------------- Acres 
139. Other cereals _________ ___ _________________________ ______ _________ ____ ___ _______ _J ___________ ___________ C} __________________ 0 __________ I__________ () ___________ ________________ __ Q _____________ Acres 
140. Peanuts-------------------------------------------------------·-- . ______ ____ '2 __________ ----------- c::l-------··1----------0----- _____ ----------0 __ __________________________ _t:} _________ ____ ___ Acres 
141. Soybeans, field peas, alfalfa, and other legumes ____________________ {?_ ______________________ (!) ____________________ Q _____ __ _____________ L) __________________________ _a. ______________ Acres 
: :: E:::,w~::~ :::::::::on::::~:::::::::=:: :::::::::::::= ::::::::::1:::::::: ::::::::::·; ::::J: :::::::g:::::::::l:::::=::~ ::::: =:: :::::::::=:=.::: g:::::::::::::: ~::: 
145. Tobacco _____________ _____________ ------------------------------------· ___________ D ___ ____ __ __ __________ .(;) ·------- __________ I) _______ ___ __________ 0 ________ __________________ /) _______________ Acres 
146. Fruits. _________ _____________________ ··---------·----------------------· __ _________ L) ________ _ . ____________ '() _______ . . ___________ D --------· __________ () __________ -------------------0--------------- Acres 
~:~. ~:7:e:;!~~.- truck and canning crops ______________ _____ , __________ ~--------- ________ -!:f__ _______ ---------~----------- __________ j ______________ _____________ f ______________ ~:::: 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement) -------------·!-----------/)_ __________ ----~ _____ f' __________ ____________ Q __________ ___________ (>-_____________________________ ?,> ---------------- Acres 
150. Poultry (including turkeys) _____________________________________ ________ __ _ !ff __________________ .S- __________________ £" ________ __________ f ________ _______________ (::; OJ)- -------·-·· Birds 
151. Dairy cattle _________________________________________ ___________________________ f' ~ _____ ____________ O _________ ___ ____ ___ .J._J _______ ___________ O __________________________ }- 'j' _________ A.nimals 
152. Beef cattle _________ ____ _______________ __________ ___ _________ _______ _________ L _f _______ ____________ !} _________ ____________ {) _________ __ _________ a_ __________ __ _________________ () ___________ Animals 
~!!. ~!:~-------------------------------------------------------------- _________ } / ________ -----------~---------:1 ____________ 7 ______ : -----------~---------· ----------~~~-~~~~-L0o __________ ~=: 6 I O I • 
~~~a.~::~;t:nd mules---------------------------------------------- __ ------------/-- -------------------~ ·-------~ ------------~ _______________ _____ {/ _______________ :~ __ .-.-::~---~----------- :i::~ ~ 
156. Other livestock _________________________________________________ ___ . ______ . ____ _ () ___ ____________________ IP_ _________________ ___ __ (2 __________________ ___ {l ______ _____________________ _ _o_ ___ _ _ ___ __ Animals 
157. Bees ________________________________________ _________________ __ _____________ _______ / __ __ __________________ () ____________________ _f ________ _____________ () _______ __ ____________________ } __________ Colonies 
~::: ;:::::;_~~~:~-:~-~-~:-~-~~-~:~~~:~:::.~--~--------------------- _______ __ ::_~---------- -----------~b~-------- ________ ___ :~ _________ I _________ ~-:-_ ________ -~--~--: __ ~ __ :_P-_: __ ~--~--: __ \:r~ 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) ______ _____ _______ q _______________________ Q __________ __ _________ {P_ ____________________ .a_ __________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
161 A · ultu 1 · · f h l t · ·t t t O o {) () {--------------(,,? _______ Articles made . gr1c ra engmeenng, arms op, e ec nCI y, rac or .. _____ ____________ _______________________________ __________________________________________ ___ ___ 0 ___________________ Articles repaired 
Farm management _________________________________________________ _______ ___ (!__ __________ ------ -------~--------- __________ __ b --------- __________ l) ---------- X X X X X X X X X X X X X 162. 
163. 
164. 
Food selection, preparation, and/or baking _____________________ _______ (;? __________________ _/£_ ___________________ ¢._ __________ --------2 ------------- Jl-----'5__,/:-J-- Meals planned 
______ LJ1 _______________ Meals served 
Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) _____________________________ _ (? __________ _________ J_._:r ________ ------------~---------- ________ '/__Q ________ ____ __ /_Y._~~-- Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid _________________________ ___ ___ _______ ,:;, -------·· _________ J.._;z ______ ____________ () __________ -------~-Z --------- x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
165a. Child care __________________________________________ ___ __ __ _________ __ __ _________ q_ __________ ____________ f?._ ____ ______ ___________ ./J __________ ----------" ----------- x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
166_ Clothing ________________________________________________________________________ C> ________ __ __ _______ J_;t--_______ ___ _______ l) _______ ___ -------U-~---------1 {---L--f:~C? ______ Garments made 
____ __ ________ Garments remodeled 
167. Home management (housekeeping) ___________ ______ ___ ______ -----------°----------- _____ ______ _t.? _________ _!_ __________ Q __ ________ __________ Q _______ __ ___ ___________ g ______________________ Units 
168 H 
f · h" d · t .0. .,).. 6 "' / t) { _______ _ L __ Q __________________ Rooms . ome urn1s 1ngs an room unprovemen _________________ _ __________ _ _______________________________ __________ ___ \;c _________________ ,':_______________ 0. 
() D ______________________________ Articles 
169. Home industry, arts and crafts __________________ ___ ___________________ ___ f?._ __________ ·----------------------- __________ p ________________________________ _______________ 0 __________________ Articles 
~~~: :~~::
1
~:dership __________________________________________________ _ -----------~----------,,-----------$------··---,-----------~---------- ---------~-----------,·: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
172. Total (project enrollment and completion) _______________ -------~/--~------- -----~--'-~------- -------~--~---------- ____ L_~J ________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
16-ll8074-6 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs.---------------------------------------------- _________ ;L_D ---
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enrolled_ ________________ (a) Boys 1 __ k,j_{?_ ___ (b) Girls 1 ___ .,,b_,l[ 
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing ______________ (a) Boys • ____ !f__~---- (b) Girls a ___ f_t}:_ 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
members in school__ ______________ (a) Boys ___ _k_f! _ _l_ __ (b) Girls _____ 2-:_J[" 
177. Number of different 4-H Club ,.,.,. 
members out of school.... __________ (a) Boys ____ /_~----- (b) Girls _______ 0 ____ _ 
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
Boys __ j_lf.._J ___ (b) Girls _____ k:__/.._~ members from farm homes ______ (a) 
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys ___ .2::_f ____ (b) Girls ____ 2-__ J:: __ 
Number or Different 4-H Club Members Enrolled: 
180. By years Boys Girls 181 By ages I Boys I Girls 
--------l---'-(a"-) __ 1 __ --"-(b-'-)--1.----·------ (a) (b) 
10 and under _____ ____ 1__2 __________ <p_f.. __ _ 
1st year .... -·---·-·-· ___ .Ct! __ f)_ __ .... J..1-:3-__ _ 11.... _________________ ____ (,.~ ·-- ____ _J K'. --
2d·--··-····--····--·- _._£ () ··-· -· If B --··- 12 ___________________ ---->-7 ·-- -----~ > __ 
13.... _________________ _____ J- ' ·-· ._ ... z..-J;,-
14_ .. --··-·-·-·-··-·- ··-~ Z-- . ___ . .,2- -~--· 
3d_ .... ----·-··---···-· ___ .) _j ... -- ,).._f:> .... _ 
4th_···--·-·--··-··--- ___ .J.2-.. __ j 2 ·-·-
5th.. ..... ------·······-. __ ../.l .-.... ../ .2 -·-- 15_·--···-·--·-·-·-·· .. __ .,e_7_. -----··?--. 
~!~::::::::::::::::::: ::::::f ,.:::: :::::~:::::: ~~.:::::::::::::::::: ::::::/!-:: ::::::: ~ ::: 
8th..----··----·-··-·-··--·-· 1,-····· ___ .. O .... __ 18 ..•... ·-·····--·-·· --··--.}!.- ---- ·--···· 0 ···-
9th.. __ ···----·--·-···-· ·-··-1--·--·--·-· 0 ···--- 19_··-···-·······--·--··-0 ·-·- ...... 0 ··-· 
10th and over.·-··---·-··(2·--··- _ .... Q ..... . 20 and over ___ ._. -·--··{2-···-···-··-Q·-·· 
182. Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who received definite training in-
( a) Judging·-···- ··-·-'-·--·· (f) Fire and accident pre-
(b) Giving dem- vention·----·---··-···--· 
onstrations ._J_'l.___ ( g) Wildlife conservation·-
( c) Recreational (h) Keeping personal ac-
leadership --·l.-0 .. __ (i) u~
0
~~t:~~~~;;;i~-icl~;~ 
(d) Music appre-
ciation ____ _ -·-' Q __ _ 
,,.... 
mation_ __ ··-·-----··-··-
(j) Soil and water conser-
vation ________ ·-·--·-··--
./~_()? __ 
·--· "---·· 
___ y_(Q_ .. 
_ ... '1 ,/'". 
._7.J. 
( e) Health.._. ____ . .. fl:..>·-· (k) Forestry ___ ··---·---··--·-- _/Is> D __ 
183. Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because J -? 
of participation in the extension program_··---·····---·-··········-·· .. _/ .. 
184. Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such as 
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs.._··-··--···· _ / / 
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth ·-····-············----·-·-· -····-· ···--·-· 0 ... 
186. Membership in such groups __ ············{~:; ~::: :::~::::: ::::::::::~:::: 
187. 
Numbe.rof 
memhers 
by school In school 
Out of school 
Under 21 
years 21-24 years 
25 years and 
older 
status Unmarried Married 
and age (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
(1) young t) 0 0 () 0 0 
men_ .... ---···--·-··--············-· -·-·····--·· -··-··-·-···-··------······ ····-··-·· .. _ 
(2) Young 0 0 0 ~ () <!) 
women_ --------··-·· ···-·-·-·-·-- ·····-········ --···-----·-·· ··-··-····-·· ----········-_ 
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ . ·------·-Q-··-· 
189. Total attendance at such meetings--·--·········-·--·--···-·········· ........ 0 -·-·· 
190. 
191. 
192. 
193. 
Number of other older rural youth groups assisted__ .... ____ . __ _ 
Membership in such groups __ ···-········-·{((ab)) Young men .. -.. 
Young women .. 
Number of older rural youth not in ex- {<a) Young men.._. __ 
tension or other youth groups assisted.._ (b) Young women_. 
( Young men __ . __ 
Total number of different young people I 
contacted through the extension pro- (a) 
::,,:~ ,;t.::;~:.::_ du~:::_ (b) Youngwom~ 
······-·-O __ ·-·· 
·-··-··· 0 ----· 
--···-··-0 --·-· 
-·-·····"· . . --
---······ Q ____ . 
b ..... 
··-·-·····---··· · ""' 
··-··-··o --·-
Check column showing approximate 
194. portion of older-youth program de- Upen1:,,lo 10-19 percent 20-39 percent 40 ~:1e tor 
voted to-
______________ .1 ___ (0~)__ (b) (c) (d) 
(1) Citizenship, democracy, and l) () 0 
public problems .. ·-············-·----·--0 ·-- ------·----··· ·--··-·----··· ----·········-
(2) Vocational guidance ... ·-·---···-·· -·--··_9-____ --·----~--- ----· ... ~-·· -···-~···-
(3) Family life and social customs ... -·-·-·Q-.. ·-·· _____ .<;}_ ····--t;?_··---·-····-!?. .
(4) Soc~al and recreational activi- c) Z) D 
0 
ties·--········-····-·················· -----·-·---·--·-··--·--------········-- ······-··· 
(5) Community service activities .... _ ·-·-·_P., ____ --··---·~---· ··-----~---- ........ _'!::... 
. . 0 0 0 0 
(6) Technical agriculture .. ·-·-·-·-·----·----···--·--· ·-·---··-·---· ··-·······-··· -·····-····--
(7) Technical home economics, in- O O <J 0 
eluding nutrition and health.. ··---···-··---·-·-·-··--·-·-·····-·----·----····----·-·· 
1 All data In this section are b~ed on the numb~r of di1feren~ boys and girls participating in 4-H Club work, not on the number of 4-H projects carried. 
1 Report tbe total number of different boys or girls enrolled 1n club work. This total should equal the sum of the project enrollments reported on p!lge 13, minus dupllcatlons due to the rnme boy tr girl carrying on two 
Ir more subject-matter lines of work. Do not include boys and girls enrolled late In the year In connection with tha succeeding year's program. 
• Same as footnote 2, except that reference Is to completions Instead of enrollments. 16-.sou-3 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here all work, Including war work, not properly included under any of the headings on preceding pages) 
Include all work w, :h adulls, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dees 
(a) 
General-feeder iruects 1 
(b) 
All other work 
(c) 
195. Days devoted to line of work by-
( 1) Home demonstration agents _________________________________________________________________________ ____________ Q ____________________________ _ (1 ___ . ----. __________ _,;/... () -----------
(2) 4-H Club agents ________________________________ _______________ ____________________________________________________ () _______________ -------------0 ------------ --------------~ ------------
(3) Agricultural agents_____________________________________________________________________________________ ____ ___ ___,,t.. _________________________ ____ L _____ --- __ --------------'Z _r _______ _ 
( 4) State extension workers ___________________________________________________________________________________________ £) _____________________________ 0 ____________ ______________ Q ___________ _ 
190. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ____________________________________________________ /_ _____________ __ __ _____________ 2 ____________ --------------2-----------
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen essisting this year _____________________________ _____________ fl_ ___ __ __________ _______________ ( ________________ _________ .,;/::;!.. _________ _ 
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs 
' 
Home demonstration a gen ts 
(a) 
4-H Club agents 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
198. Estimated number of days devoted to--
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and related problems)------------------------------------------------------------- ____________ (? _______ _______ ___ _________ 0 ______________________ ___ __ 0 __________ ____ _ 
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions plants, and war industries __________________ (:! _______________ ________ ____ Q _______________ I _____________ Q ___ ___________ _ 
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) ____________ ____ .()_ ___ ______ __ ____ __________ ___ g ______ _______________________ Q ________ _____ :;; 
( 4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material) ____________________________________ -----------~--------------- _____________ Q: ______________ ______________ f?.. ____________ _ 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 
that all such work has been reported previously under appropriate problems of the farm or home. 
199. 
Assistance to 
Veterans 
(a) 
U. S.D.A. 
CouncilsJ 
(b) 
Farm Credit Employment 
Administration Service 
(c) (d) 
Production 
and 
Marketlrg 
Administration 
(t) 
Soll Conserva-
tion Service 
([) 
Farmers Rural Electrl-
Home fl cation 
Administration Administration 
Col Ch) 
Tennessee 
Valle¥ 
Autbor1ty 
(i) 
Social Security, 
Public IIealth, 
Children's 
Bureau 
(j) 
Other 
Agencies 
(k) 
Days devoted to line o[ work by- ~ f-z-.. 
(1) Homo domonslration agentL. ______ O ------ ______ () ______ ------ o ____________ o ______ ------ Q ____ • ________ o ---- ________ v-____ _____ t) ------ _______ o ___ __ ---------------- _______ ??_ _____ _ 
m ~~:::::...:::::: ::::::~~- _ _ -- ~------ :::::::~ :: : ::: : t ::::: :::::::~-::: ::::-'f: :::: ::::::~ :::: :::::1::::: :::/ 1 __ 1 __ --~ : _j___ _;__ __ _ 
200. Number of communities in which work / 
Wa& conducted !his year ________ _______ 7 ___________ 0 _______ ------ O ------ ---------------- ________ 7 ---- _______ z ______ ------7------ ______ _2.,,.. ____ ------'------- ------7 ------ ______ _/;) ·-----
201. Number of voluntary local leaders or O b 
eommilleemen assistiug this year. ______ Q ____________ Q _______ ________ ____ ____ ______ Q _____ -------~------ _____ o_ _______ _______________________ Q ______ _____ .o_ _______ ______ ()_ _______ ------~-----
202. Numbe;~r ~~et~:~:n::~i~~:~:~8in this ____ // _______ -----· () ____________ O _______ _____ D ______ ------*----- _____ 1{ _________ _)..-- __________ l> _________ ___ Q _______ ______ / _______ ___ ___ O _____ _ 
t Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chlnch bugs, and other insects not reported under speclflc crop or livestock headings, 10-28074--3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF ~XTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a. farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records a.re not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "dayi in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations ns contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, Inix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resultin~ from e. demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not m itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. 
11. 
A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Adoption of a recommended practice. 
Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
Participation in extension activities. 
Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home econoinics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for .the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is e. person who, because of special interest and fitness, is seleeted to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
17. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the a.gent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
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Summary of Activities an:i Accom.plishments............................ 6 
Project Activities 
Agricultural Econmmicso•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 6 
Agricultural Engineering•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···~ 6 
Agronomy. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
Animal Husbandry •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 7 
Dairying ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••o 7 
Entomology and Plant Pathology•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
Forestry•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
Four-H Club Work ••••••o••••••••a•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
Horticulture •••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••oo••••••o••• 7 
Mar lee tin.g • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 
Poul~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '° •• • 8 
Visual Instruction ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••• 8 
Publicity•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
County,Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer 
Farm and Home Leaders 
County Agricultural Committee.•o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Miscellaneous Committees o••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••• 
Community Agr:-iculturaJ. Committees and Neighborhood Leaders•••••o•••••• 
Programs handled through Volumtary Leaders••••••••••••••••••••o••••••• 
Project Activities and Results 
Agricultural Economics: 
9 
9 
10-11 
12 
Ou.tlook Meetings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13 
Complete FarmRecards••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••o••••••••••• l3 
Complete Farm and Home Records •••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••• l3 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies•••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••• 14 
Farm Planning Demonstrations •••••••••••oo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
'!VA Unit Test Demonstrations •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
Compa.rrison of Unit Test Demanstration Farms•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15-16 
Progress Report on Unit Test Dem.Darm of WA Thomaso•••••••••••••••••• 17 
Changes in Livestock management and crop Rotation•••••••••••o••••••••• 17 
Accomplishments-WA Tijomas' farm•••••••o•o•o••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17 
Future Developments-WA Thomas' Farm••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17 
Acres in Production of Specified crops •••••••o••••••oo•••••••••••••• 18 
SummaryW A Thomas' Farm Business ••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••• 18-19 
Ma~ of WA Thomas' Farm••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19-A. 
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Agricultural Engineering: 
Soil Conservation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •o•••••••••• 
Soil Conservation Service Farm Plans•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dynamite Ditching••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••O•••••••o•••••••o Meetings and Tours 
Farm Building Plans •••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 
Tractor Schools---···•••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Combine schools•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fence Post Treatment •••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Miscellaneous Activities•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cotton Improvement and 5 .... \cre Cotton Contest ••••• c••••••o•o•••••••••••• 
Chester County Ono Variety •••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corn Production •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Small grains••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
<ht Production, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wheat Production ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Barley Production •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••• 
Legumes for Hay••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· 
Legumes for Seed••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••• o 
Legumes for Soil Building••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· 
Annual. grazing crops•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 
Soil Building Material ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••o•••••••• 
Animal Husbandry: 
S'Wi.ne ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •••••••••••••••• o 
Purebred Sires ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••• 
Purebred gilts ···································••o••••••••••••••••o 
.Meat cutting and curing ·······················•·o···················· 
Beef Cattle •••••••••!••o• ooo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Purebred beef sires placed•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 
Beef Herd Managemento••o•••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••o••••••••••••• 
Beef Farm Planning ••••••••••••••••••••••••o•o••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Miscellaneous ···················································••••o 
Dairying: 
Golden Guernsey Cooperative •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••• 
Grade A Milk produotion•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Festival•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pictures of Festival••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Milk Routes ···············•o••·····················••o••••••O••••••••O 
Purebred Sires••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••o•••••••••••••••••o••••••••~ 
Cattle sales ••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••ooo•••••••••••••• 
Dairy Farmer's Meetinga••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AnnuaJ. grazing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o 
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Da.iryj.ngp Continued: 
Artificial Insemination ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o••o•••••••• 36 
Advanced Registry Testing•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••• 36 
Ne Grade A Producers o••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 
Growing and Curing quality roughages ••••••••••o••••••o••••••••••••• 37 
Silage production••••••••••o•••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 37 
Winter grazing crops o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o• 37 
Swrm:er Annual Grazing•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o• 3$ 
Su.mmaryWinter Grazing planted•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l9-40 
Permanent Pastures•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 41 
Borden Milk Co•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 42 
Grade "A" Mille pt'Oducers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 42 
Retail Milk•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 42 
Summary Hilk sold Retail in Chester,Great Falls,Lando.,Lockbart •••••• 43 
Summary milk sold to Edisto Dairy, Columbia,o~•••••••••o•••••o•••••• 44 
Sumaary milk sold to Superior D~ies, Rock Hill.•••••••••••.••••• 44 
Summary milk sold to Camden Dairies ••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••• 45 
Sumnary milk sold to Chester Dairies •••o•••••••••••••o••••••••••••• 45 
Twelith Annual Sale Chester County Eluernsey Cattle Clubo••••••••••••46""47-48-49-
50-51-52-53 
Entomology and Plant Patholi!:lgz:: 
Crop diseases ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o•••••················· 
Small Grain Disease control •••••••••••••••••••••••••• o••••••••••••• 
Insect and Rhodent control •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o. 
Cattle Louse Control•••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DDT ob••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••• 
Rat Control••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Peach Insects ••••••• o•••••••••••••o•••·····················O~•••••O 
Forestry: 
Farm Woodland. Manageltl.ent •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pl.anting •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fire prevention ···············••o•••························••••O 
Marketing••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~····-•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-II Club Yi ork: 
Four-H Calf Club work•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-H Member Parent Relationship meeti.ngso•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-H Tractor schools ••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••· 
Four-H Judging teamso••o•••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-H Club camp•••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-II Club Committee ••••••••• o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••• 
Four-H Member-Parent Achievement Banquet ••••••••••••••••••o•••••• 
Summary 4-H Club enrollment and co~pl.etiono •• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Summary completed 4-H Dem.onstrationsoo••••••••••••••••oo••••••••o 
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Four-H Club Work- Continued: 
Summary Dairy Calf Club Demonstrations •••••o••••••••o••••••••••••• 59-60 
Summary 4-H pig Club demonstrations•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 60 
Summary 4-H Poultry club demopstrations •••o•••••••••••••••••••••••• 60 
Summary 4-H Home garden demonstrations••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 61 
Su.rmna.ry Bee Club Demonstrations •••••••••••••••••••o••••••,••••••••• 61 
Show Circuit •••••••••••••••••• o•••····················••O•••········ 62 
Swmnary Winners at Guernsey Festivalo••••••••••••••••o•••o•••••••••• 62-63-64 
Summary 4-H winners at Piedmont Interstate Fair,Spartanburg •••••••••• 64-65 
Summary 4-H winners at Chester County Fair ••••••••••••••••••••••••••65-66 
Summary 4-H winners at State Fair, Columbia •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 66-67 
Horticulture: 
Chester County Club Market•o•••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••68 
Sweet potato seed stock ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••68 
Commercial peach production ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 68 
Pruning demonstrations 0•••••••••••0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0068 
General ••••o•••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••QB 
Marketing: 
Grading and Packing 0•••••••••••••••••••••••0•••0•••••••••••••0••••69 
$tmllDB,ry marketing work••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a69 
Poultry: 
Vaccination Demonstrations•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 70 
Culling demonstrationso••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 70 
Hatching report ••••••••••••••••••••••• o••••••••••••••o•··········· 71 
Turkey Production •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •• •••••••••••••••• o 7l 
Visual Instruction: 
Educational motion pictures ••••••••o••••························· 72 
Fil.In s'"tz'ips •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o • 72 
~otoe;taplls ••••• ,· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • 72 
Models ••••••••• , •• 4 ....................... • • •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 72 
Smnma.ry Visual Instructive aids o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 72 
Publicity: 
Summary Publicity Work: circular letters1 press artivles,radio talks., 
Bulletins districuted and tours•••••••••••••••••••o••o•••••••••• 73 
Miscellaneous ••••••0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••90 74 
F'air Ground Improvement Committee, County Agr.Workers.,State Park., 
and County Fair •••••••••••••••••••••••••• o•••o•••o•••G••········· 74 
Farm Labor Pi-ogrBJD. •••••••• o •••••••••••••• o ••••••••••••••••••••• • • 75 
Circular Letters. 
News Articles 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
6 
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENrS 
General Activities 
Days agmts spent in the office•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o •• 0 : 94 
Days agents spent in the field•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 482 
D~ys agents worked •o••••••••••••••••o•••••o•o••••••••••••••• •••o 576 
~sv~gents traveled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• oeo.12,289 
. isits ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••o 1,239 Different farms visited 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••• •••• 91) J• Office calls at agents officeo••••••••••••••••••~••••,,, ••••• •••• 927 
• ielIT~nehecaJJ.s at agents office ••••••••••••••••••••••o••••• •••• 2,426 
fo. At~dce it ~a:tend.i~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 222 
ll N ·t· 16 ...J;'.r~ings••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• hl,158 
12• N~· ;~mmwu ies n . 1¥0rk was ~onductedo••••••••••••••••• •••• 22 8 • • mers conducting de;i.onstrations ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 22 13. No. volumtary community leaders assisting with Extension Program.. 101 
ffiOJECT ACTIVITms AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Economics 
Four outlook meetings heJ.d with attendance of 264 farmers. 
Six complete farm records kept. Agents cooperated iP-th Farm Credit 
agencies in loaning $180,731092 fo~ production credit to farmers. 
Complete farm plans. developed on six. farms. 
Agricultural. Engineer~ 
Dynamite ditching demonstration at which 1500 feet of drainage ditch 
was blown. Two tours conducted. 336 acres of land power terraced and 
farmer built terraces built on 904 acres. Farm building plans furnished 
for 66 farms buildings. Tvro tractor schools and two combine schools conduct-
ed mald.ng a total. of 252 farmers and 4-H members assisted with care and 
repair of farm machinery. Information given three farmers in fence post 
tre&tment. · 
Agronomy 
Thirteen farmers conducted Five-acre cotton contest demonstrations, rro-
ducing an average of 707 pounds of lint per acre. 11.5 farmers produced 
seed for Coker Seed Company on g,oo acres; 8 corn production demonstrations 
completed, yielding an average of 23 bushels per acre. Four oat rroduction 
demonstrations yielding an average of 33 bushels per acre., and one wheat in-o-
duction demonstration yielding 18 busheJ.s per acre. One barley demonstra-
tion completed, sh<rning a yield of 40 bushels per acre. Two lespedeza for 
hay demonstrations conducted., yielding an average of lc.5 tons per acreo One 
kudzu for hay demonstration shov,ed a profit of $11.50 per acre on waste land. 
One aJ.fa}.:fa for hay demonstration conducted that yielded JB.5 tons on 7 acres. 
Two serecia lespedesa fpr seed demonstrations showed a profit of $4.,095.,50 
on 63 acreso Four legumes far soil building demonstrations completed that 
showed an average of 1.8 tons turned under or left on the land, Four summer 
annual grazing demonstrations conducted that show a profit of $62.50 per acre. 
1741. tons of grant of aid lime and phosphate delivered along with 371039 pounds 
JDDllli: soil building seed. 
1 
Animal Husbandry 
Placed three pirebred boa.rs, eleve11 purebred giJ.ts., and six beef bulls 
with farmers in the counter. Assisted three beef cattle owners with culling, 
and one complete beef cattle farm pl.a.nning demonstration conducted. 
Da:irying 
The Guernsey Festival held September 161 1947 attracted l.51 000 spectators. 
162 head of Guernseys exhibited. 28.,ooo pounds winter gt>azing seed ordered 
cooperatively-. An artificial. insemination association organized through which 
31.sl cows were bred since June l., 1947; 22 new Grade A producers; 18 purebred 
bulls placed. Two silage production and four summer grazing demonstrations 
conducted. Nine permanent pasture demonstrations conducted. Assisted 700 
Borden pt"oducers in producing 11 01.7,440 gallons Grade C milk, and helped 42 
dajrymen produce and narket 7991 370 gallons Grade A milk :ror a milk sales 
total of $8o61104oOO in 1947. Twelfth Annual. Guernsey consignnent held with 
53 head of purebred Guernseys selling for a total of 323.,005.00. 
Entomology and Plant Pathology:: 
Conducted one demmnstration in value of delinting and treating cotton seed. 
Observations and publicity given boll weevil control. Conducted vigorous 
cattle louse control demonstration. 600 pounds rat poison distributed to 
300 farmers; assisted seven orcbardist in purchase of and release of 261 000 
oriential fruit moth parasites. 
Forestry 
Total of 284,500 pine trees set in County in program of reforestationo 
Assisted w.i. th fire prevention progi-~ Located markets for ash and white oak 
timber. 
Four-H Club Work 
Eight cormmini ty clubs organized with 216 ljlel?lbers. Completed records showed 
a value of $21,938.32 in farm products. One Club camp, one achievement day. 
Five member-pa.rent relationship meetings and one 4-H CaJ..f Club banquet held. 
Thirty-nine boys exhibited pr:oducts at fairs, winning $1010000 in premiums. 
One dairy judging team organized. One tit-actors operators school conducted. 
Horticulture 
Two fireheated hotbeds in operationo 791 000 bushels peaches so}.d. 
Two pruning demonstrations given. 
Marketing 
Farmers aided in marketing farm products to the vaJ.ue of $1,0371154.72 
and in the cooi;erative purchase of supplies of $5,o66o85. 
8 
Poultry 
Three poultry vaccinations demonstrations given, two c,1JJing demonstrations 
given. 282 dozen hatching eggs sold from two blood tested flocks. 
VisuaJ. Instruction 
Showed educational motion pictures to 254 people at 22 meetings, 
film. strips to 21 people at one meeting and models to 112 people at 11 meetingso 
Pa.blicitz 
Total of 1272 personal letters -written, 60 circular letters prepared with 
7309 copies mailed; 262 press articles published; 10 radio talks; 1288 bulle-
tins distributed,. and three farm tours madeo 
1. COUNTY, COMMUNITY AND NEIGEBORHOOD CRGA.NIZA.TION OF VOLUNTEER 
FARM AND HOME LEADERS 
1. County Agricultural Committee: 
a. The County Agricultural committee composed of four members was 
first selected in 1936 by too home and farm agents. These men and women 
were chosen not only because of their location in the count,.r, but also be-
cause of their lmowledge of the problems of the county, their interest in 
alleviating these problems, and their ability to offer helpful suggestions 
in putting across an Extension Program that would bring up the stand.a.rd of 
living of the rural people of the counv. As the organization work of the 
county grew neighborhoods were organized and e pc-esident of the neighbor-
hood committee was electedo Representatives of these organized committees 
rrere asked by the original to serve on the CountyAgt>icultural Committee. 
b. Names and Addresses of County Agricultural Committee: 
E W Haile 
Charlie McNinch 
WT Betts 
WA Byars 
l!Jl'se L B Weir 
frso W M Wooten 
W S Gill 
J Watt Weir 
Rodgers M Reid 
Mrs. Carl Allen 
Frank Kirkpau-ick 
L E S'b:-oud 
Mrs . G T Ligon 
Lowrys 
RJ,Chester 
Chester 
Lowrys 
R2, Chester 
R4, Chester 
Rodman 
Rl.,Blackstock 
Richburg 
Fort La'VID. 
Fort, La.1'Il 
Greali FaJ.ls 
Richburg 
Executive Committee 
CB Abell 
Mrs.Wade H Stroud 
Mrs . W M Wooten 
J Porter Gaston 
Dairy Committee 
Lowrys 
Richburg 
R4, Chester 
Richburg 
Crawford Stroud Richburg 
J Watt Weir,Jr. Rl,Bla.ckstock 
Frank Kirkpatrick Fort Lawn 
W B Stringfellow.,Jr.R4., Chester 
Far;. Labor Committee 
WC McNinch 
W S Gill 
Raymond McDaniel 
R3, Chester 
Rodman 
Leeds 
Raymond McDaniel, 
Mrs. R W Wilks 
CB Abell 
RA Oliphant 
Mrs. J H Neely 
W B Stringfello ,Jr. 
Crawford Barber 
J Porter Gaston 
H L WaJ.ker 
J Reid Morrison 
Mrs. Wade H Su-oucl 
J T McDonaJ.d 
Leeds 
Leeds 
Lowrys 
Chester 
Smith TO 
R4,Chester 
Rl, Chester 
Richburg 
Edgmoar 
Richburg 
Richburg 
Rl,Blackstock 
Marketing Committee 
LE Stroud 
Mrs.A P Atkinson 
Mrs. LB foir 
WA Byars 
4-H Cl.ub Sommittee 
Great Falls 
Lowrys 
R2, Chester 
Lowrys 
Mrs. J H Neely, Smith TO 
J Porter Gaston Richburg 
Frank Kirkpa'b:-ick Fort Ls:rn.1 
Returning Veteran's Committee 
Herbert Lyles Walker, 
Crawford Barber 
E W Haile 
~oar 
Rl,Chester 
LO\ll'ys 
Representatives to State Agricultural Co!llIDittee 
Mrs. Wade H Stroud.1 Richburg C B Abell, Lowrys 
Io 
c. Duties and Responsibilities of County AgriculturaJ. Committee 
The County Agricultural committee meets at intevals and all important 
phases of Extension work are dis cussed. This committee suggests to the home 
and £a.rm agents pla.n.s of work they deem necessary. A report is ma.de to this 
committee on the work of the home and fa.rm agents. 
2. Community Agricultural Committees am Neighborhood Leaders: 
a. Names of comm.unities and Neighborhoods Ot-ga.nized and Leaderso 
COMMUNITY 
No.l Wilksburg 
Baton-Rouge 
No.2 Lowrys 
Noo 3 Rodlr.an 
1fao 4 El.Bethel 
No. 5 Chester 
NEIGBBORHO(I) 
Mt.Pleasant---------- Mrs. Herman Caa::-ter, Lowrys 
Wilksburg Baton-Rouge~E W Haile., Lowrys 
(W C McNinch., R3, Chester 
Leeds ----------- Raymond McDaniel, Leeds 
Armenia------(Mrso A P Atkinson., L01JI'YS 
(!vi O A tld.nson., Lowrys 
Lowrys-------(W A Byars, Lowrys 
(CB Abell., Lowrys 
Le'Wis Turnout---- (WP CBl'penter., R4, Chester 
(W B St."ri.ngfellow,Jro R4.,Chester 
(Mrs. Ira Wooten., R4, Chester 
Rodman------- (W S Gill, Rodman 
( J Porter Gaston., Richburg 
(1.h-s. WW Gaston,Jr.Richburg 
Edgmoor---------- (Mi:-s. Boyd Westbrook., Edgmoor 
{W A Thomas., Edgmoor 
(H L Walker, Edgmoor 
Landsford----------- (Mrs.Lowry Simpson., Catawba 
(RD Stephenson., Catawba 
Fort Lam-------- (Frank Kirkpatrick., Fort Lawn 
(Mrs. W S Hold._er, Fort Lam 
(A J Thrailkill., Fort Lawn 
Chester-------- (Vf T Betts, Chester 
(J A Smithwick., R2., Chester 
Highway Noo 7---- R A Oliphant., Chester 
Orrs---------- (Mrs. T E Beatty, Rl, Chester 
(WA Mcwatters, Rl., Chester 
Peden Bridge Road- Mrs. Crawford Barber, Rl, Chester 
Douglas-------- (EB Beam, R21 Chester 
(Mrso L B Weir, R2, Chester 
(Mrs. WA Cassels, R2, Blackstock 
(D Euta. Colvin, Chester 
COMM.UNITY 
No. 6 Well,:-idge 
•· 
NoJ 7 Bascomville 
I I 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
' 
WelLT"idge---------- (Mra. J A B Boyd, Jr.. R1f. Chester 
(L W Orr, Rl., Blackstock 
Cornwell--------- (Mrs. CD Love, Rl, Blackstock 
(TL Taylor, Rl~Blackstock 
Hopev;ell------- (J Watt Weir, Jr. Rl;Blackstock 
(Mrs.Charles Ra.mbo,Rl,Blackstock 
Richburg--------- (Miss Lottie Bell Ferguson,Richburg 
(J Carl Gibson, Richburg 
Great Falls----- (Mrs. Wade H Stroud, Richburg 
(Cra.'Wford Stroud, Richburg 
Bascomvil.le--------- W G Jordan, Richburg 
I 'J-
3. Programs Ha..'1dled Through Voluntary Leaders 
1. Peace Time Agricultural Program: The tvro County newspapers were 
most cooperative in lauching this Program. These newspapers covered the 
County completely and gave the public a clearer understanding of the en-
tire programo Voluntary leaders grasped the idea quickly and were able 
to explain it to neighbors am others in their communities. This help-
ed greatly in forwarding this program and gave the rural population a 
clearer understanding of their part tn this Program. 
2. L:une and Phosphate Program: This program Vias handled partly through 
volunteer leaders in tha. t they were asked to urge their neighbors to take 
advantage of these provisions through the 1947 AAA Program. In spite of 
some contusion existing when A.AA orders were suspended, a great many farmers 
resubmited their orders for both lime and phosphate. 
3. Seeding Fall Grains: Many farmers are planting less acreage of 
earn and depending more and more on small grain for feed crops. With the 
help of the farm labor assistant., volunteer leaders were contacted and helped 
in getting their farm machinery in shape for fall planting., and also in getting 
a line on those people who would need assistance in the farm of labor arxi 
machinery to get the job doneo Because of excessive rains a relative email 
acreage has been seeded. However, leaders are urging their communities to 
plant all grain possible as conditions permi to 
4o Farm Labor Program: The farm labor program bas been a definite assist-
ance to Chester County farners directly and indirectly. The farm labor assist-
ant has assisted with machinery schools, labor saving shows, placing., placing 
needed farm labor and assisting farmers in any way possible with labor and 
related problems. Close contact was maintained with machinery operators., and 
assistance furnished in working out routes for custom work to increase cover-
age in each conrnunity. 
5. Grazing Program: Realizing the need for better pastures and grazing, 
a program was outlined and presented to the leaders. They assisted in ob-
ta:i uing an order of 28,000 pounds of grazing and pasture seed as well as 
spreading useful DlDI information on planting recommendations. 
/J 
ll. ffiOJECT. ACTIVITIBS AND RESULTS: 
1. Agricultural Economics: Work in Agricultt1ral Economics and Farm 
Management for 1947 included County-wide Outlook meeting, community out-
look meetings, fertilj_zer meetings, complete farm records, complete farm 
and home account, cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies and f&rm planning 
demonstrations. 
Farm Labor Report will be found on pages 75 of this Report. 
OutJ.ook Meetings: One county-10Jide Outlook meeting was held in Chester 
on January 29, at which t:un.e extension officials presented outlook inforn:e.-
tion to 35 farm men and women of the County. Following this meeting the 
county agents and home demonstration agent presented outlook material. to 
229 interested farm people at five meetings throughout the coun"t;IJ. 
Farmers throughout Chester County are relyins more and mot'e on this outlook 
information through the Extension Service in planning their op:,rations .. 
Complete Farm RecordsJ. Six Chester County farmers kept complete farm 
records, or farm surveys in 1947,• These records will be submitted to the 
Exte . sP'O'~ v, isl; • nsion Farm Management co,m1ss1 for analysis, the result of "Which, when 
available, will be used in connection with corresponding records from other 
counties having a similar type of farming as a source of factual. naterial for 
Extension work in farm management, and in program p:L:l.nning in Chester County0 
A list of the six farmers keeping complete farm rwcords is as follows: 
List of Complete Farm Records Demonstrations- 1947 
Name 
Allen, A C 
Atkinson, A P 
F.enry, James R 
Simpson, CB 
Stroud, Wade H 
Thomas, WA 
Size of Predominant Type of 
Address Farm Farming 
Fort Lawn 
Lowrys 
Rodman 
Richburg 
Richburg 
Edgmoor · 
135 
250 
360 
165 
251 
226 . 
Dairying 
Cotton, livestock 
Cotton, livestock 
Dairying 
Dairying 
Cotton, livestock 
Comolete Farm and Home Account: One far:ioor kept complete farm and 
home account, which will be submitted to the Extension Management division 
for stumllal"y and analysis. This record when available is summarized form will 
we used in the same manner as outlined under Complete Fa.rm records. 
Following is farmer keepi..--ng complete farm account: 
Name Address 
Thomas.,. _.W. A~ 
Predominant Type of 
Farmin 
Cotton, livestock 
/If 
Cooperation with Farm Credit !.gencies: The County Agents cooperated 
with the Rock Hill Production Credit Association, the Emergency Seed Loan 
Office and the Farm Security Administration in their work of' extending 
credit to the £armers of Chester County. 
Following is sUIIlm3.ry of these loans n:ade in 1947. 
Agency No. Farmers Amount Loaned. 
Rock Hill Production Credit Assn. 2.35 $180,381.92 
Emergency Seed Loan ) 
Farm Security Administration) 210 35,ooo.oo (Collected 9$%) 
Farm Planning Demonstrations: In cooperation ·with the Farm anagement 
division and the Tennessee Valley Authority farm n:anagement plans have been 
worked out on six farms. On these farms rotation, fertDizer recommendation 
and erosion problems haw been \VOrked out. 
A list of these farms is as follows: 
List of Farm Planning Demonstrations 
Name 
Allen, AC 
Atkinson, A P 
Henry, James R 
Simpson, CB 
Stroud, l'fade H 
Thomas, WA 
Address 
Fort Lawn 
Lowrys 
Rodman 
Richburg 
Richburg 
Edglj).Oor 
TVA Farm Unit Test Demonstrations: 
.c. 
Acres in Farm 
135 
2-50 
360 
165 
251 
226 
In cooperation with the EKtension Service and the Tennessee Valley 
Authority the county agents established ten unit test demonstration farms in· 
Chester County in 1938. These farms were established to demonstrate the 
value of a program of land~se adjus"bnent in the interest of soil and water 
conservation. Crop and livestock plans were developed for each farm for a five 
year period. Each farmer is to keep a complete farm record of his business 
transaction each year. 
/..) 
_A_C_o_m.,p_ar_i_s_o_n_of_U_n_i_t_T_e_s_t-_D_em_o_n_s_t_r_a_t1._· o_n_F_a._rm_s_o_f _ C_he_s_te_r ____ co.unty, 19h6 
Item 
Labor income, dolars 
Receipts, dolars Expenses, dolars 
Farm income, dolars Farm income per :;,100 invested, dolars Receipts per $100 invested, dolars 
SIZE: Crop acres Crop acres and open pasture Total acres in farm Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals Man-work units, total Anime.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: Crop yield index Cash crop yield index Lint coton per acre, pounds Yield corn per acre, bushels Yield oats per acre, bushels Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons Yield sweet potatoes per acre, Dairy sales per cow, dolars Income per sow, dolars 
Egg income per hen, dolars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: Man-work uni ts per man 
bu. 
Percent work done by sharecroppers Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: Percent of farm in cropland and open pasture Acres of crops per cu;t.tivated acre 
DIVERSITY: Percent of receipts from coton Percent of receipts from livestock Acres of cropland per animal unit Acres of open pasture per A. U. ( C,:tle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows Other dairy catle Beef cows Other beef catle Brood sows Other hogs Hens Other. poultry 
l.A C Alen 2 oA P Atkinson 
~
• James R Henry .C B s· son .Wade ~trou.d 6.w A Thomas 
28,P 
2048 J.651 3396 25 37 
48 88 13$ 58 J.3675 
20 511, 23.5 
167 
20$ 739 27 
l1Q 
63 
124 o •. .32 
290 31 103 
(2) 
3450 
7h39 ,l72 4267 21 __ 36 
124 149 250 191 2048~ . 1,0 1107 15,; 
l.8 l/17 528 21 
30 
1,0 
94 
0 
0 
230 
53 62 
(3) 
2J97 S2P3 3205 
==1= 
88 
ll 
380 
~ -~ 
2.1 
134 l53 524 28 32 .,leO 
0 
_J.79 _,64. 15 
65 60 __ 1._21 -1-, s..,.,.L._ 
24 
26 
2e0 J.2 
6,o 
17.0 ,.o 
0 
0 805 156 33 
40 58 
-24-- 29 __ 8 ... _1 9-1 
___ 2_. ... o. • 2. 1 
0 
0 
6,o 5nD 
0 0 0 
1.0 1tJ 0 
(4) (5) 
~ _1655 .l21L2~ 
1700 ~ ~ 1275 . JJ06_ 10 ~ :A--5[: 
.JQ.~ . 152 
_JU__ 302 160 573 66 --£7.L 1221r 4)278 _..!.o _-11.,_o 367 2703 12.1 89.8 
139 -lj2 
30 
= -278 Q _ _a_ 
131, JJh 319 
le3 
2S4 _ _a__ 
0 -
240 , _;J-79 __ e ...L __ 5_1 _ _BL 
53 l,82 
0  1 
JJ2 91 -'2=·=1 1.7 _ _.2 .. ,... 1 lp 7
JJ,O Ja.s 
0 
0 0 
3e.S 
2$ 
0 
7080 
3.3.$ 
0 0 o,s 5,5 lia 0 
I 
A Comparison of Unit Test-Demonstration Farms of 
Item 
Labor income, dollars 
Receipts, dollars 
Expenses, dollars 
Farm income, dollars 
Farm income per :'.~100 invested, dollars 
Receipts per $100 invested, dollars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres 
Crop acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals 
Man-work units, total 
Animc.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint cotton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield sweet potatoes per acre, bu. 
Dairy sales per cow, dollars 
Income per sow, dollars 
Egg income per hen, dollars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: 
Man-work units per man 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: 
Percent of farm in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSITY: 
Percent of receipts from cotton 
Percent of receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A. u. (c,;ttle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows 
Other dairy cattle 
Beef cows 
Other beef cattle 
Brood sows 
Other hogs 
Hens 
Other. poultry 
(6) 
96 
lo6 
132 
12] 
8331 
3.0 
836 
10,4 
ll7 
133 
h7B 
::ft: 
23 · 
lsP 
122 
0 
1,35 
2,32 
67 
62 
4.o 
L.5 
0 
.;;__Q_ a., 
1.0 
222 
10 
County, 19h6 
( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) 
ffi.OGRESS REPORT ON THE UNIT TEST DEM01'5TRATION FARM OF 1'f A THOMA.S 
CHESTER COUNTY 
CROP ROTATION 
Field No. Total Acres 
lA Oo9 
1 B 805 
2 0.2 
3,4,5,7,llB,llC ) 
llE, 14,17A. & 170)38.4 
8 & 9 . 804 
10,1J.A.,12A,15 & 17D 4.1 
12 A & 19 4.6 
17 G le7 
18 5.2 
Rotation Underway 
S-ca.ne 1 yr. Cotton 1 yr. Small grain 1 Yr,, 
Corn 1 yr. Cotton 1 yr. Small grain 1 Yr o 
Idle continuously 
Row crops 2 yrs. gcoain & lespedeza l year. 
Cotton 
Truck crops 
Annual grazing 
Row crops 1 yr. grain & lespedeza 1 year 
Permanent Pasture 
Changes that have taken place in Crop Rotation and Livestock Management: 
In 1938 Mr. Thomas grew a total of 24 acres of cotton and 22 acres of corn. 
Since that ti.me he has been gradually shifting acreage to more sma.11 grain 
and legwoos, permitting more soil building and erosion resisting crops which 
conserws the soil and at the same time produces sufficient feed tor his live-
stock. Mr. Thomas is increasing his da:ixy cattle and is now selling some milk 
that adds to his farm income. 
Accomplishments: A.s mu.ch lime and phosphate have consistently been added 
to the soil as good business would permit. Lespedeza has been treated nth 
TVA phosphate and limestone. Pastures have aJ.so been treated. Treated legumes 
ha -ve shown a definite increase in yield of bay per acre. Kudzu has been estab-
lished on poor land and farm buil.diDgs have been improved. Mr o Thom9.s' farm 
income has doubled in the last few years. A large pa.rt of this increase can be 
attributed to T. V .A. 
Future Develo_pments.:, Mr. Thomas plans to maintain his present balance be-
tween row and .cov<n" crops in order to keep a bale.need farm operation. 
He will, however, lean more toward grazing, cover crops and permanent winter 
grazing for bis livestock. 
/8' 
ACREAGE AND ffiODUCTION OF SPECIFJED CROPS GRCJ;ffl ON THE TEST FARM OF 
W. A. THOMA.S- 1947 
Grown by Fa.mily & Hired Labor 
Crops Grown Acres Production 
Grown 1?Y Shara-crow rs 
Ac.res Production 
Cotton 2.0 950 lbsolint 33.0 101 900 lbs.lint 
Corn a.o 176 bushels 18oO 360 bushels 
Wheat 0 0 7.0 168 bushels 
Oats 14.o 420 bushels 600 150 bushels 
Truck 3o0 Home use 
Cane 4.o 24 T 0 0 
SUMMARY OF MR. THWAS' FARM BUSINESS FOR THE GA.LENDAR YEA.R 
Land 
Horses and mules 
Improvements 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Poultry 
Sheep, goats &co 
Crop,Feeds, etc. 
Machiner and tools 
Total. 
Farm Recei ts 
Cotton and cotton seed 
other crops 
Cattle and hogs 
Dairy Products 
Poul try and eggs 
Miscellaneous Receipts 
Share-croppers expense 
Total cash recei ts 
Increase in Invento 
Total Receipts 
$2750.00 
825.oo 
1664000 
950.00 
337.50 
382000 
1739.00 
837.95 
$9485.45 
$4603019 
ll2o40 
273.60 
456.80 
568.25 
102.85 
222.35 
6339.44 
$2750.00 
890.00 
17.52.50 
975.00 
220000 
370000 
3o50 
2107.00 
9420 5 
$10 0100 
Farm enses 
Hired 1£.bor 
Crop Expense 
Livestock and poultry 
Automobile 
'l'ruck,tractor,equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Share croppers Receipts 
Total cash nses 
Decrease in invento 
Total nses 
) 
$ 301.80 
7lle66 
327.5 
65.8 
2170 
155. 
2158.6 
3937. 
$3937. 
I i 
WA Thomas Farm Business for 1947- Continu.ed 
Receipts minus expenses••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$ 2927.23 
Value of unpaid family labor other than that of operator,deduct 
Farm income••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2927023 
Interest (4% on average of two inventories) deduct.................. 389.92 
Labor income*·················••••c•···························· 2 37.31 -----...... -----~ 
* Labor income is what a farmer receives for bis year's work above interest 
on his investment and all farm expenses, in addition to having a house to live in 
and farm products to use in the house. 
/f'A 
MAP OF W A THOMAS' FARM 
/De-
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2. Agricultural. Engineering: 
Agricultural Engineering work during 1947 included soil conservation., 
farm building., land drainage., land clearing., rural electrification., fa.rm 
ma_chinery, and the harvesting and ginning of cottono 
Soil Conservation: Soil Conservation work was conducted through Chester 
County volunteer Soil Conservation ssociation in cooperation with the 
Soil Conserva tipn Service and the Ca ta.vroa Soil Conservation District. 
The Chester County Spil Conservation ssociation organized in 1939 now 
has 545 members. This organization is still actively engaged in soil con-
servation work., but due to warnou.t terracing equipment and the difficul.ties 
involved in securing new machinery, the county terracing unit is not function-
ing full tine. Farmers a.re being encouraged to use their ovm equipment to 
bulled terraces. 
The headquarters of the Soil Cpnservation Service district, which includes 
York, Fairfield, Lancaster and Chester Counties was fcrmed in January 1938 
and the technical personnel is now engaged in carrying out the district plan 
as set up. The county agents cooperate closely in whit worko Two soil conser-
vation service officials are assigned to the county. Soil Conservation meetings 
and demonstrations are planned and held in cooperation With these technicians. 
Soil Conservation Service Farm Plans: During the yea:r 90 farm plans 
have been prepared by the Soil Conservation Service technicians working in the 
county. Soil conservation service officials estimate that 55 percent of 
the soil conservation practices planned on these farms have been esta.blishedo 
Dllle!'!ite Ditching: Soil conservation service technicians and county 
agents cooperated in a dynamite ditching demonstration at 'Which 1500 feet of 
drainage ditch was blown enabling the farmer to effectively utilize twenty acres 
of excellent pasturelaid that had been semi-swampo Extensive work along these 
lines are planned for the future. 
Meetings and Tours: Assisted in the organization of one conmrunity to 
enable the residents to take full advantage of both Extension and Soil Conser-
vation actinties. Soil conservation service ani Ex.tension officials coopera-
tively conducted one tour of agricultural workers to Newberry and Anderson 
counties to studjr winter grazing and make recommendations for this county. 
Cooperation also extended on a tour to several counties in the lower pa.rt of 
this State. This tour attended by twelve farmers was land clearing practices 
on cooperative basis in these areas. 
Meetings held in eight 4-H Clubs on soil conservation service essay contest. 
Four-H Club members participated actively in this contest. 
Summary of Soil Conservation Wort: The table on the following pages gives 
a summary of (1) Extension Educational activities (2) Extension demonstrations 
in establishing soil conservation practices and (3) sum:nary of all soil con-
servation practices established in the county during 19470 
J- I 
SUiJ::.ARY CF 3''CTE~;3ION EDuCATIOi'JAL ACTIVITL!..S Lr COf;iCCTION 
VITT; SO I L CONSERV~-.TICI-l DiuTRICTS 
1. lfo . group conferences ~tension and SCS technicians in county 
a . Attendance at these conferences 
2 . Yo . corr.munity meetings with Soil Conservation District work 
a. Attendance at t1ese meetings 
3 . No . field meetings 
a . i:o . r.1.ethod emonstrEtions establishin; practices 
1. Attendance 
b . No . n'3etinr;s at denonstretions (observation) 
1 . .tttendance 
4. No . fc,r;ns on w_1ich connty agr-:nt assisted ·nith soil conservc:.tion 
farm planning 
5. Informational material on soil conservation 
a . IJo . informational circ1.'.lar letters 
b . 1~0 . informational news articles 
c. Ho . bulletins (soil conservation) distributed 
d . IIo . radio procra1,1s ( soil conserve.ti on) 
6. Soil conservation program with 4- E clubs 
7. No . contestants 4- i-: soil conservation contest 
8 . No . denonstrations to establish farnr drainage 
a. No . acres drained 
9 . :ro . demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 
10. :t-:o . demonstrations est~blis~ cover of snnr.1r-;r or vrinter annuals 
or perennials for soil conservation 
11. to . method demonstrations f2r1:1er - built terraces 
a . f_ttendaPce , 
12 . Ho . method deir.onstrations te:cn1ce naintenance 
a. Attenc:ance 
13. Eo . organized communities in county for soil conserv2tion 
a . :ro . far1:1s in these co;-r.munities 
12 
60 
l 
____ Jg_ 
0 ---
__ o_ 
0 
0 
2 
0 
3 
~_Q __ 
0 
_ _L 
75 
1 
20 
__ _Q_ 
85 
1 
s 
2 
6 
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Soil Conservation Report No. 3 
Soil vs.ti.on York in District on Farms Under A eemant 
le District .A.gi,eements ma.de•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. ApJ1"oved rotation-Acres•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3• Strip rotation- acres••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Kudzu P.Lanted-Acres ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• ,o• 
S. Sereci.a pl.anted-Acres •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Pasture Iapro'V8lDSnt-Acres •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7• Trees Pl.anted-Acres ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8• Woodl.and Improvement-Acres••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9, Terracing (with power terracing units), ••••••••••••••••••••• 
( with power owned equipment •••••••••••••••••••••• 
10.Terracing on farms not under agreem.Ellt•••••••••••••••••••••o 
DB1D0nstrations in Esta..-lishing Soil Conservation Practices 
& for Erosion Control and Land Use- 1947 
l. Establishing perennials (Lespedeza serecia••••••••••••••••••• 
(Kudzu••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Establishing strip cropping•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Establishing permanent pasture••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Establishing SU1IJIOOr cover aild winter anmiaJ.s ................ . 
.5. Farmer built terraces••••••••••••········•••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Terrace maintenance••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7o Forestry practices(woodlot ma.D&gement)•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Baoteetion from fire and grazing••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Planting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1947 
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FARM BUILDING: 
Fa.rm Building Plans: Farm building pl.ans pt"epircd by the Extension 
Agricultural Engineering Division are made available to all farmers in the 
county. It is not practical to account for all plans furnished in the forms 
of bulletins, but the following is a por·l:iion of hte plans distr:lliuted that 
have actually been used. 
Summary of Farm Building Pl.ans Furnished Farmers 1947 
Buildi.ngs 
Combination Milking Barns 
MiJ.k Houses 
Loaf'ing Barns 
Gener~ Purpose Barns 
Poultry Houses 
Residences 
Meat Curing House 
Conceret Silos 
Double Box Silos 
Brooder Houses 
Total-
Noo Plans 
22 
8 
6 
7 
4 
2 
1 
2 
5 
9 
66 
Tractor Schools: Two t.ractor schools were conducted with assistance from 
Extension Agricul turaJ. Engineer. 186 interested 4-H Clum members and f~s 
expressed favorable cpmment on practical information. As a resu1t of these 
schools one farmer commented that tractor drivers bad cost him several hundred 
annually through neglect and carelessness. In the future he plans to train 
his operators with information received at these schools and eliminate these 
costs. 
Combine Schools: Two combine schools conducted with the assistance of 
Extension Agricultural Engineers were attended by sixty-six interested combine 
operators. 
Fence Post Treatment: Information given three farmers on fence post treat-
ment. One of these men is planning a. small plant to treat pine posts thinned 
from his farm wood lots. This plan will give him a s~cialized market for his 
cull thinnings, as well as utilize farm labor during the winter. 
AGRONOMY 
Agronomy work in 194T consisted of demonstrations and educational. 
work with each or the major Agroil(JQ" Projects. Sunmaries and results 
are listed as follawsa 
Mi8cellaneous activities 
Crop and Fertilizer lleetings: Inadequate supplies of fertilizers have 
been one of the difficc.lties faced by farmers in 1947. This pt"oblem 118.S 
dllscussed in our county-wide and fiw cOJ111JJm11:l' meetings, attended by a 
total or 264 farmers. In addition, farmers haw been kept in:rcrmed of the 
situation through personal contacts, news articles and circul.Ar letters. 
lToper utilization of fertilizers and farm manures have been stressed dur-
ing the entire year. 
Soil Tours: In cooperation with Soil Conservation officials one soils 
tom- was conducted to ·keep agricultural. worlrers up to date on soil types and 
pt"oper land utilisation in the county. 
Fi w •ere Cotton Contest a Chester County· was represented at the State 
meeting of cotton contest winners on January 1.6, 1947 by J ·H Nee]¥, first 
State ·prize; W ll Wooten, ·First District prize; Joe Wylie., secom District 
irize; R W Betts, first County- prize., and RA Oliphant secom County prizeo 
Mr'o Neely's pt"od.uction or 8j27S poubis of lint cotton was an all time World 
record in cotton production. 
SUMMARY RF.SULTS $-ACRE CO"rrON DUROVEMENT DEMOETRATIOE 1947 
Lbs.Seed Lbs. Value Cost · Net 
Name Cotton L'int · Cro12 Prodo Profit Varie!f 
B""""e-,t'"""t-s,-R""'· W------,ll-, ... 600;,,..,......,4....,;..,6.,..00.,...__$1.;960;6c¥394.27 $1565~ 73 ' Cokar 100 
BoulWBJ."e.,GW 81500 31190 1,286.30 316;SJ 869on Coker 100 
Carplnter., W P ll, 700 4,500 11 728.00 515.15 l2l2.8S Coker 100 
Gage & S:IJDs 6-,500 2·,500 1,000;.oo 264090 73.5.10 Coker 100. 
Graham, J B 6.,500 21 !,00 1~012.50 J-04.4.0 7o8.lO Coker 100 
Stringfell<J11'1W B Jr. 7;500 31 500 11 337 • .50 362.45 975.05 Coker 100 
Turner,Carl B 131 000 51 000 21 0S0o00 474e30 1575.70 Coker 100 
Turner.,c Brice 12,100 4.,.500 1,865.oo 36So80 J.508.20 Coker 100 
Varnadora,J E 81700 3.,700 1,434.00 459070 974030 Coker 100 
ells., JD 6:;500 2,500 l;ooo.oo 276.SO 723.50 Coker 100 
Westbrooks.,A G 101400 4,000 1,584000 416oS5 1167.45 Coker 100 
Wooten, W l! 71 800 3;000 1,239.00 223.95 1005005 Coker 100 
Wylie, Joe 61500 2 1500 · 972000 303200 67?,oo Coker 100 
Average yield lint per ac:re-
A.vera.ge value per acre-
Average Cost per acre-
Average lTofit per acre-
1707,53 lbs. 
284.17 
$ 71.96 
$210062 
.. 
~ 
• 
.. 
• 
/ 
SUMMARY RESULTS CF COTTON CONTEST DEMOllSTRATIONS- .lJJ8- 1941 
No • . Lbs.Lint VaJ.ue Cost Profit 
Year Dems • per Acre per Acre Per Acre Per Acre 
1938 3 726 $ 90.00 $27.87 $68.16 
1939 5 835 109.76 38.71 78.39 
1940 8 631 76.89 33.21 45.43 
1941 5 267 63.25 34.18 29.07 
· 1942 6 772 206.53 43.52 186.31 
1943 ::..-.:: ) \ No contestants 
19W+ No. contestants 
1945 5 889 255.95 66J78 189.17 
1946 10 1042 453.77 98.80 354i9l 
· _1947 13 707 284.17 71.96 210.62 
Cotton Improvement: In cooperation with Coker Pedigreed Seed Company at 
Hartsville, s.c., ll5 Chester County farmers planted 3,500 acres or 
Coker's Pedigreed Cotton on seed increase contracts. These seed produced 
under -strict supervision of Coker representatives a.re to be sold in 1948 
as breeders seed stock. This plan not only gives cooperators a premium 
on their seed, but supplies jJhem with excellent planting seed. This is 
the tenth year u that Chester County .farmers have cooperated with the Seed 
Company in this work. 
Chester County One-Variety Cotton Comnnmity: The entire county has been 
organized into a one-variety cotton community. Cokers is the variety used. 
All gins are also qualified to take samples .for free grade and staple service 
for producers. Some gins are not cooperating in this service, however • 
Corn Production: 
During 1947 emphasis as usual. es given this feed crop. 
Hybrid corn was stressed. Given below are resul.ts of eight Bybrid earn 
demonstrations: 
SUMMARY HYBRID CORN HWDUCTION RECCRDS 
. Yield Yield Cost Cost 
Name Acres B·u.. .A.ere Prod. Per A. Value Profit 
1L C Crain 3 90 30 $57.13 $19.04 1a5.oo $127.87 
w. F. Steele 2 50 25 45.83 22.91 129.00 83017 
'i'am Reid ll 330 .30 270.60 24.60 a25.oo 554.40 
Wylie Barnes 3.5 87.5 25 69.95 19.90 175.00 105.05 
J M Caldwell 15 525 35 325.60 21.70 1o60,oo 634.40 
Joe Powell 25 315 16 3lil..OO 13.64 750.00 409.00 
WA Mcwatters 3 l5 5 39.60 13.20 30.00 LOOS- 9.60 
J Reid Morrison a.5 170 20 165.90 19.51 355.00 189.10 
Total.- 8 1 1 642. 5 185 $1 31.5.61 4.50 $3 509.00 
Small Grains: 
With dairying occupying a major role in the farming of Chester 
. County, small gt"ains as .f'eed must be encouraged more and more. 1947 was a hard 
:,ea;r on gt"ain., Adverse weather conditions., insects, and disease aJ.1 hindered 
proa.uction. 
Oa.t Production: 
Four demonstrations in the production of oats were completed, 
a summary of which is given as follows: 
SUMMARY OlT DEMONSTRATIONS 
Yield Yield Cost 
Name Variety Acres Bu. Per .A.. Cost Bu. Value Profit 
G W Atkinson Victor 16 560 35 $340.40 $0.60 $580.00 $239.60 
J P ,Ga.ston Fulgrain 24 720 30 5CY2.50 0.69 740.00 237.50 
Joe Hall Victcr- 3.5 875 25 6.58.12 0.74 1,145.00 486.88 
Grain 
Raymond McDaniel Victor- l.60 6,h.oo ho 3,074.00 o.48 6.,600.00 3,526.00 
Grain 
Total- 4 23 130 $ 4 575.CYl 2.51 $9 065.00$4 489.98 
Wheat Production: 
_ One demonstration in wheat production was completed in 1947. 
A summary of this demonstration follows: 
Name 
J Reid Morr ison 
& 
SUMMARY WHEAT DEMONSTRATION 
Yield Yield Cost 
Varie Acres Bu. Acre Cost Bu. Value Profit 
50 900 18 $1741.00 $1.93 $2197050 $4$6.50 
' J-7 
Barlez Production: 
One barley production demonstration ns conducted during 
the year. A summary follows: 
SUMMARY BARLEY DEMONSTRATION 
,: 
Name Variety Acres Yield Yield Cost 
Bu. A Cost Bu. VaJ.ue Profit 
MC Crain Ma.rett•s Sun- 3 120 40 $400 80 $0.34 $180.00 $139.20 
smtme . 
TotaJ.- 1 3 120 ho $40.80 $ 0.34 $180.00 $139.20 
Le~s for Hay: 
LesEedeza for baz ;e:oduction: Two demonstrations of lespedeza. for hay pro-
duction was completed in 1947. summary follows: 
SUMMARY LESPEDND. FCR HAY ffi.ODUCTION 
Yield Cost Cost 
Name Acres Variet.v Ton Prod. Ton Value Profit 
Raymond 30 Korean 30 Jh.31.75 $14039 $1,200.00 $768.25 
McDaniel 
Wade H Stroud 10 Korean 30 180000 6.oo 900.00 720.00 
Total- 2 40 - 60 $611.75 $20.39 $2.100.00 $1.488.25 ~ .• ,!! -
Extremely dry weather during the growing season resulted in genera.JJ.y law 
yields of lespedeza for hey. As a whole, it is considered a good hay crop. Hmr-
ever as it yields only one cutting per year, most dairymen feel that it 1ViJ.l 
be best to develop other hay cropso 
Kudzu for Haz: One demonstration completed on kudzu far ha.yo 
A summary of this demonstration follows: 
SUMMARY KUDZU Fffi HAY 
Yield Cost 
Name Acres Ton Cost Ton Value Profit 
Craw.f ard Barber 8 4 $28.00 $9.00 $120.00 $92000 
TotaJ.- 1 8 4 $28.00 $9oOO $120.00 $92000 
Kudau is potentially one of our most vaJ.uable crops, however, with 
present equipment most producers consider it too expensive to harvest. 
AJ.£alfa for Hq: There is a definite need in tbe county !or better 
quality hay, and aJ.faJ.fa seems to be the crop to fill the reqUU'ements. 
Only one farmer produced aJ.faJ.fa in 1947. others are planting this fall. 
On the basis type soils in the county Alf'a;fa promises to supplement 
the good bay crops, and replace much of the poorer quality hay grO"flil in 
the county. 
SUMMARY ALFALFA FOR HAY FRODUCTION DEMONSTRATION 
Yield . Cost 
Name Acres Ton Cost Ton Value Profit 
LE Stroud 7 $1,700.15 
Total- 1 7 
Legumes for Seed 
Serecia Le&edeza for Seed: Two demonstrations of Seewcia for seed 1'18%'e 
completed. se farmers with Serecia are fj:oding this a valuable crop for 
seed purposes. A summary of these two demonstrations follows: 
Name 
DC Reid 
W MWooten 
Total- 2 
Su:m.m.RY SERECIA LESPEDEZA FOR SEED DEMONSTRATIONS 
Crop 
Serecia 
Serecia 
Acres Yield Cost Cost Lb. Value Profit 
45 
8 
53 
121 825 Lbs.$632.50 -~9J 
11 000 " $127.25 12. 7¢ 
$4,280.25 $3,647.75 
$ 575000 447075 
Legumes for Soil Building: 
Dixie Wonder Peas: Farmers are very favorab~ impressed with Dixie peas for 
soil building. They make more growth and add more organic matter to the soil. 
Not much improvement over other legumes is noticed in nitrogen fixation, how-
ever, b'o demonstrations were completed of Dixie Wonder Peas for soil building. 
A sumn:ary is gi ~n below with other soil building crops. 
Soy Bea.ms: One demonstration completed of soybeans turned under after grazing 
for soil building. A summary .follows with other soil building crops. 
Lespedeza for Soil Building: One demonstration completed of laspedeza for 
soil building. A summary follows: 
SOM!!A.RY LEGUMES FCR son. BUILDING 
Yield Cost 
Na.me Crop Acres Ton Cost Ton Value P.ro!it 
Crawford Dixie Wonder 14 28 $203.J.5 $7.26 $420.00 $21606.5 
Barber Pea 
Rodgers Reid-Soybeans l.O 20 434.20 21.71 ,500.00 65.80 
T J Ford Dixie W.Peas 10 20 76.,50 3.82 400.00 323050 
YI H Stroud Lespedeza 65 100 1094.50 10.94 1500.00 405050 
Total- 4 ...99 168 $1808.55 ,I 43.73 $2,820. 00 $1,0JJ..45 
~!,Annual Grazing Crops: 
AnmiaJ. Grazing Crops: The real value of a summer a.nnua.l grazing crop was 
demonstrated this year when on several. .farms a lack of rain:fall caused pastures 
to furnish less grazing than usualo 
SUMMARY OF SUMMJ:m GRAZING DEM0Ji5TRATI0NS 
No.Grazing 
Name Crop Acres Days Cost Profit VaJ.ue 
W B Stringfello,r- Sudan 3 180 $34.65 $30.35 $ 7.5.00 
W P Carpenter Millet 9 1176 166.92 242.58 409.50 
M o A tld.nson Sud.an 4 630 88.20 132.20 220.50 
Rodgers M Reid Soybean& 10 690 46,5.oo 455.oo 920000 
Total- 4 26 2676 $754.87 $ 860.13 $1,625.00 
Soil Building Materials: Work on soil building has been continuous throughout 
the year. Its importance was discussed in Five meetings, and pt.ess articles 
written far the county newspapers. As a result of this campaign, the county 
agents cooperating with AAA assisted farmers in obtaining the follO"lling 
listed grant of aid material. for soil building. 
ORA.NT OF AID :MATERIAL FCR son. BUILDING 
Amount No. Amount No. 
llA.Tl!lUA.L Delivered Farmers Ordered Farmers 
Lima 669 Tons 62 1429 To:os 101 
Phosphate 1072. Tons 231 1572 Tons 431 
Harry Vetch 37.54 Lbs. 19 3754 lbs l.9 
Common Vetch 10185 Lbs. 63 10185 lbs. 63 
Austrian W Peas 7600 Lbso JO 7600 Lbs. 30 
Dizie Wozxler Peas 00 Lbs. 15 00 lbs. la. 
' 
30 
ANIMAL HUSBA.NIEY 
Animal Husbandry Extension 11t>rk in 194T consisted or educational activities 
with swine, beef cattle and lfOl."k stock. 
Swine: The pt"ogram of demonstration wark with hogs in 1947 included the 
placing of purebred. boars and gilts, and swine management warko 
Purebred Sires: Three purebred boars wwre placed 1li th farmers during 1947.xa·:xn .. 
A. record of these placings given as follaws: 
RECCRD OF PUREBRED BOA.RS PLACED 
Name No. Breed Age Cost 
CB Simpson l Berkshire 6 Mos. $75.oo 
A. B Craig 1 Hampshire 1 Year 120.00 
JP Gaston 1 Berkshire 4 mos. 2.s.00 
TOTAL- 3 3 - - $220.00 
Following is given a record of the placings of purebred boars by years 
in the county since 1938. 
Year 
1938 
1939 
1940 
191.al. 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
Total.a-
SUMMARY P!ACINGS OF PUREBRED Ba.ms 1938- 1947 
Number Places 
3 
3 
2 
4 
0 
2 
7 
3 
4 
3 
31 
Purebred Gil ts Placed: Assistance given four farmers in placing eleven pure-
bred gilts for breeding purposes. A record of these placings is given as 
follo1fS: 
31 
SUMMARY FOREBRED Gll.TS PLACED 
No. 
Name Gilts Breed 
CB Simpson 2 
JP Gaston 2 
Robert Atkinson 1 
0 P Lutz 6 
Totals 11 
Poland China 
Berkshire 
Berkshire 
Ha.mpshires 
Age 
6 Mos. 
4 Mos/ 
6 Mos. 
6 Mos. 
Price 
$220000 
55.00 
40.00 
120.00 
Assistance given Mt-. A B Craig with his swine management and sanitation 
problems. The county agents and livestock s:p3eialist assisted Mr. Craig 
in setting up his feeding and grazing lots and equipment as die& ted by good 
management practices. The results of these practices were quite evident in the 
rapid growth of pigs farrowed on this farm. 
Meat Cutting and Curing: Farmers were encouraged to store their neat 
for curing in Chester County Freezer Lockero Farmers realizing more and 
more the value of being able to slaughter at any time during the year that 
hogs reach kiJJing weight and putting their meat in storage. Evidence of the 
popularity of this Plant is shown by the fact that not a single locker is avail-
able for rent at this time, and the owner is planning to expand the size of 
the plant. 
SUMMARY AMOUNT OF MFAT CURED IN CHESTER co.FREEZER LOCKm- 1947 
Year No. Patrons A.mount Keat Stored 
1947 .$00 1001 000 pounds 
Beef Cattle: Beef' cattle wcrk fer 1947 consisted of the placing of 
purebred sires and purebred and grade females, beef eattJ.e management work 
with emphasis on pastures an:i culling • 
• 
Parcbred Sires Placed: Su: beef bulls were placed with fillrmers in 
1947. A. Summary of these placings follows: 
SUMMARY PUREBRED SlRES PIACED- 1947 
Name No.Bulls Placed Breed Age Val.ue 
JR Morrison 1 Hereford 3 Yrs $150.00 
White Bros. 1 " 11 Mos. 1000.00 
DC Reid 1 n 2 Yrs. 125.00 
WW Brown 1 It 2 Yrs 125.00 
J L Kee 1 It 1 YB. 130.00 
DE Colvin l It 8 Mos. 150.00 
Total. 6 6 $1.680.00 
SUMMA.RY BEEF BULLS FLA.CED- 1946- 1947 
Year 
1946 
1947 
Total-
No. 
6 
5 
ll 
Breed 
Herefords 
" 
Val.ue 
$19.50.00 
. 1530.00 
$3480o_OO _______ _ 
Beef Herd Management: Close supervision given three herds from a 
management standpoint. Particular emphasis was given to culling herds to 
balance with other farming operations and to pastures, grazing and good ~lliKJ:l 
production. 
Beef Farm Planning: Assistance given White Broso in complete planning 
and mapping their farm for economical beef production. Fence lines were laid 
out, barns and pens locatedo pastures, grazing and feed crop rotations worked 
outo Work is being done in carrying out these plans. 
Miscellaneous: Three cast?-ation demonstrations conducted, one pa.ir or 
Burdizzio Ema.scul.a tcr s ordered for community use by the Richburg community, 
and assistance given when ca.l.led for in securing State veterinarian services 
on cattle testing and vaccination. 
J 
DA.IRYING 
Extension dairying in 1947 consisted of educational work in the placing 
of approved purebred sires, advanced registry testing, growing an::!. curing 
of quality roughages, silage production, annual grazing crops, permanent 
pastures, construction of dairy barns, use of dairy equipment, buildings, 
marketing milk., milk production for family use, arxi co!llIIlercial milk produc-
tion. 
Golden Guernsey Cooperative. This Organization was begun in 19J."3 contim.ted 
active throughout the yea:r. The Cooperative now consists of Ten who retail 
their milk through Edisto Farms Dairy., Columbia, s.c. 
Grade 11A11 Milk Production: Thirty-tl'll'ee dairymen are selling approximately 
2199 gallons of milk per day in Chester, Great Falls, Rock Hill, CBJ:nden 
and Columbia. The larger, marff progressive Borden producers are gradually 
converting to Grade 1tA11 basis and new producers are continuously being devel-
oped to replace them on the Boraen list. 
Festival: The First Chester County Guernsey Festival was held on Septem-
ber 16, 1947, This celebration was organized as a tribute to the Guernsey 
Cow and to those people in Chester County who have adopted her as the basis of 
econo:zny that has added substantially to the county's incomeo This Celebration 
wao~~most outstanding demonstration of cooperation wver exhibited in upper 
South Cerolina. The Guernsey Breeders Journal commented editorially that it was 
the first thing of its kind ever held in the United Stateso Our merchants 
furnished the moneyo Our farmers supplied the cows and everyone worked together 
to build an attraction that drew 15,000 spectators. One Hundred Sixty-two 
head of Guernseys were exhibited, making it the largest one breed show ever held 
in the Stateo Quoted below is an editorial. from the Guernsey Breeders Jour-
nal on the Festival.. 
11 Cotton., walnut., salmon, tobacco, rose, apple blossom, and in fact a festival 
has been held somewhere for nearly all the agricultural and horticultural 
products. Now comes a different festival- one devoted entirely to the Guernsey 
cow and w.hat it has done for an entire county., We are not sure, but in so far 
as we can ascertain, it is the first county-wide festival for Guernseys. 
Chester Uounty, South Carolina, has long been noted for Guernsey interest 
among its farming population. In recognition of this interest, the Chester County 
Guernsey Breeders• Association has arranged an elaborate program for September 
16 at Chester, to celebrate in a county way, what the Guernsey breed has accom-
plishedD 
It is not our custom to advertise coming events through the Editorial pages 
of the Journal, but rather to report these ha.ppenings. However, we feel this is 
an exception and have devoted our lead article to a resume of Guernsey activities 
in Chester County. 
Fifty-nine years ago the first Guernsey calf was born in this sou:bbern county 
and with that beginning Guernseys have played a most vital pa.rt in the agricul-
tural dtevelopment of the county. As stated: 11A sturdy people who would not entire-
ly forsake their inherent love of livestock have combined the utility of the 
Guernsey cow with the natural resources of grass and soil to produce a stabilized 
agricru.l ture in the heart of Dixie'' • 
·; 
... 
PICTURES W.lnl: 
AT CHESTER COUNTY 
FESTIVAL-SEPT. 
16, 1947 
r-1 Left to Right-
{ Glerin Whi t,e with 
best fitted animal 
Joe Gaston- Gr.Cham9. 
4-II cow 
JilnI:zy' Gaston-
I3est Showman 
.. 
I 'J_.... ........ ".'"-J 
I ~ . r,.\ 
~------------------- --- - ------ - ' t'~'lf ·. 
I ,:· • 
Sceno from Sale 
Ring- Sept.17,1947 
C G Cushman, readin.: 
pedigrees 
Col,Glenn Lecky 
Auctioneer 
,, 
. , .; .. f--
1 
Judge Jos.Broadhur.J 
placine Class of 
Show Animals 
.... -.-- -
j • 
~ 
I 
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MILK ROUTES : Eighteen milk routes are opera.ting in Chester Cou.rity, 
giving every farmer in the county an ou.tlet for his milko Thirteen of these 
routes are operated by Borden Company, with five Grade UAtt routes being 
maintained by Grade A distributorso These do mot include producer distri-
butors who retail their milk within the county. 
Purebred Sires: Chester County has been extremely conscious of the value 
of purebred sires since the better sire campaign was conducted in 1935 .. 
For several years surveys have shown that every milk producer in the county 
either had a pu.rebred sire, or was in walking diste.nce of one. The !rtificiaJ. 
Insem.ination Association is novr making the use of :unproved sires even more 
widespread. Four bulls were sold in the Chester County Gnernsey Cattle Club's 
twelfth anrru.al sale for $2,790.00, or an average of $558.oo. 
The high standard of selling bulls out of CO\TS with at least a 600 pound butter-
fat record was maintained this yea:r. 
During 194 7 eighteen purebred C-uernsey sires were pla.ced with sixteen farmers 
in Chester County. Following is a su.rru::iary of these: 
Summary Purebred Guernsey Sires Placed in Chester County 1947 
1/fade H Stroud, Richburg 
W B Stringfellow, Chester 
J W Weir., Blackstock 
Charlie Wrenn., Richburg 
A P Atkinson., Lowrys 
G T Ligon., Richburg 
J Harper Gwin, Blackstock 
RB Cal.dwell, Chester 
Dr .. L W Fort., Great Falls 
George Vf Curry., Blackstock 
Jam.es H Saye, Rodman 
M J Craig., Chester 
R W Betts., Chester 
J N Gibson, Richbure 
CC Clack, Chester 
Oscar D Love. Blackstock 
Total- 16 
HUMBER 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
18 
J 
J 
Cattle Sales: Chester County Guernsey Breeders have been receiving 
top prices for their an:iJ:nal.s during 1947, both in consignment sales and 
private treaty. Grades and purebreds alike have been in such demand trat 
the county has sold completely out of surplus cattle. 
s.c. Guernsey Cattle Club Sale: Five breeders consigned ~even an:iJnals 
to the South Carolina Guernsey Cattle Club sale. These breeders were: 
R B Caldwell, 2; L Vf Fort, 2; William L Love, l; LE Stroud, 1, and 
Wade H Stroud lo 
Chester County Guernsey Cattle Club Sale; A detailed report of the 
Twelfth Annual Consignment sale mf the Chester County Guernsey Cattle Club 
is to be found on pages 
Dairy Farmer's Meetings: 1947 -was a transition period for many dairy 
farmers. Because of this fact ~J 7 meetings attended by ).6srJ1J-,1fa.rm.ers were held 
in different parts of the county in an effort to keep our dairymen informed 
on up to date topics. 
Annual. Grazine: The trend in Chester County is toward year 'round grazingo 
As an example of the dairymen's interest in this type feeding thirty-nine 
farn~rs ordered 28,ooo pounds of winter erazit}g seed cooperatively through 
county agent and soil conservation office. These seed were planted in the 
faD~ of 1947 o These figures do not reflect the tremenduous rnunber of seed that 
was bought from other sources . A detailed list of these orders are given under 
Marketing. 
Artificial. Insemination: Chester County Cooperative Breeding Association 
was- Q!"ganized to sponsor artificial breeding in the County. Organization i.vas 
completed, directors elected, a la'1a.tory set up, breedine technician employed 
and actuaJ. breeding work started on June 1, 1947.. Since that time 341 
c01Vs have been bred fQ!" 219 coo~rati ve members" The progress made by this 
Cooperative has been most · grat~;:ing and it is felt that this work will be 
greatly reflected on the quality of cattle in the yearn to come, as it places 
good semen within the reach of every daj_ry cow owner in Chester County. 
Advanced Registry Testing: W B Strinefellow, Hillbright Farm; R B Caldwell, 
Hazelwood Fa.rm; Wade H Stroud, Stroudcrest Farm and L E Stroud, Sunshine Farm 
did advanced registry testing during 1947. 
· New Grade rtAU Producers: During 1947 nineteen Grade A barns were construct-
ed, one barn remodled into a Grade A establishment and one Grade A milk house 
was constructed. A list of these are given as follows: 
Ambrose Wrenn, Herman-carter, L G Moore ., Robert Lee, Hennies Stephenson, 
WT Betts, WA McVfatters , 0 P Lutz, J A Bagley, George Curry, Frank L Sanders., 
E:ugh Millen, Robert Mayben, C C Moore, Archie White, J D Weir , John S Stone, 
Charlie Wrenn and J L Guy. 
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GROWING AHO CURIHG QUALITY ROUGHAGES: 
ClrOWti.ng Hay: This Project reported under Agron~ Section of this report. 
Curing Hay: Two pick-up balers were purchased in tl1e caun'G,Y this yea:,:• .A.s 
this was the first time either or these farmers had used this type machine, 
method demonstrations were conducted with each in proper curing the bay be-
fore it was baled. Both farmers were extreme~ well pleased with the hay put 
up in the demonstrated manner, and both nachines were used throughout the 
year on a custom. basis after the owners had :finished their crop. 
Silage Production: Two demonstrations were eom:u.cted with dair;ymen in the 
pl!oduction of silage. A summary of these records follon: 
SUDllll,\ll"y Sila&e Production Demonattoations 
Yield Yield Cost 
Name Cro;e Acres Tons Tons A Cost Ton Value 
Harry Hicklin 20 200 10 $525.oo 2.64 $4,000.00 
WT Betts 8 112 14 192.00 1.72 3,.360.00 
Totals- 2 2a 312 24 i717o00 4 • .3!> 17,360.00 
.A.verages 1947 11.2 2.,6 
.A.verages 1946 12.0 6.oo 
Two dairy:men produced silage at. an average cost of $2.56 per ton. 
Winter Grazing Crops: Since year round grazing crops are impartan t in the 
economical production of milk, the county agents in cooperation with all 
agricultural 110rkers and field men in the county conducted a special campaign 
among the dairymen of the county in 1947 to encourage the production of both 
summer and winter grazing crops to supplement pastures and barn feeding. This 
campaign resulted in a tremenduous increase in the amount ot grazing plan:ced. 
This is especial.ly true or 'Winter grazing crops. Emphasis was placed to the 
extent of a cooperative order of 28,ooo pounds of winter grazing seed. 
A1 though it is too early to get definite records on this winter grazing listed 
below is a S11Dll8Z'y of winter grazing planted in the fall of 1947 and now being 
grazed. (See .f'oll011ing pages) 
Summer Ann:nal. Grazing& Four dairymen conducted summer annual. gr"azing de-
monstrations. A stlllDDBl7 o:r these fol101rsi 
SUMMARY SUMMm ANNUAL CillZING DEMONSTRATIONS 
llo. ~a.zing 
Name Crop J.c:res Dqs Cost Value 
W B Stringfellow Sudan 3 180 $ 34.6.S 1.s.00 
WP ~pent.er Millet & 1176 166092 409 • .50 MO Atkinson Sudan 630 88.JO 220 • .50 
RM Reid Soybeans 10 690 46S.oo 920.00 
Total- 4 26 2676 $754.87 $1,625.00 
Average 103 29,,3 62.50 
SUMMARY WINTER GRAZING PLANTED 
NAME CROP ACRE.\GE RmRKS 
W B Stringfellow Crimson clover & S-grain .32.1 Good1but overgrazed 
Jarv:ts Frazer Crimson clover ,eye gt"ass 
Ladino clover lllo6 Good1pJ..anted in P-past 
Jae Wylie Crimson Clover & S-grain 7.5 Excellent 
J L Guy Rye grass 10.0 Good 
Frank Kirkpl.trick La.dino.,.Uta. Fescne C-clover 13.6 Damaged by early dry we 
Watt Weir Crimson Clover I Rye grass 16.6<.1 Good 
Harper Gwin Crimson Clover I Rye gt"ass a.3 Planted late 
Mose Sitton Crimson Clover & Small grain 5.o Good 
Rodgers Reid Al ta Fescue 1Ladino Clover 
Crimson Clover 3106 Excellent 
GT Ligon Crimson clover,Rye grass u.6 Good 
Archie Wbi te Crimson Clover & Rye grass a.3 Good 
George Curry Rye grass 10.ou Good 
J T McDonald Crimson Clover & Al ta Fescue 16.6 Planted late 
J Carl Gibson Grim.son clover & sma.11 grain 1., Good 
Mrs.Emma Meador Crimson clover & small grain 3.0 Fair 
J C Stevenson Rye grass & Crimson clover u.6 Fair-planted late 
John Barber Rye grass & Crimson clover 
& La.dino Clover u.s Excellent 
RH Ferguson Crmm.son clover & small grain 4.0 Good 
Sid J.. Killian Crimson Clover & Rye grass 3.3 Good 
Carl Allen Rye grass & Crimson clover 6.7 Fair 
RB Gal.dwell Crimson clover & small grain 25.0 Passable-planted lam 
Mrs, Eliza Wylie Ladino clover 1.6 Fair 
J H Craig Crimson clover, small grain, 
Fescue & J,adino clover 2.2.5 Late 
w s Gill Rye grass .& Crimson clover 2.9 Good 
Dro,Tames CrOfflier Crimson clover & Rye grass 22.0 Excellent 
John Lyles Ladino & Crimson clover 6.o Exce;J.J.ent 
JG Gt-ant Crimson clover & Small grain 1.2 Good 
J A Smitb:lrif.ck Ledino & Crimson clover, Rye 
grass and Al ta Fescne h.9o9 Good in spots 
R C Ch:cy-1 Sro Crimson Clover & Small grain . 2.$oO Good 
Hafner Corllr{ell Rye grass,Crimson clover 
ad Lao1no clover 21.0 Good 
WT Betts Crimson clover & small grain 5.0 Good 
Joe Hall Crimson clover & small it"ain 5.0 Good 
R S Mayben & Son Crimson Clover & small grain 5.0 Good 
Banks Gladden Crimson clover & small grain 
Ladino el.over- n.o Fair 
Mrs.Ella J Mcwatters Crimson clover & small grain 3o0 Fair 
J Porter Gaston Crimson clover & small grain 1s.o Good 
FL Sanders Crimson clover & smaJ.l grain 15.0 Good 
LE Stroud Crimson clover & small grain 25.0 Good 
Wade H Stroud Crimson clover & small grain 2,.0 Excellent 
AO McKe01m Crimson clover & small grain 3.0 Good 
J B Young Crir:.son clover,rye grass 22.0 Fair 
Dan Hollis Crimson Clover 25.0 Aphid damages 
AB Craig Crimson clover 3.5.0 Good 
Moffat Wbi te Crimson Clover 2,.0 Fair- late 
SUMMARY WINTER GRAZING PLANTED- Continued 
J J Dodds 
TL Taylor 
TO KeKeOlrn 
CB Reid 
WE Lee 
Robert E Lee 
MO Atkinson 
R K Cassels 
Chester County Farm 
FL Beatty 
CI Weaver 
James Knox 
CE Wages 
JS Blaney 
J )( Caldwell 
Joe Powell 
W P Carpenter 
G F Love 
E F Bynum 
WA. KcWatters 
George Gray 
Jesse :Mcwatters 
JD McNinch 
R \J Betts 
WC Stevenson 
R OAtkinson 
Marion J Ha.11 
D T Welborn 
\u's.E R Quattlebaum 
¥ .l Nunner;r 
Lindsay Or:T 
J A. Bagley 
J F Gilchrist 
J Frank Cato 
lf B Westbrook 
CC Moore 
C B Abell 
W K Stringfellow 
Henry Lind.sq 
CB Ashlund 
Raymond McDaniel 
WT Betts 
Ry Lynn 
CE C°h"egory 
LE llorrison 
WC KcHinch 
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CROP 
Crimson clover 
Crimson Clover, Rye grass 
Crimson clover,Rye grass 
Crimson clover,Rye grass 
Crimson clover,Rye grass 
and La.dino clover 
Crimson clover 
Crimson clover &Rye grass 
Cr:i.moo n clover & Rye grass 
Crillson clover& small grain 
Crimson clowr & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Cr:unson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & small grain 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Rye ga.ss 
Crimson clowr & small grain 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson Clover & small grain 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & small gain 
Crimson clover S smaJ.l grain 
Crimson clover & small grain 
Crimson el.over & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Rye gass 
Crimson el.over & small grain 
Crimson clover & small grain 
Criason clo-ver & small grain 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clover & Icye grass 
Cri.llson clowr#Rye grass, 
and Ladino clover 
Crimson clover & Rye grass 
Crimson clowr & small grain 
Crimson clover & small grain 
Crimson clover & BJJISJ.l grain 
Crimson clover & small grain 
Rye grass & ~11 grain 
Rye grass 
Rye Grass 
Rye grass 
Rye Grass 
Ladino clover 
Crimson clover & small grain 
Crimson clover & small grain 
J.CRFAGE 
,.o 
8.3 
6.3 
28.0 
17.6 
9.0 
1..3.3 
.3 • .3 
10.0 
10.8 
25.0 
18.3 
a.3 ,.o 
B.3 
16.6 
10.0 
5.0 
17.5 
16.6 ,.o 
6.o 
.3.5 
27.0 
20.0 
a.3 
2o0 
5.0 
loO 
21.6 
.37o0 
n.6 
17.0 ,.a 
6.o 
10.0 ,.o 
21.0 
6.o 
.3.3 
6.6 
9.9 
.3 • .3 
2.0 
15.o 
2.s 
1261°8.S 
Fair 
Excellent 
Good 
Excellent 
Excellent 
:Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Over-grazed 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Aphid damage 
Good 
Fair 
Aphid Damage 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Permanent Pastures: Nine dairymen con:lucted permanent pasture demonstrations in 19470 
I Summary of these demonstrations follows: 
SUMMARY Hm.MANENT PASTURE DEMONS'IRATIONS IN 19h: 
Year Soil Degi-ee of Mecham.ca.l Fertilizer 0 s Grasses & 
Name Acres Started Type Erosion & Eng. ProEo Used Grazed Legumes Seeded Remarks 
A P A tld.nson 15 1944 Cecil Slight Nona Phos.& Lime 14 Dallis,Bermuda, Good 
B ii 
White Du:bch,1 LesI!• 
WA Thomas 1939 Cecil Sheet None It 10 Bermuda,Lespedeza Good 
JP Gaston 60 1939 Iredel Slight Contoured n n 45 Bermuda,lespedeza 
White Dutch Good 
Wade H Stroud L6 1939 Iredel Sheet Terraced n It so Bermuda1Wbite Dutch 
Alslike Over-~azed 
AC Allen 22 1940 Cecil Medium None ii ff 20 Dallis,Bermnda Over-grazed 
Les edeza. Needs m 
Oscar D Love 1 Cecil Sheet Nona It 1 Lespedeza,Bermuda Over-
t Gullied White Dutch Grazed CB Simpson 32 1944 Cecil Sheet None n n 17 Dallis, Bermuda 
Gullied Le~edeza Poor 
WM Wooten 15 1947 Iredel None None Phos.Lime, 6 Bermuda,Dallis Good 
Potash White Dutch 
RA Oliphant 25 1944 Iredel Sheet None Cyanamids 22 Bermuda,Lespedeza Good 
White Dutch Over-Eazed 
H 
BCRDEN MILK CCMPANY: Since 1941 milk sales to Borden Compaq have 
steadily increased. This Company now operates thirteen routes throughout 
the County llbich gives complete coverage to eveey farmer in the CO'Wlty who 
wishes to sell milk. It is felt that Bord.en Compmy bas provided the gr.-ea.test 
stimulus in the dairy industry that Chester has ever k:nmmo 
Listed below is a sumnary of milk sold to Borden Compai::zy- from 1941 through 1947. 
SUMMARY CF MILK SOLD AND mrcm:s RECEIVED AT BCRDEN CCMPANY FR()( 1941 THROUGH 194 7 
Year No. Patrons Pounds Mille Sold Price Received 
1941 252 3,638,890 $ 74,659.32 
1942 635 6,916,750 l.59.,776.93 
1943 514 5,597,177 167,915.31 
1944 614 7,4o5,o65 222,151095 
1945 650 a,125,ooo 255,775.00 
1946 685 8,352,725 304,149000 
1947 700 8,749,984 305,232.00 
Total 48,78$,591 $1,489i6$9o,51 
Grade".111 Milk Producers: In 1947 ,36 Grade 11A" dairymen sold milk to 
Eai.sto Farms Dairy in Columbia, . Gamden Dairies in_ Camden, Superior Dairies 
.,.. in Rock Hill, a.nd. Chester Dairies 1n Chester- a total or 580,254 gallonsof' 
milk for a sum of $ 315, 1,a.00. 
A S'lllI!m:1.17 of Grade "A" milk sold is found on the folla,ring pages. 
-
Retail Milk: During 1947 six Grade "A" dairymen sold 2191116 ga.lloll5 of 
milk vaJ.ued at il85.,ll3o00 to consumers in Chester, Great Falls, Lando and 
Lockba.rt. A summary of these sales is to be found on the following pages. 
J W Frazer 
W B Stringfellow 
E F Bynum 
LE Stroud 
J N Gibson 
J F Gilchrist 
Total- 6 
SUMMARY MILK SOLD RE~ IN CHESTER, GREAT FALU,1 LANDO AND LOCKHART 
Gallons Mille Av. No. 
per Year Cows Milked VaJ. ue 
82,125 85 $70,985.00 
63,875 65 53,655.oo 
14,600 16 12,264.00 
26,416 38 22,189.00 
8,500 l4 7,140.00 
23,600 33 18,880000 
,219,116 $18$1l]J.OO 
SUMMARY WHOLESALE MILK SOLD TO EDISTO DAIRY.a COLUMBIA.a s.c. 1947 am Price RECEIVED 
Dec. Ja:i;i. ._. Feb•- . Mar. . Apr. _May .. June _ July Augo Sept. Octo Nov. Total Price 
Na.a 1946 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 .Amt. Received 
HE Hicklin 655 1000 1400 1730 1860 2380 2040 2180 1709 1230 1230 1280 18,694 $10,195.16 
RB CaJ.dwall ll60 1370 1447 1940 1928 1739 2008 2237 1927 1906 2238 2~0 21,920 12,007.12 
L W Orr 2680 2597 2400 2b28 2859 .3470 30.58 3120 3209 2898 2519 2180 33,410 18,3oc;.36 
J Watt We:lr 2476 2670 2J78 2769 2920 3080 2930 2868 2180 2278 2520 2240 31,309 17,097026 
WT Wrenn 560 520 587 630 950 ll.50 950 1069 1297 587 000 000 8,300 4,482000 
Wade H Stroud 3180 3180 2936 3130 3630 4220 5050 5206 4218 3896 3310 2720 44., 736 24,401.04 
Parter Gaston 1270 1270 1200 1277 J.920 2320 1850 1770 1480 1610 1420 1480 18,867 10,304.18 
J A Bagley 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 b90 660 519 730 560 2,959 1,649046 
Jarvie Frazer 150 000 100 775 1489 12.30 000 000 1167 518 000 000 5,429 2,931.66 
W B Stringfl!lllow 200 150 000 000 90 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 440 237.60 
Total. Amount milk shiP}.:8d and Price Received 18§.,064 $101,614084 
SUMMA.RY WHOLESAI.E MILK SOLD TO SUPERIOR DAIRI~.z ROCK HILL.z S.C. 1947 and HUCE BCEIVED 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov • . Total Price 
Name 1946 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 1947 .Am.'ts'. Received 
WT Betts 915 905 824 912 1398 1967 1892 1829 1757 1.560 1313 1082 . , 16,414 $ 8959036 
W P Carpenter ll60 U68 995 1075 1625 2050 1873 2128 2020 1760 1534 1573 18,961 10,363.22 
Hugh Gill 222 201 424 416 743 1051 1201 1293 1249 94.3 697 537 8,977 4,896.94 
Hugh J Millen 1214 1372 1148 lll3 ll46 ]365 ll72 1.354 ]327 1231 1243 1153 14,838 8.,_108.36 
Total Amount milk shipi:ed and Price Received- 59,190 $32,2327.88 
)f-5 
SUMMARY WHOT.F,SATE :MILK SOLD TO CA.MOEN DAIRIF.S,CAMDEN,s.c. 1947- HUCE RECEIVED 
Name Total A.mount Price Received 
MA Nunnery 36,ooo $19,400.00 
James Knox 9.,000 4,860.00 
J H Gwin 18,000 9,720.co 
Bratton Young 14,400 7,776.00 
Hugh B Hamilton 21,600 u,664000 
WC Otrens 21,600 11,664.00 
J H Barber & Son 42,200 23,.328.co 
Jess Mc attars 14,400 9,720.00 
C Stevenson 7,200 .3,888.oo 
J T Bryant 5.,400 2,916.00 
George White 18,000 9,720.00 
A J ~aiJ ki JJ 14,400 7,720.00 
GT Ligon 18,000 9,720.00 
G L Robinson 36,ooo 19,400.00 
Rodgers M Reid 15.,ooo 9,720.00 
CB Simpson 18.,000 9,720.00 
FL Sanders 1,oso 583.00 
Total .316,280 $171,1219.00 
SUMMARY WHOLESALE MILK SOLD TO CHESTER DAJRIES,CHESTER,s.c.1947- mICE RECEIVED 
Name 
CC Moore 
WE Lee 
Ambrose Wrenn 
I Weaver 
L G Moore 
TOTAL-
* 6 months operation 
Total Amount 
* 3,960 
1,800 
3.,600 
5,760 
3,600 
18,720 
Price Received 
$2,178.00 
990.00 
1,980.00 
3,168.oo 
1,980.00 
It was impossible to get a monthly breakdown of pt"oduction on the above 
two distributors. 
'NLEF'TH ANNUAL SALE CF CHES'.lER COUNTY GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB 
On September 17, 1947, the day folloll'ing the first Chester County Guernsey 
Fest:i:vaJ., the local cattle club held the highest average sale in its history. 
The sa.le got off to a good start 'With Col. Glenn Leok;r or Holmesville, Ohio, 
as auctioneer and C G Cushman, Leader, Dairy Extension Work, read the pedigree•• 
This year Fifty-three head of Guernseys sold far $23,005.00, or an average of 
$434.o,. The top animal was a bull calf- Quail Roost Golden Cara.1., consigned 
by Quail Roost Farm, Rougemont, N c., and purchased by OF Carpenter, Bright-
\TOod, Virginia, fer $1225.oo. llr. 0 P Luta of Chester and Lenoir, No C. led 
the sale by purchasing eighteen head for $7,590.00. Sal.es of the Chester 
County Guernsey Cattle Club have been on the increase since their start 
in 1935. This bas been an unbroken series of cOllllty sales, at which it is at-
tempted to present typica.l cattle bred by Chester Countu ad neighboring 
breeders. This saJ.e is run by the breeders A.ssociati.on, and arrr breeder in 
the county, or surrounding territory, no matter how 1.arge or how small, is el-
igible to consign. 
en the following pages is SUDllllary of this sale. 
L. B. Wei?-, Chester, S. C. Two good young heifers 
(1) Gabriella of Weirview 943719 by Hazelwood's 
Hollistar 263222 out of Annette of Weir Farm 
464900, born January 18, 1946; and (2) Laurinda 
of Weirview 991358. Born September 15, 1946. 
Both to_ be sold open. 
M,-s. Julia S. Whiteside, Richbw·g, S. C. A good 
3 year old cow, Victoria's Jane 846977 now on test 
and to be sold open. She by Klondike Valmost 
278140 and out of Ferdinand's Lady Victoria 
754031. 
Clca;r Springs Fann, Concord, N. C. (1) A splen-
did 5 year old cow, Clear Springs Maxim A. Hilda 
AR 783401, with two r ecords, 9477. 488. GG and 
10,310. 533. SR 3C by Clear Springs Advancer 
231878 AR out of Clovelly's Hilda 371007; and 
(2) A top young bull, Clear Springs Lucky Choice 
406432 by Quail Roost Lucky Choice 336644 AR 
and out of Quail Roost Queen Blossom 757431 AR. 
Edisto Farms, Demna1·/,, S. C. (1) A nice 5 rear 
old cow, Edisto Farm's Patricia 765511 that will 
be fresh at sale, by Edisto Farr)l's Champion 
290458 and out of Edisto Farm's Phyllis 6Hll /9; 
(2) A splendid two year old daughter of Edisto 
Farm's Challenger 260937 AR Edisto Farm's 
Laurette 901913 out of Edisto Farm's Liza 658266 
AR with record of 11,104. 522. GG and due Sep-
tember 14, 1947; and (3) an extra good 1 _vear old 
son of Edisto Farm's Challenger 260987 AR Edi-
sto Farm's Marshall 405978, out of Fascination 
Molly 424760 AR with records of 10,818.8 i\96. t A. 
Golden Glow Farm, Lexington, S . C. A real nice 
8 months old heifer, Golden Glow Faithful by 
Quail Roost King Anglo 346254 and out of Golden 
Glow Maxim Pauline 914628. 
/Jfrs. E. C. Hope, R. 2, Y ork, S. C. A good 7 year 
old cow, Dolly's Glory of Appin 661261 that fresh-
ened July 1, 1947 "'ith fourth calf. She by Mid-
shipman 216174 out of Appin's l sadorn 454998, a 
daughter of Argilla Forecaster 206296 AR. 
Ken·'s Dafry Fann, Colwmbia, S. C. A good 6 
year old cow, Clear View Glory's Star 803004 due 
to freshen September 20, 1947 to service of Klon-
dike Hollimost Chiefton 370564. She by Clear 
View Glory Boy 274193 and out of Miller's Little 
. Star 254929. 
Klo11dike Fai-m, Elkin, N. C. A choice young bull, 
Klondike Raider's Choice 304581 by Klondike 
Holliraider 366137 (highest r ecords of his seven 
nearest dams average 727 lbs. fat) and out of 
Lady Kim of Klondike 453451 AR with three re-
cords as follows: 684.DD; 11963.-606. AA and 
11,631-601-AA. 
B. T. McNeely, Lancaster, S. C. Two very good 4 
year old daughters of Klondike Valmost 278140, 
Valmost Pride 771129 out of Improver's Pride 
511988 and due September 7, 1947, and Valmost 
Lady Ruthie 771130 and out of Stroudcrest Ruthi e 
483207, and due November 28, 1947 to service of 
irndel Goldenrod's Royal Ladd 334579; and a good 
2 year old daughter of Clear Spring's Goldenrod 
293218, Grassview Goldenrod's Actress 891675 
out of Improver's Darosa 542371. 
N01·t// Greeni·ille Academy. T igersi·il/e, S. C. A 
l!'OOd Sr. 2 Heifer , The Academy's Red Gi rl 888143 
due December 1, 1947 to scr\'ice of 'Klondike High 
Honor 358545. She bv Klondike Hoit 281339 and 
out of the Academy"s bot 775409. 
Plea.ea nt 11irw Farm, Jonc.•1·i/le , S. C. (1) A 
good~ year old cow, Greenwood 's Foremost Sallev 
888282, fresh at sale by Clear Sprinl''s Hattie's 
)l r.,im 29R22 l: and out of Sunny Hill Sadie 
729258; and (2) a "nod 2 year old cnw, Fairwnld's 
'.ll nxim .Tnan 9099.16 that freshened .T11ly 8. 1947 
and \\'ill he sold open. Sh~ by Q•,nil Rnnst Prim 
Peer 33:':482 and out of Oakhurst J oan 757399. 
Q11ail RMst Farm, Rou11e1nm1t, N. C. A top 5 
months old young bull, Quail Roost Golden Carol 
(Tattoo N-29) br Quail Roost Golden King, AR 
and out of Quail Roost Luckr Carola AR with re-
cords of 12,197 727 FF. 
Riegeldale Fanns, Tl'ion, Ga A splendid one year 
old son of Riegeldale Melba's Emory 254801 AR 
(Sold for $30,000.) Riegeldale Emory's Moravian 
401041, out of Riegeldale Majesty's Bopeep AR. 
Rivei-view Dairy Fa,·ms, Rock Hill, S. C. Three 
nice daughters of Sunshine's Lucky Defender 
329829; (1) Defender's Mary 949832, out of Leo-
nard's Foremost Marie, due with first calf July 
19, 1947 (2) Coleen of Riverview 949833 out of 
' ·J . 
Constance of R>\'erview that freshened with first 
calf July 12, 1947; ·and (3) an unbred 7 months 
old heifer (papers at Club) out of Riverview's 
Gypsy Rose. 
J. Louie Sforgis, Reck Hill, S. C. T{vo good 
daughters of Clear View Glory Boy 274193; (1) 
Violet's Glory Grace 713740 out of Bynum's 
Breath O'Violet 472094 and that freshened Au-
gust 13, 1947; and Queen's Glory Ethel 785420 
out -of Sturgis Cavalier's Queen 689949, due Sep-
tember 12, 1947. 
Munroe Sturgis, Rock Hill, S. C. (1) .A good two 
year old heifer, Sturgis Farm's Lena 894159 by 
Mobjack Guardaman 323844 out of Sturgis 
Farm's Linda 789783 due August 15, 1947; and 
(2) A good four year old cow, Sturgis Farm's 
Linda 789733, due August 26, 1947 by Clear View 
Glory Boy 274193 out of June's Betty 590382. 
Snnnylaine Fa,·m. Whitmire, S. C. A verg good 7 
rear old cow, Hinson's Butterfat Violet 657858 
du e September 26, 1947 to service of Cesor Su-
preme Maxim 346871. She by Clyburn's Butterfat 
Lad 2%364 and out of Hinson's Butterfat Marline 
559168. 
T mxdale Fann, Chesnee, S. C. A very nice two 
year old heifer, Sunshine"s Viscount's Iris 915055 
by Riegcldale Emory's Viscount 333734 and out 
of Sunshine's lmprover·s Ivy Bell 788221. Pasture 
bred to Quail Roost Lucky King 280275, and due 
about sale time. 
Zimalcrest Fann , Columbia, S. C. A real nice 9 
months old heifer, Zimalcrest Noble Pearl 100352G 
by Quail Roost Noble King 339807 and out of 
Zimalcrest Laddie's Pearl 709499. 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND GET 
THEREFROM EXTENDED PEDIGREES 
AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, 
AND DON'T FORGET THE GUERNSEY 
FESTIVAL THE DAY BEFORE THE SALE 
CHESTER COUNTY GUERNSEY 
CATTLE CLUB 
FOREWORD 
The Chester County Guernsey Cattle Cluu is 
a non-profit Co-operative, organized to promote 
the breeding of quality Guernseys in Chester 
county and adjoining territory. 
Our custom is to have an annual consign-
ment sale on the third Tuesday of Septeml.ier 
each year, and ou r practice is to have a com-
mittee of experienced breeders Yisit the various 
herds in our section and select from each of them 
fo r such sale one or more fair samples of the 
kind of cattle our members are breeding. Our 
breeders are constantly improving their herds, 
and this year, in our twelfth annual sale, we are 
offering just a little more in the way of quality 
than ever before. In case you are not posted as 
to the quality of cattle our section is breeding, ask 
those who have bought at previous sales. They 
have made good wherever they have gone. 
We invite everyone interested in good Guern-
seys to attend our sale. 
Chester County Guernsey Cattle Club. 
M. C. CRAIN, Secretary-Treasurer. 
T. A. STALLWORTH, Asst. Sec.-Treas. 
Chester, S. C. 
__, -- . 
CONSIGNMENTS 
G. W. Atkinson, Lowrys, S. C. A very good 4 year 
old cow, Fashion's Mary Beulah 809028. Due the 
day following the sale to service of Edisto Farms 
Advancer 309766. She is a mother of twin heifers 
and has a full sister that has dropped twins. , 
A. P. Atkinso1i, Lou·,ys, S. C. A nice 3 year old 
cow, Fashion's J\Iay Flower, 844619. Due to fresh-
en October 27, 1947 to service of Klondike Herrod, 
328813, and a good two year old heifer, Phador's 
May, 906956. Due to service of same sire, October 
13, 1947. 
J . . 4. Dayley, Cheste1·, S. C. A very nice 11 
months old heifer, Gay Bills Mary, 977841, by Ru-
fus' Gay Bill, 369625, out of Jane of Craigcrest, 
845866. 
J. W. lla11/cheutl, Lo,vrys, S. C. A good 4 year old 
cow, Church Home Valor's Snowflake, 7561790, 
that will be fresh at sale. She by Gippy Golden 
Valor, 302802, and out of Wilson's Pet Queen, 
487225. 
W. P. Ca,·pent<-r, Le1cis, S. C. A very good 4 year 
old cow, Jlleddler's Princess, 786614. Due day of 
sale to sen•ice of Hill Bright Maxim Rex, 354118. 
She by Edisto Farms Meddler, 302434 and out of 
Picotee's Princess Lady, 612123. 
Willis W. Crain, Chester, S. C. A very good 3 year 
old cow, Plsnt Grov's Jinnie, 905200. Due to 
freshen September 1947 to sen•ice of Traxler's 
]deal Cavalier, 35536. She by Clear Springs' 
Golden Rod, 293218 out of Fashion Sarah, 764420. 
J. S. Da,·by, Lowrys, S. C. A nice six months old 
heifer, Annabell's Lois, 1020897 by Klondike 
Hollimaster, 325094 out of Advancer's Annabell 
971667. 
F. Flnyd Dye, Great Falls, S. C. A good 6 year old 
cow, Midshipman's Patience 711576 that freshen-
ed July 25, 1947. She by Midshipman 216174 out 
of Bell's Welcome· 467697. 
J. E. Dye, Gnat Falls, S. C. A very good 2 year 
old heifer, Lady's Grandee's Jane 923857, due 
January 7, 1948 to ·service of Sunshine's Lucky 
Julian 365658. She by Lady's Grandee 365628 out 
of Ina's Star 876572. 
J. Porter Gaston, R ichb1t1·g, S. C. A good 2 year 
old heifer, Gaston's Maxim Janette 906419. Due 
to freshen October 21, 1947, to service of Im-
prover's Flora's Avenger 348949. She by Golden 
Glow Maxim's Count 327657 out of Gaston's 
Count's Martha Jane 754613. 
Ha zclwoocl Fa,·ms, Chester, S. C. Two extra good 
daughters of Klondike Hollistar 290337 (1) 
Hazelwood's Hera 807031 out of Hazelwood's 
Helena 584687 A. R. 11,170.3 M. 514.0 F. GG and 
due to freshen September 12, 1947 with second 
calf (2) Hazelwood's Trudy 871875 out of Hazel-
wood"s Kittie 515311 AR, 7,941.7 M. 430.0 F. GG 
and due to freshen with first calf November 6, 
1947 to service of Hazelwood's Patron 345241, a 
son of Rock ingham Cestrian 243520 AR out of 
Hazelwood's Mabelle 391074 AR, 13,416.8 M. 
605.0 F. AA. 
Hillbright Farm, Chester, S. C. (1) A real nice 
5 year old daughter of Butler Island Majesty Scar-
let 237480 AR Maje$ty Scarlet's Primrose 815243 
out of Galaxy Gold's Primrose 824099 and due to 
freshen August 24, 1947, and (2) another 5 year 
old, Maj or's Maud Lucy 734398 by Riegeldale 
Charlotte's Major 258741 out of High View Maud 
494347 and that freshened August 10, 1947. 
L ewis McDaniel, Blad,stock, S. C. A good 3 year 
old heifer, King's Floree Daisy 890542, due to 
freshen August 11, 1947. She by Bright King's 
Lad 314520 and out of Floree of New Delta 
411884. Will be sold open. 
Sanford McDonald, BLa.ckstock, S. C. A good 3 
1-2 year old cow, Gino's Little Constance 814431 
that will be fresh at sale and sold open. She by 
Mobjack Gino 310248 and 6ut of Improver's Little 
G i r1 719822 . . 
Kenneth Padget, Richburg, S. C. A· very good 5 
year old cow, Validation's Monte Anne 762358. 
Due October 26, 1947 to service of Sunshine's 
Lucky Hero 357728. She by Klondike Validation 
270509 and out of Monte's Anna Dixie 611618. 
W. Y. Propst, Blafrs, S. C. A nice 3 year old cow 
that freshened July 21, 1947. Sire-Klondike Lumi-
nator 301398. Dam, Gay Vendor's Queen 822948. 
Will be sold open. 
Rudgers M. Reid, Richburg, S. C. A good 7 year 
old cow, Victor's Dottie Mae 672855 freshened 
July 15, 1947 and will be sold open. She by Sun-
shine's Maxim Victor 275379 and out of Super 
Six's Hattie Dot 468449. 
J. C. Sha11no11, Dla,cksiock, S. C. A 3 rear old cow, 
Primrose Susie of Blackstock 841479 by Jessie's 
Emblem of Glen Echo 272895 and out of Primrose 
of Red Oak Farm 408110. 
Juhn A. Simpson, Richbi,rg, S. C. An extra good 
7 year old cow, Sunshine's Improver's Princess 
709655 that \\ill be fresh at sale. She by Quail 
Roost Improver 228261 and out of Sunshine's 
Maxim Jule 645249. 
St1·oudcrest Fa1·m, Richburg, S. C. A very good 2 
year old heifer, Sunny Hill Lassie 996902 that 
freshened July 1947 and will be sold open. She by 
Quail Roost ]deal Lucky 276604 and out of Sunny 
Hill Picotee Pauline 345410. 
Sunshine Farm, G?·eat Falls, S. C. (1) A very 
nice 4 year old daughter of Edisto Farms Cham-
pion 228740, Edisto Farms Rosabell 772844 out of 
Edisto Farms Rilma 662959, due October 7, 1947 
to service of Riegeldale Emory's Viscount 333734, 
and (2) Sunshine's Lucky Ruby 816963, a splen-
did 3 year old daughter of Quail Roost Lucky King 
280275 out of Golden Glow Rhoda 696749. Due to 
freshen day of sale to service of same sire as 
above. 
John Robert Taylor, Black.stock, S. C. A good 10 
year old cow, Ruth of Ha zelwood's Augustus 
548847. Due to freshen August 31, 1947 and will 
be fresh at sale. She by Hazelwood's Augustus 
232675 and out of Josephene of Chieftain's Pride 
403675. 
---~---- . ! ,. . 
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SUMMARY T lELFTH L"mUAL CONSIGNMENT SALE CHESTER COUNTY 
GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB 
Name of Consignor 
WW Allnan,Jonesville,s c 
PAtkinson,Lowrys.,S C 
G W A tkinson.,Lowrys ,sc 
J A Bagley, Rl.,Chester,sc 
J li Bankhead,Lowrys, SC 
AL Brown,Clear Spgs.Farm 
Concord, NC 
A L Brown,C:)ear SpgsJarm 
Concord, NC 
R B Caldwell, 
Chester, SC 
RB Caldwell 
Chester, SC 
W P Carpenter 
R4.,Chester., S C 
Caughman 13ros. 
Lexington, SC 
Thurmond Chatham. 
10.ondike Farm,Elkin,N C 
TJ.llis W Crain 
Rl, Chester, SC 
JS Darby., Lowrys,S C 
F Floyd Dye 
Great Falls., SC 
J E Dye 
Great Falls, SC 
J Porter Gaston 
Richburg, SC 
J B Guess.,Jro 
Denmark, SC 
J B Guess.,Jr. 
Denmark, S C 
J B Guess,Jr. 
Denmark, SC 
Mrs. E C Hope 
R2,York., SC 
Paul H Kerr 
Columbia, S C 
Lewis W McDaniel 
Rl,Blackstock,S C 
Sanford McDonald 
Rl,Blackstook, SC 
Name & No. of Animal Buyer :frice Fa.id 
Fairwold1s Maxim Jo James S Knox, $400.00 
Ann #909946 Richburg, S C 
Fashion May Flower O P Lutz., 400.00 
#844619 Lenoir, C 
Pha.dor 's May O P Lutz 400. 00 
#906956 Lenoir., N C 
Fa.Bbion' s lia.t'y Arthur S Jarrett b2.5oOO 
Beula.h #8990'28 Rl,Matthews, NC 
Gay Bi111s Mary OP Lutz 130.00 
#9T7841 Lenoir, N C 
Church Hame Valor's OP ~utz 350.00 
Snowflake #756179 Lenoir, NC 
Clear Springs Lucky OP Lutz 80.00 
Choice #4o6432 Lenoir, N C 
Clear Springs Maxim A R Haney 400. 00 
AI. Hilda #783401 Marshville,N G Rl 
Haxelwood•s Hera James & John Sledge 650.00 
#807031 TY TY, Gao 
Hazel.wood's Trudy HeY\-rard O Moser 510.00 
#871875 Shelby, NC 
Med.filer's Princess Mrs.Evelyn Wanna.;.. 390.00 
#786614 maker; Qrangeburg,S C 
Golden Glow Faith- Jam.es S Knax.,JrG 385.oo 
ful Pansy# Richburg, SC 
Klondike Raider's Dr.J E Funderburke 460000 
Choice #403581 Cheraw, SC 
PJ.snt Grov1s Jinnie ID P Lutz 525.00 
905200 Lenoir, N C 
Annabell's Lois '1u.anita E Danson 270000 
#1020897 Landrum, S C 
Midshipment' s Marion Varnadore 300 .. 00 
Patience #'TJJ.575 Rl,Blackstock,S C 
Lady Grandee's Jane OP Lutz 400000 
#923857 Lenoir, NC 
Ga.ston1s Maxim Janette James & John Sledge 450000 
9o64I9 TY TY, Gav 
Edistp Farm's Marshall L W Fort 30,5.oo 
#405978 Great Falls,s C 
Edisto Farm's Arthur S Jarrett 775.00 
La.uerette #901913 RJ.,M.a.tthews,N C 
Edisto Farm1s Arthur S Jarrett 42.5.oo 
Patricia #745511 Rl, Matthews.,N C 
Dolly's Gloria of OP Suber & RH 340.00 
Appin #66J2.61 Lemmon,Whitmire,s C 
Clear View Glory's OP iutz 425.00 
Star #803004 Lenoir, N C 
King 1s Floree Daisy Jam.es & John Sledge 400000 
#890.542 TY TY., Gao 
Gino's Little: Con- OP Lutz 475.00 
stance #814431 Lenoir, NC 
Consi or 
BT McNeely, Lancaster,S C 
BT McNcely,Lancester,S C 
North Greenville Academy 
Tigersville, S C 
Kenneth Padget 
Richburg, S C 
WY Propst 
Blairs, S C 
Quail Roost Farms 
Rouigemont., N C 
Rodgers M Reid 
Richburg SC 
Ralph W Coarsey, Mgr. 
Trion, Ga. 
Riverview Dairy Farm,Inc. 
Rock Hill, SC 
Riverview Dairy Farm,Inc. 
Rock Hill, SC . 
Riverview Dairy Farm,Incc 
Rock Hill, S.C. 
J C Shannon, 
Blackstock, SC 
John A Simpson 
Richburg SC 
W B Stringfellow 
Chester S C 
W B Stringfellow 
Chester, SC 
LE Stroud 
Great Falls SC 
LE Stroud 
Great Falls, SC 
Stroud, 'Vi ade H 
Richburg, S C 
J Louie Sturgis 
Rock Hill, S C 
J Louie Sturgis 
Roclj Hill, SC 
Monroe Strugis 
Rock Hill., S C 
Monroe Strugis 
Rock Hill, S C 
John RobtoTaylor 
Rl., Blackstock, SC 
LG Tra..."tler 
Spartanburg., SC 
LB Weir 
R2, Chester SC 
LB Weir 
R2, Chester S C 
Name of Animal B r Price Paid 
Valmost Pride# James & John Sledge $4600 00 
#77ll29 TY TY, Ga. 
Grassview Golden OP Lutz 625.oo 
Rod I s Actress Lenoir, N C 
#89k675 
The Academy's J J Munns, 360000 
Red Girle #888145 Landrum, SC 
Valida tion 1 s :M"rs . H 1 Shipman 475000 
Monte Ann #762358 Manning, SC 
Female OP Lutz 450000 
Lenoir, NC 
Quail Roost Golden O F Carpenter 1225.00 
Carol# Brightwood, Va. 
1!1ictoc ' s Dottie Mae E K Hardin 300. 00 
#672855 Chester SC 
Reigeldal.e Emory's W B Stringfellow 400.00 
Moravian #401041 Chester, S C 
Defender's Mary OP Lutz 525.oo 
#949832 Lenoir, NC 
Leonard's Gypsophelia James & John Sledge 610.00 
864446 ' Ty TY., Ga. 
Heifer-Born W B Varnadore, 275.00 
Febn 19, 1947 Blackstock, SC 
Primrose .Id Susie J 1 Willis 250000 
of Blackstock#841479 Clio, SC 
Sunshine's Improver's C P Ashley· 500.00 
Princess #709655 Ware Shoals., S C 
Major I s Maud Lucy W P Carpenter 500o 00 
#734398 Chester SC 
Majesty 's Scarlet James & John Sledge 4,lo.oo 
Primrose #815243 fy fy., Ga. 
Edisto Farm's Rosabel O ? Lutz 450.00 
#772844 Lenoir, N C 
Sunshine's Lucky Ruby O P Lutz 535000 
#816963 Lenior, NC 
Sunny Hill Lassie 1 W Orr 350000 
#996902 Blackstock SC 
Violet's Glory Grace OP Lutz 410.00 
#713740 Lenoir., NC 
Queen's Glory Ethel Arthur S Jarrett 475.00 
#785420 Matthews., NC Rl 
Sturgis' Farm's Linda OP Lutz 400000 
#789733 Lenoir, NC 
Sturgis' Farm's Lena OP Lutz 510.00 
#89!µ.59 Lenoir., NC 
Ruth of Hazelwood. 1s John H Spencer 350.00 
Augustus #548847 Greenville., SC 
Sunshine's Viscount's L W Fort 500.00 
Iris #915055 Great Falls, SC 
Gabriella of Weir Farm E B Mack 200.00 
#943719 North, SC 
La.1.ll'inda of Vle:irview W B Varnadore 240.00 
#991358 Blackstock., SC 
( 
Name of Consignor 
Julia S Whiteside 
Richburg S C 
SH Z:i.nnnerma.n 
Columbia, S C 
AVERA.GE 
5 1 
Name & Nooof AnimaJ. 
Victpria's Jane 
#846977 
Zima.lcresy Noble 
Pearl #1003.526 
OP Lutz 
Lenoir, NC 
Morgan J Craig 
Chester SC 
Price Pa.id 
$,oo.oo¢ 
2.50.00 
$23,oos.oo 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
TWELFTH ANNUAL CONSIGNMENT SALE CHESTER COUNTY GUERNSE!' 
CAT':'LE CLUB --------....,;;~- -------------
GllC8S SALES: 
coNstoHat "i.JtJt Nb. 
Alman, W.W. Pleasant View Fa..~,Joneev:!.lle,.S C 
Alman, W.W. n 11 
A tkinaon, A P. Lowrys, S C 
A tld.nsen, A P. 11 
Atkinson, G W. " 
Bag;:.e,, J A Chester~ SC 
Ba.."'lkhead, J W Lowrys, SC 
Bankhead, J w ti 
Brown, AL, Clear Sprir.gs F~rm:Co~c~rd; N C 
Brown, A L, 11 11 
Caldwell, RB, Hazelwood Farm, Chester, SC 
Caldwell, R B, ,: 11 
Carpenter, W B, Che~ter S C 
Caughman Bros. GoJ.dtJn Gl ·.w Farm,Lexington,S C 
Chathaa,Thurmond.,K~_or..dj k11 Farm,E:k:1.nJ N C 
Crain, Willis V{, Chest er , S C 
Darby, J S Lowrys: S C 
Dye, F. noyd, Great Falls, SC 
Dye, J E ,: 
Gaston, J Porter, Richbu:"g, SC 
Guess, J B Jr. Edisto Farms, DenJJJal"k, SC 
Guess, J B Jr. " " 
Guess, J B Jr. " " 
Hope, Mrs.EC York, SC 
Kerr, Paul H, Columbia, SC 
McDaniel, Lewis W& Blackstock, SC 
McDonald, Sar.ford, Blackstock, SC 
McNeely, BT, Lancaster, SC 
McNeely.• B T II 
McNeely, B T t1 _ 
Nort,h Greenville Academy': 1igerville, s. C. 
Padgetr Kenneth, R~c~~v~g, SC 
Propst, W Y B:.af:rf , S l, 
Quail Ro.,st Fa...-m, Rc~1.gem,:,r..t, N C 
Reid, Rodee::-a M., R:i.c~1hu:-p., S C 
Rie5e::.~a:.e ':'exttle C~:.·p,. Ralph Co8:sey, Trion, Oa. 
Rhre:".'v:~w !;aicy Far m· 3 I n.c o Rock Hill, S C 
Ri-.-e:. .. -dew Da:L-:-y FP.:·mi ~ I :::~., " 
Rl ve:-"17':iew Dairy Farm! s Jll!lc ,, '' 
Srum:..1.011,. .: r. R:i..a c:::s+,o~!-:, s c 
Sm.ps m .• John A: Rj.cb.bu,'.'g, S C 
Str51'.lgfe:i.J.ow, W B, Hil:'.':>:".'~ .ght Farm, Chester,S C 
Str~-~g.fel:::>w.~ W B.:- Jr< 11 " 
S-+:,;,m·.d~ L E .. ., S1.-;..."lshir .. e Fa:-m, Great Falls, SC 
St.~ .. o·J.-:1. , r. E II " 
St:·.·~.--1.(l,. Wade H) S·~ro~:dc:e~·~ Farm,Richburg,S I 
St·:rgis, J Louie, Reck Hill> S C 
Sturgi~, J Louie, " 
1 (Out) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1A 
6 
9 
J.O 
11 
12 
1) 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 (eut) 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
l& 
35 
36 
31 
.38 
39 
40 
41 
!i2 
L.3 
44 
h5 
46 
47 
PRICE 
$400.00 
400e00 
400.00 
425000 
130.00 
350000 
80.00 
400"00 
400"00 
650.00 
5~.o.oo 
3~0.00 
385~00 
460 .. 00 
525.,00 
270.,00 
.300.00 
400 .. 00 
450.00 
J05eOO 
115.oo 
425.,00 
340.00 
425 .. 00 
400,, 00 
475.00 
460.00 
625(100 
36atl oo 
, .. -5 00 ' :. . ~ 
r:.50,.00 
1,25.00 
.300.00 
400.,00 
52~"00 
610r.- Otl 
27.:>oOO 
250~00 
,oo.oo 
500"00 
li..1:J., 00 
l,so., oo 
5~_~000 
; .. i0 1.1 00 
41.0.CO 
475.00 
I( 
' 
53 
- 2 -
CO!EIGNOR 
Sturgis, Monroe, Rock HilJ., 8. C. 
Sturgis, Monroe , R::> r;k HL'. l _. c, r. 
Suber, 0 P & R H L'3rnrr,:·,r;., W'n i t ...:,j r. .- , S.C. 
Taylor, John Rcbe:~t,.- B:i.B , k T'::~,('k ~ SC 
Traxler, L G, ep~~t:i::)°bu::--g .1 3 C~ 
Weir, L B, . Ch€s+.c0: , S, c. 
Weil, L B, Cbe,,t,:·:r. ., S C 
Whiteside, M:!'~e Ju:~ ... a R. H.ichb,-:"g, S C 
Zimmerman, S. H, X:L1ua.·1.~:-:-e ci:, F~·,T•; rc1,~1r.b~ .<?., s.c. 
.~.~·'I no. RUCE --------
1~8 $400.00 
:-!-; ,10.00 
50 (out) 
51 350.00 
52 ,oo.oo 
53 200.00 
54 240.00 
55 soo.oo 
56 250.00 
$231005 .. 00 
Col. GleM Lecky, Auctioneer . ..•••••...•.•....•..•.. · .••...••• $162, U 
Catalogs, Soo copiea ................... ,. •••• ,., .•••.•••.•••••••• 4.39.89 
Postage- mailing folders,catalogs, reg:l.s":,re.-1:,io:ri papers,&e •...• 45.18 
Tent (Rent) ........................ ~ ..... .. ... o <:. •••••••••••••••• 70.00 
Long Distance calls and telegrams •••••• , .8.,- •.••.••.••••..••• 22.28 
Duke Power Company, F.lectri~it y,wiring;etc •••••••••••••••••••• 9.71 
Labor, Shavings, Fairground •..•• • ••••. • ••••• . •••••••.••••••••• 16.00 
Chester Report,er- Advertising Circulars- 3000 ••••••••••••••• 75.00 
TA Stallworth- Expense selecting cattle over State ••••••••••• Jl.10 
.lldiscellaneous- i:'.lk, paper;- e·:jc • • •• • • , ••• - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l.9S 
Wrenn Broso S~pp~y Companys Nails, etcq••••••••••••••••••••••• 12.0> 
J H Chappell- HauJ.ing with truck ••••••••••••. , •••••••••••••••• 16 .. 00 
.Mz-s. Colvin- E.xpense. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 25~ 00 
$926.27 
Factor deducted for Expenses .0403 
The following is a quotation from the Sales Agreement signed by 
ea.ch consignor •••••••••• 11 I hereby covenant and agree that there shall 
be deducted from the proceeds of sale of this my consignment my pro-
rata part of all expenses of the sale, plus an additional 2 percent for 
Club purposes (Out of County consignors 3 percent), and any other item, 
or items of expense incurred by or for me individually." 
TO CHESTER COUNTY CONSIGNORS ONLY: ••••• ' 1 I agree tha. t my curremt 
years dues of $1.00 to said Club, if not previously paid, will be deducted. 
r 
ENTOMOLOGY & PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in EntomGlogy- and Plant Pathology in 1947 consisted o£ 
110rk with crop diseases, crop insects and rodent control. 
Crop Diseases: 
Dust Treatment of Cotton Seed: .A.s a rcsnl.t of past extension work, iractioallJ' 
ever:, cotton .farmer in Chester County realizes the value of cotton seed tt-eat-
ment, and as the ma.jori ty of tlEm follow this iractice , it was £el t that m 
demonstrations in this matter were necessary, although farmers were remimed 
of the im.pcrta.nce of cotton seed treatment in news articles aild. by pereona.l 
contacts. 
One demonstration was corducted to show the value of de-linted seed 11n 
obtaining a st.am of cotton. Oberva.tional results are given below: 
Name 
WA Byars 
Observation Reslll.ts De-linted Cotton Seed 
Stand with 
delinted seed 
Excellent 
Stand 1fi thout Delinting Seed 
Poor- not over 25 percent 
Small Grain Disease Control: During 1947 a large percebta.ge Cilt' the early 
planted oats were seriously affected by a disease later identified as 
Helminthesporium Blight. Farmers were given all aw.il.a.ble information on 
this disease. As a result of this condition, Coker Pedigreed Seed farm fur-
nished the county ag~t with samples of a Hybrid strain of Coker 1s oats to be 
planted on infested .fields to test iromuni ty 0£ the new strain. -In addition, 
Coker Seed Company is conducting -variety tests in the county with a number 
of dif.f'erent strains in an ef'f'art to give us a blight resistant oat. 
Small grain in 1947 showed a marked decease in smut damage, Farmers a.re 
planting more smut resistant seed and treating these seed. 
Insect and Rodent Control: Farmers were urged through nen artivles, cir-
cular letters and contacts to poison fer boll weevils. Molasses were very 
scarce., but the county agent located a supply and advised farmers where it 
could be loca. tedo Weevil counts were made weekly on the same fields and re-
sults publicized. Early counts were consistently law. Later in the season 
infestation counts ran high and f'armers began using Benzine Hexachloride to 
control boll weevils and cotton aphids. La.ck of dusting . equipnent presented 
a problem and the county agent assisted in securing the services of a dusting 
plane to £ill this need. Results were very satisfactor.,. Farmers who used this 
new material feel tha.t it helped them save their cotton crop. 
CattJ.e Louse Control: A supply of Rotenone dust was kept on hand in the 
county agent's office for farmer's convenience in controlling lice and 
warble& in cattJ.e. This proved very beneficial in controlling lice in the dairy 
herds of the county. 
D.D.T. All farmers 1n the county were ad.vised through c::l.rccl.ars, DeWII 
articles and personal contacts in the use at DDT for fly and mosquito 
contro1o It proved partia.Uy eff'ectiw in connection with dairies where 
owners were shown how to mix the at.er wettable sprq to control flies 
in barns and on cattJ.e. A number of dairymen remarked that flies were 
for.merely one of their big problems- now they .tind. that they are easily' 
contr:-olled. 
Due to termenduous discre,.ancies in price a local. merchant was con-
ta.cted who agreed to ha.nd1e ,rater wettable DDT for .54 cents per pound. This 
reduced the irevaiJing price of 86 cents :per pound and resu1ted in quite a 
saving for the farmer. 
~t Control: Farmers complained that rats were costing them substan-
tial sums by destr:'oy:Lng grain, chicks, etco In response to this need the 
county agents conducted a rat ki1J1ng campaign in 'Which 600 pounds of poison 
bai:.b was mixed and distributed to .300 farmers. All were 1'811 pleased. 
Some farmers reported carrying off rats by the basket .tulle Public demand 
is so strong that another anti-rat campaign will be held this year. 
Pea.ch Insects: A ttantion of peach growers was ca.lled to the 
importance or controlling root borers in peach orcharda. Practi~ all 
commercial orchards are following this practice. 
One slll'vey ma.de and orcbardist given ini'crma tion on controlling 
curculio. This insect destroyed a ill tremenduous amount of peaches in 1947. 
During 1947 orders were obtained fran seven or~t for the purchase 
of 26,ooo parasites for the control of oriential. fruit mot.ho Fruit moth 
damage 1ras light but it was never definite~ determined whether it as 
the parasites or other measures tha. t effected the cxmtrol. 
Forestry Extension work in 1947 included demonstrations on f'arm management 
of wood lots, tree planting, marketing timber and fire praentiono 
Farm Woodland Management: In order to demonstrate the value of woodl.a.nd to 
the farm ecoDOllJY, a woodland management demonstration was started during the year. 
A simple timber manage:inent program was suggested tiJa. t included advice in cutting, 
utilizing and marketing his timber. Due to Mr. WJdie's illness it \'las impossible 
to get complete records on this demonstration. The:i:'e are forty acres in the 
woodlot. 
Planting: The county agents cooperated 'With the Soil Conservation Service, 
T~ Chester County Fire Protective Association and the State Forestry Commission 
in promoting the planting of trees. Pine tree orders taken through the county 
agent's office are listed as follows: 
SUMMARY TREES PLANTED IN 1947 
SOURCE OF TREES 
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NAME & ADDRESS OF LA.NDOVNER 
Pete Kirby, Catawba, SC 
G L Cunningham , Chester, S C 
Earl Pittman, F.dgmoor, S C 
Miss Grace Titman, Lo11rYS SC 
C B Reid, Richburg, S C 
Smith Bailey, R.3., ChesterJ S C 
W Alvin Byars, Lowrys, S C 
WA Byars.,Jr. Lonrys., S C 
W S Robinson, ChesiBr., S C 
R A Stevenson, Richburg, S C 
KE McKeawn, Blackstock, SC 
W H Hicklin, Edgmoor., S C 
W F Woods., RJ., Ches1Br, S C 
John Hemphill, R5, Rock Hill., s. c. 
Paul Hemphill., Chester., SC 
M C Crain., Rl, Chester, S C 
Ula.rence Doster, Chester SC 
Ben RWall, Jr. Chester S C 
TL Simpson, Catawba SC 
WT Barnes, Fort La'\1ll., SC 
Duke Power Co Great Falls S C 
Lob- Long 
lolly NUMBER Leaf 
2000 
1000 
500 
2500 
3000 
1000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
3000 
1000 
1000 
,ooo 
2000 
100.,000 
5000 
3000 
1000 
12 000 
2500 
1000 
Fire Prevention: The county agents have continued to cooperate with 
the Chester County Fire Preventive Association in their program to control forest 
fires in Chester County. The matter ,va.s taken up in all 4-ll Club meetings1 three 
adult meetings and through news articles and distribuUon or api:ropria.te liter-
ature. As a resu1t of this fire prevention campaign, fcrest fires a.re on a grad-
ual. decrease. Listed below is a summary of fcrest .tires in Chester County from 
1939 to l947ci 
YEAR 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
SUMMARY FCREST Fm:&S 1939- 1947 
NO. FIRES 
165 3000 
JJ5 2200 
105 1800 
89 1400 
69 450 
55 365 
46 500 
50 610 
No fires reported since July 11 1947 
Marketing: The county agent's office has had an opportunity to assist Chester 
County farmers in marketing considerable white oak and ash timber. Contracts were 
ma.de with a barrel manufacturer llho bought 500.,000 thousand feet at $30.00 per 
thousand on th:! stump. In response to several darmers desire f cr an ash market., 
a dimension mill ope:cator us contacted who set up a mill in Chester County who 
is paying $55.00 per thousand for ash handle stock delivered on the yard. 
This has provided an outlet fer 100.,000 thousand feet of ash timber. 
FOUR-H CLUB WCRK 
Boys' 4-i-I Club work was dona through 8 comrmmi ty clubs and one 
County wide Guernsey Calf Club. The total' enrollment of boy-s in 4-H Club 
work was 224 • Monthly meetings were held in these clubs with the ex-
cpetion of the Calf Club. The county agents kept in close personal contact 
with caJ.f club mmbers to help and advise them in feeding and managing their 
animals. 
Four-H Cali' Club Work: Jimmie Gaston, Richburg, s.c., 4-H Calf Club 
member, ,ras again honored at the 30th. annuaJ. meeting of the South Carolina. 
Guermsey Cattle Club meeting on February 111 1947• Jimmie was awarded ; 
2nd. most outstanding 4-H Guernsey Cal£ Club member in the State, and 
Elliott 'McDonaJ.d, Blackstock, s.c. stood fourth in the contest. This is the 
third consecutive year that Gaston bas 110n either first or second place. 
Four-H Member-Parent Relationship Meetings: series of five meetings 
were held in tbe spring to stress the importance of good member pu-ent team 
work. These meetings attended by 229 members and their pa.rents ware very bene-
ficial. 
Four-H Tractor Schools: On February 26, a tractor operators school 
was conducted in the Richburg school shop !or 4-H Club maabers. This school was 
attended by 115 members. 
Four-H Judging Team: J Chester County 4-H Dairy Judging team won first 
in the Piedmont District Judging Contest., and second in the State contest at 
Clemson Collegeo John Gaston was high individual. scorer in t:00 State meet. 
Four-H Club Camp: 124 Chester County 4-II Boys and girls attended ca.mp 
for a week at Camp Long in Aiken Countyo They enjoyed a moat pleasant week. 
Four-ll Club Committee: The adult 4-H Club Committee on 4-H Calf Club 
ll'Ork, consisting of parents of Cal! Club members, met and set up a fall pt"og:ra.m 
that included plans for the annual Pa.rent member Achievement Banquet. 
Four-II :Member-Parent Achievement Banquet& The Chester County 4-H Calf 
Club held its third annual banquet on the night of November 2lsto with 210 
members, parents and friends present. cioud Hicklin, President, presided. 
C G Cushman, Leader, Dairy Extension work, ns master of ceremonies. Rev. WM 
Frampton of Chester was guest speaker, and the county agent presented the awards. 
Award.a ware made as follows: 
Richardson Award of $50.00 for outstanding Calf O'lub members was di-
vided between Jolm Gaston and Willis Crain. Kirkpatrick A.ward of $,50.00 far 
best fitted animali 1st. Glenn White; 2nd. Joe Baston. Ellenberg 'l'rophy 
for member most putstanding on Show Circuit, Joe Gaston, Victor Fertilizer 
Campany, sponsored this banquet by contributing $600.00. 
SUMMARY 4-II CLUB ENROLLMENT AND COMPL.El'ION 
Name of Club No. Members Enrolled No. Completed Dems. Percent members 
CoIDPletin~ Demso 
CotU1ty 4-H Cali Club 52 32 62 
Edgmoor 4-H Club 21 11 52 
Fort Lawn 4-H Club 17 3 18 
Wilksburg 4-H Club 20 1 5 
Oakley Hall 4-H Club 24 8 33 
Great Falls 4-H Club (a) 31 0 0 
Great Falls 4-H Club (b) 30 2 7 . 
Great Falls 4-H Club (c) 11 3 27 
Lowrys 4-H Club 10 1 10 
TorALS- 9 216 61 28 
SUMMARY COMPLETED !j-H DEMONSTRATIONS- 1947 
No. Value 
Demonstration CoIDPleted Products Total Cost Profit 
Dairy Cali Club 31 $20,299.97 $13,627013 $6,672.84 
Pig Club 7 1,191.05 800.30 390.75 
Poultry Club 5 348.95 25]Ji5 97.50 
Home Garden Club 2 32.00 15.00 17.00 
Bee Club 1 66.3.5 27.50 38.85 
TorALS- 5 46 $21,938.32 $1.l~, 721.38 $7,216.94 
SUMMARY DAIRY CAIF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. An:ilnals No. Animals Total Total 
NAME Beg..:.year Close yr. Value Cost Profit 
Libby Allen 1 1 $230.00 $190.60 $39.40 
Robert L. Atkinson 1 1 274.00 245.70 28.30 
Bobby Barnes 1 1 . 882.60 658.50 224.10 
Bill Barnes 1 1 402.64 339.50 63.14 
Jack Barnes 1 1 890.00 688.oo 202.00 
Sarah Lou Burns 1 1 371.50 69.56 301.94 
John Barber 1 1 175000 87.80 87.20 
William Barber 1 1 200.00 139.50 61.50 
Billy Carpenter 1 1 459.00 295050 163.50 , 
Elizabeth Carpenter 1 1 2]5.oo 190.75 24.25 
Gage Carpenter 1 1 150.00 94.52 55.48 
CONTnruED- DAIRY CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
Mary Carpenter 1 1 • 0 :J• 0 
Willis Crain 3 5 2,994.).i.7 1,906.50 
Jinn:ey" Gaston 1 1 1,980.52 1.,223.95 
Joe Gaston 1 1 1,358.16 722.19 
John Gaston 1 1 1,317086 872.00 
Newton Gaston 2 2 l.,J70o24 896.08 
James Gaston 1 1 5Wi.5o 286.00 
Bill Gladden 1 1 300000 248.25 
Charles Gwin 1 1 255.50 206.30 
Claude Gwin 1 1 456.50 383.50 
Essie Gwin 1 l 930.23 567.65 
Cloud H. Hicklm 1 1 250.00 2]J.OO 
Charlton Kirk1)atrick 1 1 226.00 199.25 
Grady Thomas Ligon 2 2 625.35 w.oo 
Eleanor Reid 1 1 976.90 595.75 
William H. Simpson 1 2 473.50 Wi8.75 
Calvin Steele 1 1 207000 174.05 
Edward Steele 1 1 249.00 193.95 
Glenn White l 1 472.00 238.78 
J' Wilson 1 1 406.00 360.7 
TorALS- 31 36 39 $20 299.97 $JJ 627.]J 
SUMMARY PIG CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. Days Gain in Total Total 
NAME Animals Fed Wei ht Value Cost 
Olin Blanks 1 371 420 $112.25 $95.00 
Curtis Cameron 4 175 1000 336.oo 263.00 
Clyde Hindman, Jr. l 230 347 86.75 72.J.5 
Marion Key 1 258 180 75.00 63.30 
Charlie McDaniel 1 229 200 72.80 56.25 
Pat Simpson ·l 337.00 177.00 
Donald Varnadore 1 303 295 171.25 73.60 
TOTAIS- 7 10 1566 2Wi2 $1,191.05 $800.30 
NAME 
SUMMA.RY POULTRY CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
Chickens 
Hatched 
100 
50 
100 
25 
26 
Total 
Value 
$129.20 
33.15 
151 .. 20 
14.oo 
20.80 
Cost 
201.00 
1,087.97 
756.57 
635.97 
Wi5.86 
474.16 
258.50 
51. 75 
49.20 
73.00 
362.58 
37.00 
26.75 
182.35 
381.15 
$24. 75 
32.95 
55.05 
233.22 
$6 672.84 
Profit 
$ 17.25 
73.00 
14.50 
11 .. 70 
16.55 
160.00 
97.65 
$390.75 
Profit 
$34.45 
6.25 
51.20 
1 •. 50 
' b I 
SUMMARY HOME GARDEN DEMONSTRATIONS 
Yield Total Total 
NAME Acres in Bu. Value Cost Profit 
Thomas Black l 2 $15.oo $9 .55 $ 5.J-1-5 I Edward Catoe 4 6 17.00 5.45 ll.55 
TarALS- 2 1 8 $32 .00 $15.oo $17.00 2 
SUMMARY BEE CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
Total Total Profit 
NAME No . Hives Lbs. Honey Value Cost 
Mills Simpson.. Jr. 1 75 $66.35 $27 • .50 $38.85 
TarALS- 1 1 75 $66.35 $27 • .50 $38.85 
. 
SHCJT ClRCUIT: Chester County 4-H Club members exhibited 39 club owned 
animals ay the Guernsey FestivaJ. am sent 17 head on the fall circuit, that 
included the Spartanburg., Chester and State Fairso These an:iJnals won a totaJ. 
of $1010.00 on the entire show circuit. Chester County had Grand Champion 
at Spartanburg and Chester Shows. 
A list of pi:-emiums in these Shows follows: 
SllMJ&RY WINNINGS AT GUERNSEY FESTIVAL, CRES'JER, s.c. 
JUNICE. CALF CLASS 4-H CIASS 
1st. Charles Gwin--Gwinda.le I s Eva 
2nd. Sarah Burns----capta.in1s Golden Princess 
2nd. Robt.A tkinson--Merry Maid• s Pride 
~ Charlton K:irkpa:trick-Ace's Beauty Queen 
3rd. Libby Allen---Allen' s .Adeline 
3rdo Willis Crain--Hillbright I s Bright Martin 
4th. Tom Ligon---Ace 1s Queen of Shady Grove 
SENIOR CALF CIASS: 
2nd/ Glenn Whi te---Hillbright Clara 
2nd. Elizabeth Carpenter-Rex's El.esar 
3rd. Gage Ca.rpenter---Rex!s Maxim 
3rd. Ann A tld.nson------Advancer I s Mary 
3rd. Lavenia eir---Joanna. 
JUNICR YEARLINGS 
1st. James Gaston....---Ga.ston I s Awnger,"Janey 
lsto cfaud G,dn------Gwindale I s Lady Locke 
2ndo Cllvin Steele----Louise of Fairview 
2nd. Newton Gaston---Gaston I s Avenger Queen 
2nd0 Essie Gwin----Gwindale's Etta 
SENIOR YEARLING: 
2nd. Ernest Steele----Ruth • s Glory Girl 
2nd. Billy Carpenter---Meddler' s Patricia 
2 YEAR OIDS: 
1st. Jimmie Gaston-----Queenie's Bunnie 
1st. Willis Crain---- Pl.snt.Grovs Jinnie 
2nd.Mary Carpenter----Sunshine I s Lucky Mollie 
2nd. Tom Ligon------¥.ajor • s Mayetta 
2nd0 Harper Simpson--Baron!s Golden Princess 
2nd. J:i.mmy Wilson----Bonnie of Fishing Creek 
4th. Bill Barnes----Herrod • s Gl.a.dy' s Ann 
b3 
SUMMARY WINNINGS AT GUERNSEY FESTIVAL- Continued 
3 YF.AR OLDS: 
1st. John Gaston-----------Gaston's Belfry Countess 
1st. Newton Gaston-------Gaston' s Queen Countess 
4th. Jack Barnes-----Valet's Sunshine 
4 YFAR OLDS: 
2ndo Eleanor Reid------Prince' s Queen Mary Anna 
AGED COWS: 
1st. Ji.mmy" Gaston-----Gaston's Baron's Queenie 
1st. Joe Gaston------Patsy of Neely Farm 
2nd. Sa.rah Gtr.Ln---------Gwind.ale' s Louise 
JUNICR CHAl!PION- James Gaston-Gaston's Avenger Janey 
SENIOR CHAMPION- Joe Gaston- Patsy of Neely Farm 
GRAND CEAMPION- Joe Gaston-Patsy of Neely Farm 
BEST FITTED: 
1st. Gleen Wbite-----Hillbright's Clara 
2nd. Joe Gaston---Patsy of Neely Farm 
3rdo Essie Gnn---Gwindale' s Btta 
4th. Jimmie Gaston----Queenie's Bunnie 
5th. John P Gaston,Jr.---Gaston's Belfry Countess 
6t:O,o Eleanor Reid--Prince ! s Queen Mary Anne 
7th. Sarah Gwin-------Gwindal.e' s Louise 
BEST SHCMMAN: 
Lst. Jimmie Gaston---
2ndo Willis Crain 
3rd. John Gaston 
4th. Bil.J.y Carpenter 
· OPEN CLASS SHOf 
JUNICR CALVES: 1st. Charles Gwin--GwindaJ.e's Eva 
4-H CLASS 
3rd. Sarah Burns----Captain's Golden Princess 
JUNIOR YFARLINGS-lst. James Gaston----Gaston's Avenger Janey 
Heifers- 4th. Claude Owin---Gwindale's Lady Locke 
2 YFAR OLDS(Heifers): 2nd.a Jimmie Gaston- Queenie's Bunnie 
4th. Willise Crain- Pl.snt. Grovs Jinnie 
J YEAR OLDS (Heifers): 5th. John Gaston--Gaston's Belfry Countess 
4 YEAR atDS (Heifers): 3rd. Eleanor Reid-Prince's Queen Mary Anne 
SUMMARY WINNERS AT GUERNSEY FESTIVAL- Continued- OPEN CIASS 
AGED COWS: 1st. Essie Owin----Gwindale' s Cleo 
3rdo Ji.mln.y" Gaston---Ga.ston I s Baron's Queenie 
JUNICR ffiWtl CHAMPION-F.EMALE: James Gaston-----Gaston1s Avenger Janey 
ffiODUCE OF DAM- 1st. Jimmie Cushman 
SUMMA.RY 4-II CALF CLUB WINNINGS - PIEDMONT INTERSTATE FA.m1SPARTANBURG, S C 
4-H CLASS 
JUNICR CALVI!S: 
2nd. Sarah Burns-· · Capt&in I s Golden Princess 
3rd. Charl.ton Kirkpatrick- Ace• s Beauty Queen 
4th. Chmues Gwin----Gi.n.ndale I s Eva 
SENICR CALVES: 
,3rd. Glerm White---Billbright C:L'3ra 
JUNICR YFARLING: 
1st. Claud Gwin----Gw.i.ndale • s Lady Locke 
5th. James Gaston---Gaston•s..Avenger Janey 
SENICR YEARLING: 
2nd. B~ Carpenter--MeddJ.er • s Patricia 
TWO YWt OLDS: 
1st. Mary Carpenter--Sunshine 1s Lucky Mollie 
THREE YEAR OLDS: Ji.nmzy" Gaston--eaat,1111b Gaston's Baron's Queenie 
AGED COWS: 
1st. Joe Gaston-Patsy of Neely Farm 
3rdo Essie OE1.n--Gw.i.ndale 1s Cleo 
4th. Newt Ga.ston---Ga.ston's ~Queen Countess 
lsto County Group- Chester County 
Fitting and Showing: 2nd. Joe Gaston: ath. Glenn White. 
OPEN CLASSF.S 
JUNlrCR CAL VF.S: 
2nd. Sa.rah Burns---Captain1 s Golden Princess 
3rdo Charlton Kirkpatrick- Ace's Beauty Queen 
SENIOR CALVES: 
3rd. Glenn White--Hillbright Clara 
SUMMARY 4-H CALF CLUB WINNINGS - SPARTANBURG, S C - Continued 
OPEN CLASS 
JIINICR YEARLING 
2nd. Cl.aud Gwin--Gwindale's Lady Locke 
SENIOR YEARLING: 2nd. Billy Carpenter-Meddler's Patricia 
TWO YFAR OLD: 
lsto Mary Carpenter--Sunshine' s Lucky Mollie 
Jrdo J~ Gas~n ---Gaston's -Baron's Queenie 
THREE YEAR OLDS: 3rd. Newt Gaston- Gaston• s Queen Countess 
AGED COWSi 
1st. Joe Gaston-Patsy of Neely Farm 
2nd. Essie Gwin---Ow:i.ndl.ae's Celo 
SR. & GRAND CHAMPION---Joe Gaston 
BEST ALL ROUND COW IN THE SHOW:- Joe Gaston- Patsy of Neely Farm 
SUMMARY 4-H CALF CLUB WINNERS- CHESTER COUNTY FAHR1 CHESTER S C 
4-H CIASS 
JUNICR CALVES: 
1st. Robert A tld.nson--Merry Maid's Pride 
2ndo Charles Gwin---Gvrindale's -Eva 
3rd. Gage Carpenter----Rex Maxim 
4tho Charlton Kirkpatrick- Ace's Beauty Queen 
SENIOR CALVES: 
lsto Glenn Whi te--Hillbright Clara 
2nd. Elizabeth Carpenter- Rex's Elesa.r 
JUNI<R YFARLINGS: 
1st. Claud Gwin- Gwindal.e 1 s L~ Locke 
2nd. James Gaston- Gaston's Avenger Janey 
3rd. Newt. Gaston- Gaston Is Avenger Queen 
4th. Cal. vin Steele- Louesia of Fairview 
SENICH YEARLINGS: 
1st. Billy Carpenter- Meddler's Patricia 
2ndo Edward Steele- Ruth's Glory Girl 
~ 
TWO YEAR Cir.DS: 
1st. Ji.mm.T Gaston- Gaston's Qyeenie Bunnie 
2ndo Mary Varpenter- SW1shine I s Lucky Mollie 
3rd. Tom Ligon- Major I s Mayetta 
SUMMARY h-H CALF CLUB WINN.mS CHESTER COUNTY FARR- Continued 
4-H CLASS 
THREE YEAR OLDS: 1st. Newt Gaston- Ga.sto:g.'s Queen Countess 
AGED COWS: 1st. Joe Gaston- Pa. tsy of Neely Fa.rm 
2nd. Essie Gwin- Gwindale' s Cleo 
Jrd. Eleanor Reid- Princess Qyeen Mary Anne 
JUNICR CHAMPION: Robert Atkinson- Merry Maid's Pride 
SR. AND GRAND CHAMPION- Joe Gaston- Patey: of Neely Farm 
OPEN CLASS 
JUNICR CALVES: (Same as Junior Glaves in 4-H Class) 
SENI<B CA.LVESi 
1st. Glenn White- Hillbright Clara 
3rd. Elizabeth Carpenter- Rex's Elesar 
JUNICR YEARLINGS: ( Same as Junior Yearlings in 4-H Class) 
SENIOR YE!\RLINGt 2nd. Billy Carpenter- Medell.er' s Patricia 
T\'lO YF.AR OLDS: (Same as 2 year olds in 4-H Class) 
THREE YEAR OLDS: 2ndo Newt. Gaston- Gaston's Queen Countess 
AGED COOS: Joe Gast.on- Patsy of N~ely Farm 
SENICR AND GRAND CHAMPION: Joe Gaston- Patsy of Neely .Farm.. 
SUMMARY 4-h CALF CLUB WINNERS AT STATE FAJR1 COLmmIA, S. C. 
4-H CLASSES 
JUNICR GAL~: 
2m. Robert Atkinson-· Merry Maid I s Pride 
4th. Charlton !d.rkpatrick- Ace's Beauty Queen 
6th. Sarah Burns- Captain' s Golden Princess 
SENIOR CALVES: 6th. Glenn White- Hillbright Clara 
JUNICR YEARLINGS: 
lsto Claud Gwin- Gwindale 's Lady Locke 
2nd. James Gaston- Gastonts Avenger Janey 
3rd. Newt Gaston- Gaston!s Avenger Queen 
6th. CaJ. v".m Steele- Louise of Fairview 
SENICR YEARLING: 
1st. Billy Carpenter- Bil'.cy' Carpenter- Meddler's Pa. tricia 
3rd. Edward Steele- Ruth's Glory Girl 
/ 7 
S1JMMARY 4-H CALF CLUB WINNl!P..S AT STATE FAJR- Continued 
4-H CLASS 
JUNIOR CHAMPION- Claud Gtnn-
TWO YFAR OLDS; 
2nd. Mary Carpenter- Sunshine I s Lucky Mollie 
4tho Jimmy Gaston- Gaston's -Queenie Bunnie 
THREE YEAR AND OVER: 
2ndo Joe Gaston- Gaston's Baron's Queenie 
3rd. Essie Gwin- Gw.indale 1 s Cleo 
COUNTY GROUP- 1st. Chester County 4-H Division 
OPEN TCLASSES 
FOUR YEAR OLD AND OLDER: 
1st. Joe Gaston- 1atsy of Neely Farm 
2nd. Essie Gwin- Gwin.dale's Cleo 
TEREE YF.AR OLD: 5th. Newt Gaston- Gaston's Qp:een Countess 
TWO YEAR OLD: 2nd. Mary Carpenter- Sunshine I s Lucky Mollie 
5th. Jimmy Gaston- Gaston's Queenie Bunnie 
SENIOR YEARLING: 1st. Billy Carpenter- Meddler I s Patricia 
3rd. Edward Steele- Ruth's Gloey Boy 
JUNIOR YEARLING: 1st. Claud Gwin- GwindaJ..e I s Lady Locke 
2nd. Joe Gaston -
3rd. Newt. Gaston- Gaston's Avenger Queen 
SENIOR GA.ll': 6th. Robert Atkinson- Merry Maid's Pride 
JUNICR CHAMPION- Claud Gw.i.n. 
HCRTICULTURE 
Extension work in Horticul.ture consisted of assisting producers with 
their sweet potatoes, commercial peaches, truck crops, home gardens, and 
home orchards. 
Chester County Club Market: This market is owned am operated under the 
supervisl..on of farm peopl.e in cooperation with the county- Home demonstration 
agent, that furnishes :t.u:ii marketing facilities through which ga.rden and 
truck produce is sold during the year •• 
Sweet Potato Seed Stock:, Assistance given three sweet potato producers 
in ordering new seed stock far their hotbeds. As a result of the number of 
hotbeds in use in the county there was no scarcity of potato slips dtring the 
plmi ting season. 
Two fire heated hot beds were in operation t:mt produced 203,000 salable 
slips. 
Commercial Peach Production: 79,000 bushels of peaches were sold from 
commercial orchards in Chester County during 1947. The crop was early and 
orchardists experienced no dii":ficulty in marketing both garded peaches and 
culls. Extremely high prices were received during most or the season, and all 
peaches were marketed before the first general price s1upp. 
Pruning Demonstrations: Two commercial orchard pruning dem.onstra. tiona 
conducted with the assistance of the Extension Specialist, and one home 
orchard pruning demonstration given. 
General.: Spray schedules and timely information furnished garden 
and orchards aJ.l during the yea:r. 
Close supervision given peach orchards during pr1ini.ng season and advice 
giwnn regarding the control or insects and diseases. 
MARKETING 
Extension wcrk in marketing for 1947 consisted of aiding farmers in grading 
a.D1 i;:acldng, pi:-oducing quaJ.ity milk., an:l in buying and selling fa.rm products. 
Grading and Packing: The county agents with the help of tie extension 
marketing division, worked close]J with tba producers of .fruit and milk products 
in the interest of improving the production, grade and packing of these pt"O-
ducts marketed in the county9 Farm visits l(ere made throughout the year; the 
matter was discussed at farmers meetings, news articles puvlished., and both 
circular letters and individual contacts made. 
A su:imnary of the amount and vaJ.ue of products marketed nth assistance 
f'rcm tm county agents: 
SUWARY MARKETING WORK 
Product 
Grade C Milk 
Grade t. Milk 
Paro bred Dairy Cat-
Grad.e Dairy Cattle 
Peaches 
Seed 
Totals-
1.,017,440 GaJ.s. 
199,310 GaJ..s. 
72 Head 
200 " 
79,000 Bu. 
27,085 # 
1947 
Bought 
$3300.00 
$5033.85 
$5,o66.85 
Sold 
$305.,232000 
500,872.72 
18,300000 
35,000.00 
177.,750.00 
$1,042.,221057 
7r 
POULTRY 
Extension 110:rk 11:i. th poul.t.ry projects in Chester COWlt;y consisted of 
vaccination demonstrations, cuJJing demonstrations, raising baby chicles, 
and feeding and management iroblems. 
Vaccination Demonstrations: Three poultry vaccina.tiom far chicken pox 
given in 1947 and the results checkedo 
A sumnar;r of these danonstrations follows: 
SUMMARY POULTRY VACCINATION DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. Birds 
Name Vaccinated No. Died 
No. Cases ) 
Chicken pox 
S S Abell 
WA Byars 
Bozt! Sanders 
Total- 3 
70 
l..30 
250 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
SUMMARY POUL'mY VACCIN.lTION DEMONS'lRATIONS 1940-i!.947 
No. No. No. No. cases 
IF.AR Demonstrations Birds Died Chicken Pax 
1940 5 1290 12 1 
1941 3 1200 5 0 
19~ 6 1900 12 0 
194.3 3 700 0 0 
1944 .3 500 0 0 
1945 .3 400 0 Q 
1946 3 500 0 Q 
1947 3 22° 0 0 
Total- 29 7040 29 1 
.7 / 
Culling Demonstmtions: For Poultq: During 1947 culling of poultry was 
enphasized as an e:conomic and grain conserw. ti.on measureo Two cuJ J 1 ng demon.-
stra tions giveno A sunmary of 'Which follows: 
SUMMARY POULTRY CULLING DEMONSTRATIONS- 1947 
Name 
Mrs.Marie Hatchell 
Mrs.George Simpson 
Total- 2 
No. Birds 
30 
180 
210 
No. Cul.led 
5 
26 
.31 
( Hatching Report: Two poul trymen qualified with approved flocks for 
selling hatching eggs. Listed below is a S1.ll1l1D8ry of their flocks aod. pro-
duction. 
SUMMD.RY HATCHING EGGS SOLD - 1947 
Noo Noo No. Birds No. Doz. Va.lue llith 
Name Birds Reactions Culled Hatching E~s sold Premiums 
Harry Thonas 53 0 8 lJ9 $1030.$0 
CB Turner 163 2 7 I lhJ lo6.85 
Totals- 2 216 2 15 282 $ 210032 
Turfaay Production: FOUt" farmers in the county a.re the principal 
co!lllll.ercial turkey producerso others grow small numbers as a side line. 
Close contact bas been maintained with producers to aid them with their 
production problems. 
VISUAL INS'ffiUCTIONS 
Visual Instruction work for tbe year consisted of tbe use of educationaJ. 
motion pictures, film strips, maps and models. 
Educational Motion Pictures were used at Seven farmers and 4-H Club 
meetings with a combined attendance of 1297 people• Educational motion pictures 
are one of the county agents most valuable aids in teaching agricultural prac-
tices and in increasing attendance at meetings. 
Film Strips- were shown at one meetings 1Vi th an attendance of 21 
farm people. 
Photogbapha- were made by the Extension photographer and counw agents 
of a number of demonstrations in the countyo These were presented to the public 
principal.]J" through news papers. 
Models- are very valuable, particularly in teaching details of building 
plans to farmers and 4-H Club members, Models were presented at 11 meetings 
to 112 people and models of various type farm· structures are kept on display- int 
county agent• s office. 
SUMMARY USE OF VISUA.L INSTRUCTIVE AIDS- 1947 
Visual .lid Used No. Meetings Attendance 
Motion Pictures 22 2'05!+ 
Film Strips 1 21 
Models ll 112 
Total 34 ~187 
I J 
PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information in connection 
with the 1947 Extension Program in Chester Cou..11ty was done through circul.a.r 
letters, press articles, radio talks, the ditribution o.f bulletins and tours. 
A SUJ1ll1JS17 of work done in this conmction is given as follows: 
SUMMA.RY PUBLICITY WORK 1947 
Individual. Letters •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Circular letters•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Copies mailed•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Press Articles ·······························••o••••••o 
Radio talks ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bulletins distributed••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·Farm Tours•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Attendance••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1272 
12 () 
7310 
262 
10 
1288 
3 
25 
Circular Letters: A total of 12 circul.ar letters were prepared and 
7310 copies mailed to farmers, and 4-H Club boys in Chester County" in 1947. 
These letters contained information on timely agricultural matters, notices of 
meetings, and information on resu1ts of dem.onstt-ations and experimental. work. 
Specimen copies of circular letters are attached to this report. 
Press Articles: A .farm weekly column was started in the two county news-
papers during 1947 through which timel.y topics of agricultural interest, person-
al success stories, notices, etc., are used to keep farm people informed. 
In ad.di tionJ to the weekly column spot news stories are stressedo During the 
year 262 press articles were published in the Chester County pa.parso Specimen 
copies of news articles are attached to this report. 
Radio Talks: Ten radio talks were made over Station WR.HI during the 
year. 
Bulletins Distributed: A total of 1288 
farmers and 4-H Club boys during the year. 
bulletins were distributed to 
Tours: Three tours were conducted. One a soils tour to better fa.maJ.arize 
agricultural workers of the soil types of Chester County. Another was to 
neighboring counties to study grazing conditions and recommendations., and the 
third was with a group of interested farmers to the lower part of the State 
to study land clearing worko A total of twenty-five attended these tours. 
MISCELIANEOUS COUNTY AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES 
A smnmary of miscellaneous county and community activities, semi-official 
in character, but not strictly Extension work Sl'e listed as .follows i 
Fair Ground Improvement Committee: The county agent has assisted with the 
drive to raise funds far the improvenent of the fair grow:ds and erection of 
additional barns and show facilities. This improvement when completed will serve 
a very useful purpose in rec.reationaJ. and promotional. activities. 
County Agricultural W~kers Orgapization: lfaB organized through the efforts 
of the county agent. This informal. organization, com.posed of ;representatives of 
all agricultural agencies in the county meets monthly nth an excellent attend-
anceo This organization is one of the most usefu; implem:mts the county agent 
has ever used. 
State Park: The county agent was called on to assist with plans to 
improve conditions in the Chester State Park. 
County Fair: The county agent ,ra.s called on to revise the Fair premium 
list and act in an advisory capacity in putting on the Fair. 
FARM IABCR HtOGRAM 
The organization and personnel for the Farm Labor program in Chester 
County consisted o! both volunteer atx1. paid workers., the farmer being 
county and home agents, community leaders and neighborhood leaders. 
The latter Farm Labor assistant s.nd a clerk :i;:a.id in pa.rt fran labor funds. 
The program bas assisted farmers to better utilize labor on farms 
through labor and mchinery poo}.s in which several farms and farmers work 
together and move from one farm to another getting their peak labor periods 
ironed out. Some of the jobs accomplished by this method are filling silos, 
harvesting hay and grains, picking and pa.eking peaches., building or reapiring 
farm outbuildings, planting snail grains, picking cotton., etc. 
The program has worked to give farmers and operators a better working 
lmowledge of the use and care of all types of farm :ne.chinery, through dtarmers 
meetings, machinery schools., radio talks, circular letters and 4-H Clubs. 
Two tractor operators training schools and two combille schools were ar-
ranged. 
Assistance in assembling equipment was given farmers with new machinery. 
A survey ma.de of all peach (commercial.) growers to ascertain their labor 
picking requirements., and labor to pick fruit furnished -ivhere needed. 
A rat eradication campaign was organized through which 600 pounds of 
poison was mixed and distributed to farmers. 
During the peak pf cotton picldng season labor was recruited and assembled 
for transportation ·to farms. 
During November a Farm and Home labor saving show was sponsored in 
cooperation with the Extension service from Clansono This show attended by 
864 people. 
VolU11teer leaders and individuals greatly assisted the labor program 
through their helpful suggestions am full cooperationo Local authorities 
were very cooperative in giving their time and personal efforts to labor 
activities. 
The denand for outs;ide seasonal labor was not urgent enough to warrant 
the use of migrant labor., therefore none of these were secured. 
Publicity to the farm labor program was given thro·11gh local newspapers, 
circuJ.ar letters, radio talks and personal visitso 
De~ ,_lier: 
rO~TIFlcP RfD S~UILL 
BAD NE \A/s FOi~ tVJ fA /\/ 5 
RATS 
A Campaign to deal the rats of' Chester County a death blow 
is being planned for the 13th. and I 4t h. of March. Rats cost the peo-
ple of Chester County an estimated 0200,000 annually in addition to the 
deadly diseases they spread and the annoyance of boarding these pests. 
Fortified Red Squill, the poison which will be used, is 
harmless to people and domestic animals but proved deadly effective on 
rats in the control campaigns which have been conduc)ed by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. The bait will be prepared and put up in 
packages containing the amount needed to bait an average farm. Com-
plete instructions for use will accompany each package. The cost of 
this bait will be ONE DOLLAR ($1.00)- .a pretty small price to pay for 
so great a service. 
In order to make up the proper amount of bait we must know 
in advance the number of people who wish to cooperate. Rats travel 
from farm to farm so encourage your neighbor to order bait also. The 
individual packages will be distributed to the place at which you place 
your order and you will be notified when to pick it up. Bait can be pre-
pared only for those who place orders by Februaxy 28th. so besure to 
place your order along with $1.00 at one of the following places 
on or before February 28th. 
(Stamped) 
County Agent's office ••••••• Chester 
McFadden's Store •••••••••••• Fort Lawn 
Reid Bros.Store No. 2 ••••••• Richburg 
Company Store ••• •• •. • •. . •.•• Lando 
GA Gill's Store • • ••.•.••• . • Rodman 
Gibson Dye Company •••••••••• Great Falls 
J A Stevenson's Store ••.••.• Leeds 
W H Hamilton's Store ••.•• , •• Edgmoor 
E W Guy's Store ••••••••••••• Lowrys 
V W Feaster's Store ••••••••• Wilksburg 
Very truly yours, 
_A ___ \,_ .... \_, ,,_~ __ --uJt'b-i/2£. N', l:l LJw,, 
A Ctyles,S~iitarian _VI E Pugh,Assyco.Agt:- M H Lynn,FlrmLabor Asst. 
,. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
TO A.<JtICUL'l'URAL WCJUCERS: 
Dear Sira 
Cheater, South Carolina 
June lZ, 194T 
BULLETIN FOR AGRICULTURAL WO?tKERS 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Due t,o t,l\e absence of a r..~.m1:>e:~' '.Jf 0ru~ w :1rkers la~]t l'dght at tke 
meeting, I thought it. advisable to issue a short Bulletin mentioning some 
things that you, as an agricultural wor.ker for Chester County, might be in-
terested in. 
ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION 
You are IIO doubt familiar with the tact that the artificial inaem-
ination 11 riow operating under Charter of The Chester Cooperative Breeders 
Association. Y.G.Lewis1 Jr. has been employed as inseminating technician,and 
the Asaociation is progressing nicely. Please spread this word among owner• 
of dairy cattle ae you contact them. Enclosed is a copy of the official Rules 
and Resu].ationa of the A1sociation. 
ANNUAL GRAZING. 
The last week in August and first of September will be the month8 
that we will probably want to make a concerted drive to get in as much winter 
grazina as seems practical. It will probably be a good idea for those wt)o in-
tend to plant grazing to begin making efforts to secure clover,vetch,rye graes 
and some small grain seed now1as I anticipate quite a demand for them later. 
Should we be able to help you with this please feel free to call on ws. 
FESCUE 
Enclosed is copy of a report made by a committee who went to 
.... , ,, to study various .strains of Fesoue. You will note that they find no 
, i~ence between Kentucky Strain 31 and Alta rescue.. I understand that 
iEpt1ng Distributing Company, Leesville,s. C. and And.co Feed and Seed Coq:,any, 
Anderson,s.c. will have a limited supply of both Alta and Kentucky Strain 31 
seed. This winter grass looks quite promising, haa been widely advertised, and. 
the demand for seed should be grea·t. What do you think of making up a co-
operative order and booking it as soon as possible? Please let me know your 
idea on this if you are intere~ted. 
CHINCH BUGS -
Aa you are no doubt aware, chinch bugs seem to be more prevalent 
in dry . year, than any other time. There 11 a strmig possibility that we 
will have some infestation this year. In keepi~ with some experimental work 
in the West, Epting Distributing Company has offered to give us some quantity 
of 20 percent Sabadilla Dust for experimental control work in. this pest. 
- 2 -
Shc,uld ,ou .tind aa We1tation that you would like to tl'J" thi1 dust on 
please contact me and I will pass this material, on to y-ou as long &1 it 
1a,t •• 
GUERNSEY FESTIVAL 
Plua for \hi• show and celebration are progre111inc nicely and 
the R111.ee COlllllittee has met and made up rules and classes for the cattle 
•how that will be one of the feature events. We will need at least 12S 
cattle to make this •how a success. As soon as these Rules are approved 
by t.he Aaericaa Gurnsey Cattle Club I wiU forward yov. a copy ot tkea. 
In tn. ...u-. the Feetival connittee I am aure will appreciate JIN 
calliac tb1a •btllr lo the attention or the dairymen •o '\hat \hq _,. lie 
thi,¥1 .. .r tha •\tle tJle7 wO\lld like to enter. 
HBXAETHYL TETRAPIIOSPBA'l! 
!his •taial ii being wide~ &dwrtued and atM •four peach 
gr ... r, are becoming interested in 1te ue. In order that you may be in-
tormecl I aa enclo11na a separate sheet ginng all the intormat.ion that I 
haw boen able to obtain on thia 99tter. 
Showld ya- have arrr euggestione with reference to how ov 
agricultural greup could improve its effectivene,a I will be glad to ••t 
•• a Clearing Houae for your ideas. 
Due to the tact that quite a number o! our workers were ab1e~t 
Wt night at the meeting, including the permanent chairman, I as acting 
chairman, did not think it advisable to attempt to set a new meeting date, 
nor select the subject tor discussiotl at the next meeting. Should you 
have any suggestions along this line please drop me, or Rodgers Reid, a 
note, or give ua a phone call. 
TAS/c 
Enctsr 
With kindest ~eraonal regards, I am 
Ve'Jt'ulY yours, ~ 
µ:bd~ 
T A Stallworth, Acting 
County Agent 
,. 
HEXAETHYL TETRAPHOSPHA.TE -
Hexaathyl Tetraphosphate is a very powerful insecticide and' dangeroua 
when used carelessly. When applied in an orchard y,ou can expect every in-
sect present at the time of application to be a potential fafality. In other 
1r0-,d1, if it comes in contact with any insect it w!ll kill regardless of 
whether it 11 curculio,oriental moth,oriental moth parasites or other insects, 
but it the parasites are at the stage of development in which they will be 
killed you can bet t,hat the oriental moth will be in a like stage. In other 
wor~, if you kill :,our parasites you will kill an appreciable number of 
oriental IIOth too. 
Perhap• the moat unfortunate aspect of the use of this new insecticide 
ia its UlU'avorable effect on spr.ay eq·.1.~.?!1J.ent. :i:t will cause the breal:-:down or 
porcelain lined cylinder walls ruid c .:?.~!? •'3 t"le pi t.t:L:g cf i:;t.9.itii.2ss steel lined 
cylinder walls. A speed "praye":' is r.. )t eff9ct.e,_t :!.n t~:.s wa.v.. If gronei:-s de-
cide t9 use this material w:.~h ag-:-o~nd s~=ay l t i s adviP.~b1e that tbey pro-
vide themselwa with a set of washers and nylinder wall inserts before start-
ing or they aight even install n.ew sets be! ore they start. It is ~ belief 
t.bat it theee parts are in good condition they will last longer than was pre-
1"ioual7 t.hDQght. After the last tank in the evening the pump and tank should 
be wuhed thoroughly, and when you complete spraying of your orchard with thia 
Mtel'ial add a quaatity of spray lime to the wash water and then wash thorough-
}¥. A{ter wuhing is completed run some emulsified oil through the pump. 
At present, there are two methods 0£ application. One is by aerosol 
application bf plane am the other one is application by ground spray equip-
ment at the concentration of 1/2 pint per 100. The effectiveness of these 
methods seem to be about equal but plane application gives you a minor amount 
of leaf injury whereas ground application does not. We are not discouraging 
airplane applications at thi.6 time. 
To safeguard all concerned we cannot recommend the use o! Hexaetbyl 
Tetraphosphate since our experience with the use of this material is limited. 
We cannot foresee what will be the eventual effects on tree growths and the 
developme~ of fru~. You might u~e this material expe~imentally at your 
own r:J.sk. As a further ".ford of warning, yon are cautioned r.-f por;r,ible per-
sonal injury, particularly when c0mj.ug in r:onta-·;·i:, with the c,Hl~er.trated form. 
Wash this mate:t>ial of.f immediately w:!.th lime water and :i.f J.~.J!le water is not 
available wash ,vi.th clea~ w~ter. Remove contaminated clothing and bathe aa 
soor.. as possible. If a person is so unfortuvate as to become effected by thia 
mater:!.al it will be indicated first by increaaing difficulty in breathing 
or a tightness of the chest followed by a headache and nausea. 
Read Labels on containers carefully before using this material. 
TO ALL COUNTY AGENTS* 
Clemson, South Carolina 
liq 10., 1947 
Wide1pread publicity or Kentucky 31 rescue hae cau1ed auch intereeted. 
and 4ue1tiona on the part or agricultural worker• and. !'armers. FOT your in-
formation, I aa enclosing a copy of a leatlat published b7 tbe Kentuck;f Exten-
1ion Service. 
A committee ( H.A.Woodle, E.C.Turner, W.H.Craven., J.N.Davia) visited 
Kentucky this week. Wa saw and studied the experimental work and the demonstra-
tions in progress. Without going into details I would like to give you the 
unanimous conclueiona and recommendations of the committee as followa1 
l. There is no apparent difference between Kentucky Jl feacue and ilta 
feecue, either botanically or otherwise. 
2~ The Kentuc)cy' 31 rescue is a very vigoroua growing at.rain ot tall tee-
cue which MRI well adapted to Kentuck;f conditioM, providirig excellent grasQ 
ing during practically every month or the year, an:l alao proViding excellent 
eroaion control. 
). Tbe reaulta ot 3 years work at the Kentucky Experiment Station ehowed 
no significant difference 1n yields be\ween Kentuc)cy' 31., Kentuck;y Jl-41, 
Kentuck;y 42, Alta., England 26S9 and Wales 55). 
4. Kentuck;y 31 fescue waa found to be making aatisfactocy gl'owth under 
widely different conditione, on poor as well as fertile eoile, on eroded a, 
well ae level and deep soils, on marshy soils (and partly under water) aa well 
as on billy and rolling topography, 
$. South Carolina should continue experiments and demonstration, with 
Kentucky 31 rescue, but should also continue experiments and demonstrations 
with Alta rescue and other promising grasses. There is as yet no assurance 
that Kentucky 31 is the. best answer to our grazing problems, nob that 
Kentu~ttv 31 will perform better under South Carolina conditions than will 
ot.her strains of tall fescue. Kentucky !escue (31) may eupplement and extend 
the gra1-ing periods of our present perennial grassee. 
HAW;C 
Enclosu.'1'.'e 
Very truly yours, 
/s/ HA Woodle, 
Extension Agronomist 
KENTVCICY J! FE!SCUI 
E.R. Fergus and J.T. Spencer 
(UniYer&i\Y of Kentucky, College of Agrlc~ture) 
Name a lantuclq' .31 teacue ia a -.Wietr ot tall feacue (Featuca elatior var 
arurid~cea). The name Kentucq 31 Fe•cue was given the variety by the Kentucky 
laricultural Experiment Station to distinguish it f'rola other varietie1 or tall 
feacue, aome of which were also found in Kentucky'. 
History: Kentucky 31 feacue was tound on a t&rlll in Menifee County, in eutern 
Kent•1t'ky • in 1931 by a member of the start of the Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
pe?"i.mfmt Station. Evidence obtained at the time indicated that the grass had 
bec;;n :' .. nt,:".'od,1ced into that locality at least 50 years pre,ri.ously,.. There is some 
re.-l.Sl')I~ t...:· beJ.i..cve t.hat, the cla te was considerably earlier. Seed had been saved 
ax ~esuwn Ir.:'l.lJY . times prior to 19JJ.1 ~onsequen-tly it is likely that the 
grass underwent considerable 1.:.atural sele,.; t iono The Experiment Station studied 
its growth habits and adap+,atir_•n for a fe,, year.s at Lexington and then on certain 
soil experillent fields in Kent 1.ic~., 'l'heee st-..,,dies demonstrated that the grass 
haa man.y qualities necessa=-y :i.n a good pastill'fi grass, and it ffllG recommended 
tor trial on farms in different. pa:rt.s of Kentucky. During the past tew years 
its acreage iJl Kentucky has increased as rapidly as the seed supp~ permitted. 
Grs,wtb Characteristics: Kentucky 31 rescue is a long-lived bunch grass that 
grows to a he.ight of 2½ to J½ feet. Its leaves arise mostly from the crown of 
the plant rather than from the stems; they are shiey, dark green, coarse and 
stiff. Bead.a are 3 to 6 inches long and branched much like redtop and Kentucq 
bluegrass. Seeds are about 1/4 inch long, flat on one side and weigh about 
.)Q pounds per bushelo They are very similar in appearance to ryegr~ss seed. 
The root system of Kentucky 31 fescue is dense and the roots generally pene-
trate deep into the soil. Though a bunch grass, this grass makes a smooth, 
denae sod 1! seeded heavil.7. 
AdaptatioE!_ Perhaps the outstanding feature ot Kentucky 31 teacue is its 
wide adaptation to soil and weather~ It appears to make substantial. growth 
on the poorer sotls of Kentucky but, of cou~se, makes better growth on good 
S('lil ,. It does ex~ellently on wet soj_l yet is drougl:t resistantn It grc,wa 
dro: in.g the ho7. W8a.ther of summe!' and makes considerable gr.ow-'.:.h duriJ:ag· the · 
w:\nter ::.n Kent,,cky. It grows well in moderate shade and is tolerant of rather 
derse shade o ... ~esent informat~on indicates that it competeo mJre successfully 
wi .. ·b w,qeds and shr.uos t~an ot: ... er C'\oramo'.'l gz-asses. In ran-f;.~ fa~I!lf' experience 
indir ... ~% that, so:J.d st&..l'.l.ci.; of i't, W-J.11 prs.~t:.~ally eradicate many kinds of 
weed~ i. --:i. a i'ew y9s.rr, ., :r..:mgh e. v~-e<.:r.::r11e g:'.'.'OW~.ng grass, Kent.,-:.cky 31 fescue is 
easi~.y r..on'.jrclled by plo-n:iPg r..-id cu3..t:Lvati -: m .. 
Use~: The appe~ran~e of Kentucky 31 rescue euggests that it is unpalatable to 
lr,esto~k •• but qu:. te the opp0~i te seems to be the ea.se .. Where l:i.YeRtock have 
had the oppo:-+,u.r1j_t,y to gr.a}.;e it, ar..d othe:!'.' comnon grasses ~elP.ct.ive).y in similar 
stages 0f grow'.:.h, they he-re eat-9n it free:::.y, It is r,rtr.JB.:t:':.lv a pasture grass 
ber.a-.i:=:e it pro~u.:es mcst of iT,G 1.eayea at -the bar,e uf ·i:.b.'3 stems. However,pure 
s ·i.;ond.s he.Ve p:i.·0du!'-ed 1½ to 2 "'.",onri of h:l.y per aCT~ :m gor-,d ~o:..J.o PeJ~b,ps it will 
in tm.e in +,imG be uced consir.ere.bly for hay in combi!'la.tion wi·:.h alfalfa, 
adapi;ed red clo;rer ar:.d lespedeza .• 
The heav;v, generally g:i:-een ~od produced by Kentucky Jl feocue a,pears to be 
eapec:LalJ.y adapted for use c.n ai't"po:c-t,s and pley- gro'.tn.dri :,aJ.c,·1g h:Lgr.·"ays,a.~d in 
p:acel'! aubj8c-t to seve::-e e:,:,osi.cn , It hc'l.s been used :.,omE-wh2.t ,:;n cb.acy areas 
in lawns with satisfactory results when kept mown rather closeJ.7~ 
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Seedinga Though aummer,tall am spring seedings appear to produce equally good 
stands, awnmer or early tall seeding is recommended because the crop will then 
furnish winter cowr and much winter g-razing. Furthermore, a seed crop is pro-
duced the following sumner,whereas spring seedings peoduce little or no seed 
until summer of the following year. Late fall seedings, especially on a loose 
seedbed,may heave and winterkill. A well compacted seedbed ie always important, 
and the seed should be covered lightly. The eeed,if clean,aowa easily through 
au mechanical seedera. 
Be1t rate, ot Nading have not been tul.11' detwmined,"-t 10 to 12 po'Ullda ot Ned 
per acre Nlffl \lllder ta•orable conditiou h&w. giTeli excelleat 1tand1. When \tNd 
1n mixturee, eapeciall.7 with legumea,it appears that S pound.a of eeed per acre 
ia sufficient. 
The limiting factor in the rapid expansion of Kentucky 31 rescue acreage is the 
relatively small seed supply.The~efcre:light rates of seedings are recommended 
at present.Seeding 1n rows 20 t.o JO :tnchet1 apc.r~ at rates or 2 to 4 pounds of 
seed per acre has proved very sattsfac i:.c,ry, ef:lpecfally for seed production. In 
tests at Lexington,seedings made :Ln rows JO and '.!.5 inches apart at 2½ and 5 
pounds per acre,respectively,produccd abo~t t,d~e as much seed as broadcast 
seedings at 8 and 20 pounds per acre. Row seedings also appear to be more fav-
orable . than broadcast seedings to the establishment of companion legume crops. 
Three methods of row seeding have been used principally-(a) mixing the seed 
with auperphosphate or,preferably,a complete fertiliser containing 3 or 4 per-
cent of nitrogen and sewing about 200 pounds per acre through the fertilizer 
attachment of a corn planter (close row spacing is obtained by planting between 
eriginal rowa)j (b) mixing seed and fertilizer and sowing through the fertili-
zer attachment of a grain drill with certain runs stopped to give proper row 
spacing; Cc) sowing the seed through the wheat runs of a grain drill,also with 
certain run5 stopped •. A grain dtill· set to sow l peck of wheat per acre will 
sow about 10 pounds of Kentucky Jl fescue seed per acre. 
Kentucky .31 fescue has made good stands when sown in standing corn on a lightly 
cultivated soil,and perhaps it may be sown atnthe last cultivation with good 
chance of success. The seed germinate quiekly if the soil is moist,and grow ra-
pidly,ma.king a good cover in a few weekej consequently it ma.y prove to be very 
useful for sowing in corn either to provide winter cover or to establish a 
permanent past\U'e. For either purpose suitable legumes should be sown with it 
in the fall or spring. 
Poor stands of Kentucky Jl rescue appear to improve rapidly because of self 
seeding;therefore one should not plow up a seemingly poor stand until it is clear 
that it will not become a good stand within a reasonable time.· 
Certitied seed of Kentucky 31 rescue is recommended for sowing because it 1• 
true to name,high in germination and purity,and containa no seed of the more 
objectionable noxious weeds. 
Seed prcduetion: The seed of Kentuc}Qr 31 tescue shatter easily when ripe;con-
sequentl.y it appears that the surest way to save moat of a seed crop ia to cut 
it with a binder 'When the earliest heads shatter if' struck on the hands. The 
bundles,which should be small,should be put into small shocks and threshed as 
soon as thoroughly cured.The combine can be used successfully if the weather 
is good during ripening and until the crop is combined.Combined seed containa 
considerable green seed and other moist material;consequently it will heat or 
mold unless it is handled in some way to facilitate rapid drJring at moderate 
temperatures. Yields of seed vary from 100 to 1000 pounds per acre. Lowest 
yields are produced on old sods;the highest al!e generally harvested from row 
planting but excellent yields have been obtained from new stands 1n solid seeding. 
An application of 125 pounds of ammonium nitrate or an equivalent of anothernitgen 
fertilizer in March has often increased seed yields substantially. Sometimes, 
however,sods produce low yields despite nitrogen fertilization. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
• CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Chester, South Cardina 
July 7, 1947 
TO C$.STER OOUNTY GUERNSEX BREEDERS: 
Gentle•na 
E X TENSION SERVICE 
You are no doubt familiar with the fact that Cheeter 
County is planning to hold a Guern'.'.:ey Festival this !"all. The time will 
be the last week in Aug,.:s+. lll:r'.' d1rd "lg Soptel!l½Jr,. A defin~.te dat.e has not 
been set b~cause th,:;, cmnm-i.tt'3e ~-s w,c ':~.rg h:i.:.'d. to Re~··L~e, a ;.1d has excel-
lent opporJ.:.un::.ty fo:-:- sJrn;·.~:·:.r_g a Na':;ie,:,::\· .. wlde !lt,j::e, B:·~r.:.d ·:'3.ct lkok-mp fer 
this event. You car:i rea.J:'.l~- r,e"3 wh;;.·;,; a ··.r~n!'.er1d·.io•.:;; '..'.ruo'\!r.t of advertisement 
this will 'be for our Guern0ey b~0insssu 
This Festival as pl:illiled, will be the biggest cattle show 
that ha• ever been held in S0uth Carolina, and to the best 0f our knowl-
edgo, it will be the only thing of :i.ts kind that. has ever been attempted 
tn the United States. This Festival was conceived as a tribute to the 
Guernsey Cow, and to those people who have adopted her in this County a, a 
baeia !or an industry which has added substantial wealth to Chester County. 
In order to be euccessful this program should, and must enlist the enthu• 
siastic support of every Guernsey breeder in the County- from the obe cow 
owner up. 
The Guernsey Cattle Show, both adult and 4-H, must be 
the hub around which the Whol~ Festival will be built. Thie S~w should 
not only be one of quality and thoroughly representative of all breeders, 
large and smal1-, but it m'.lst be la1'."ge enou.gh in number~ of cattle shown 
to make a lasting impression U?.J!'.I. the :i·.h.:,n.-:;ar.•d~ cf per:.p:'..e who will see it. 
AnyLowner of a purebred. Guerneey .1.n G.1,,~, .. +.,1r r-:-~·, .. 1.':,y «· whd,her it be young 
or ld- will be entitled and en~oura.ged t.o show H,,. 
I am enclosing herewith a copy of the Rules and Regu-
lations with Classes thal will be ~ho'Nn and the base dates for computing 
these classes., You will note tha.t t,J19se clafses are designed to fit any 
ptlrebred Guernsey in the County,. You are not only ·encot'.l"aged but urged 
to study these classds carefully- look over yo11r. cattle and decide now 
what you are going td showo Please give this m2.tt,et' your serious consid-
eration, and should we be able to help y~u in salecting your cattle fQr 
the ShQW we will be glad to do so on hearing from you. 
TAS/c 
Enc. 
With kindest personal regards, I am 
Very truly yo~u~r~s~•---;--79-.. 
~ ~ 
r'A Stallworth, Acting 
County Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Farmer: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Chester, South Carolina 
February 20, 1947 
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW YOU CAN-- -- --- -- ----- -- --
1. Save Money in operating your Tractor? 
2. Make your -Tracto'l'.' last longer? 
3. Make :µowar "1:: ;;:.r12_~J.?g easier'? 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
If the answer is "YES", then attend the Tractor Maintenanc~ and Op-
erating Demonstrations at the Lewisville School Shop at 2s30 P.M. 
on February 26th. 
Agricultural Engineers from the Clemson Extension Service will be in 
charge of the demonstrations, assisted by Local Farm Machinery Dealers, 
who will furnish the latest power farm equipment. 
Lu~rication Engineers from some of the Oil Companies will be present also. 
DON'T FORGET 'TIIE DATE--FEBRUARY 26th. 2:30 P.M. 
PLACE------LEWISVILLE SCHOOL SHOP 
Very truly yours, 
'OJ.JI J.if.nLYY ~ 
!H.H. Lynn, P'iln Labor Asst. T ASalworh,~ Agent 
~,,u~ 
WE Pugh, Asst. ~ty Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
,.,-··-~RICUL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS ---- . ... , 
.----- . •. / :,. STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
' I Chester, South Carolina 
February 12, 1947 
Wf/L BRED CATTLf PUT 
TO OWNERS OF DAIRY CATTLE: 
Dear Sir: 
Monday night, February 17th. will be an important date for 
all farmers in Chester County who are interested in :unprovement of dairy 
cattle through better breeding. On that night at 7:30 o 1clock in the 
Court-room at Chester a meeting will be held to organize a County Artifi-
cial Dairy Cattle Breeding Association. 
Inunediately after this Organization meeting, plans will be 
made to employ a tecl:mician who will breed dairy cattle of the County ar-
tificially to some of the best bred bulls of the dairy breed~ This meeting 
is :unportant to you regardless of whether you have one cow or one hundred. 
It makes no difference whether the cows are grades or purebreds, this ar-
tificial breeding program can do a tremendous; amount of good for the 
dairy industry in Chester Countya 
You are invited to attend? It is :unportant that you come 
if you are interested in cattle breeding at all, because the interest sho'Wil 
at this first organizational meeting wil l determine our future course. 
Refreshments will be ser-..red free by the Chamber of Conunerce. 
Talk to your neighbors and bring them al.ongo Work up a good crowd from your 
conununity. The County agent's off ice, the County Delegation and the Voca-
tional Agricultural teachers are worki ng with the farmers of Chester County 
to put this program over. 
WE Pug , 
Asst. County Agent 
Stamped 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
C LE M S O N AGR I CULT U RA L COLL E GE 
O F SOUT H CARO L I N A AND 
U NITE D STATES D E PART MEN T OF 
AGRICULTURE COO P ER A TI N G 
THAT
1
5 A 
DATE I OOt,J'T 
woN 1, -re 
FO~~Et-
Dear Farm Familiest 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Chester, South Carolina 
January 24, 1947 
> ~ 
;~ r?) ;;.-.t \ ~·· ~ * ,w "::-t , 
l ... . 
. ,' .. 
V 
EXT EN SION SERVICE 
All F='ARM FOLKS 
SHOULD BE: PRE.'SE-NT 
As , r , s ,-. ,\/£RY 
\MPO!ili,At,.IT ME'~ING-
You are invited to attend a County-wide meeting 
of the Chester farm families to be held Wednesday, January 29th. at 
2:30 P.M. at the Court-room~ 
District Agents will be with us to discuss the 
Agricultural Outlook for 1947 on farm machinery, fertilizer, dairying, 
poultry,feeds, home furnishings, clothing, etc. There will also be a 
free picture "The Crop That Never Fails" which will be of interest to 
all of you. There will be exhibits on display that you will be inter-
ested in seeing. 
Let's All make plans to attend this meeting, 
and make it the best ever. 
Very truly your:_• ,_,.. f 47:.,; ~ti _ 
,b'-jllllf,. l.~'. a_. """1n,,.'cl<..,.· -·e;._s_;~..;')__;.L ..... __,...'-L_ -"-_;....,/______ -;,_._A~ff;:;;lworth, Acting 
Home Demonstration Agent County Agent 
' 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
. 
' 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Chester, South Carolina 
May 26, 1947 . 
I ·. I 
'' ' '~=---- ' 
EXTicNSION SERVICE 
With the eve~· increasing use of farm machinery in Cheste~ 
County, we know that you will be inteTested in the two Combine Schools 
tl:}at will be held in Chester on Friday, ijay 30tho according to the fol-
lowing schedule. · 
10:00 A.M. MAY 30- W.T. BETT 1S FARM MACHINERY SHOP. 
2:30 P.M. MA.Y JO- M.G •. ,SANDIFER ts FARM M.\GHINERY SHOP. 
These schools will be conducted. by ag::-ic.ul tural engineers 
from Clemson, and representatives of the fa~m :ma~hir..~TY companies. 
Among other things they ~111 show proper methods of adjuRtru8nt, main-
tenance, and lubrication. 
Experience has shown us that proper care and adj~stment 
of combines pay big dividends.. Combicle season is just aro"Und the corner •. 
The public is invited to these Schools---Come and bring your combine operator~ 
.;t·•· 
Very tru:1.y ,1our13_, 
!kZZ?~ 
'f. A. Stallworth, Aeting 
County Agent 
,. 
( 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPAl'tTMENT OF 
AGFUCULTUR£ COOl'ERATINQ 
COO F'E.H,\Ti Ve. r-:.1r''L. !S!I ~N '._.\{J:-:1K 
l\~ 
AGRICULTURE .A ND HOME :::CONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Chester, South Carolina 
August 29., 1947 
TO CHESTER COUNTY GUERNSEY BREEDERS 
SHOWING CATTLE, SEPTEMBER 16th. 
Dear Sir: 
•xTINIION •11v1ca 
We have appreximately two weeks between us and the Big-
gest Guernsey Day that has ever been held in the Southeast. You are 
familiar with the event and the date- The First Chester County Guernsey 
Festival, September 16. 
This Festival is an ambitious undertaking and a lot of 
people, especially our progressive Guernsey breeders, have a big job to do. 
We have enough cattle consigned to make this the biggest One Breed Show 
ever held in the South. There will be literall7 hundreds of eut of County 
visi tars to this the 11 Guernsey Center of Dixie" • In order that these 
visitors and our home folks see our Guernseys at their best, we urge tha.t 
you have your animal fitted and trained. To get this job done you must 
begin NOW. 
Every animal should be getting all the good hay every 
day that . it can eat. In addition they should be getting a liberal grain 
ration, depending upon the size, and period of lactation of the particular 
animal. She should be led every day- brushed every day- kept out of the 
sun, and if practical should h,~.ve a light blanket. Brushing and rubbing 
will bring out the natural gloss of her hair, and before Showaate she 
should have her horns worked down. First with a rasp, then with emery pa-
per and finally polish with a paste made from fine pumice stone and oil. 
After horns have been worked dONn perfectly smooth- the last step is a 
brisk polish with a woolen cloth- Floor wax or a neutral shee polish can 
be used for this final finish on the horns. Clipping is the last thing 
that should be done. 
Because of the extremely large number of cattle that will 
be shown, you can see that it Will be physical impossible f~r some one 
from this office to help clip and work the horns on every animal that will 
be shown. We, therefore, urgently reqiest that you make every effort to 
get this job done before ~our animals come to the fairground~. We will 
make every effort to help as much as possible with this jeb, particularly 
with those breederG who have not shown animals prier to this year. If you 
feel it .necessary fo~ me to help you with this jobI would appreciate you 
letting me know as soon as possible in order that I might get to you~ . 
Mr. Joe Broadhurst, Manager of Locust Grove Dairies, 
Westville, N.J. who ·is an approved Judge of the American Guernsey Cattle 
Club will judge our Show- we feel extremely lucky in securing his services. 
) 
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I cannQt over-emphasize the fact that this is the Biggest 
Day that Chester County has ever had, and that time is short. 
Chester breeders must really put their best foot forward on this occasion 
to back up and strengthen our reputation as "The Guernsey Center flf Dixie". 
In order that everything work as smoothly as possible 
for this big occasion, we al'.'e requesting that you bring your cattle in 
on Saturday, September 13-· This will also give us an opportunity to help 
you if needed with last minute fitting details. 
Out of County sale cattle will be brought in on 
September 15th. There will be plenty of shavings for bedding, but you 
are requested to furnish your own hay and grain. Adequate unloading 
facilities are being provided at the fairground, and night watchmen will 
be provided. However, it might be possible that some breeders will want 
to insure their cattle before bringing them in. This is an individual 
problem that I feel sure you will take care of yourself. 
Looking forward with pleasure to v.orking with you in 
this event, I am 
TAS/c · 
t, 
I 
t 
t 
.,, .- .. . - .. 
' . ' CHESTER,~ 
eeley Breaks-. 
~ 
·,-,: 
8,275 POUNDS OF LINT .. ~ · 
,. IS GATI-IERED IlY CI-IESTER 
'- · COUNTY MAN ON 5 ACRES 
. Crop Is Highest Known To Be Recorded In 
· Any Cotton Contes.t In Nation or World; 
I 
· .;.Other Chcstet· Men Rank High In Contest 
t 
... 
~ 
to 
\,, 
t' 
' 'I -'< ~. 
·:J 
' 
\ 
: ' -· -----------·- - - --
: J. Harvey Neeley of Smilh Turn-
'.cut took first place in · the South 
·~arolina five acre cotton contest 
l,.or 1946, breaking all known 
· l7orld's records in a banner yield of 
'. g1275 po1mds of lint for the five 
Mr. Neeley usetl Coker 100 eeed 
antl his staple was one and one-
eighth inches long. 
Tlte ::;Lale winner was given a 
acres, it was announced today. 
\ 
_ • ~he announcement was made 
e rly_ thi~ afternoon .at a .luncheon 
· m etmg m Columbia, w1Lh state, 
di trict . and county awards being 
·,Ji!j ed. · 
, .. ! '· · fficials· of the Clemson College 
Extension service stated that as 
prize o.r $750, " ·ilh $1,250 more 
going lo the seco1lll place winner, 
R. E. Williams, Han,pton county, 
who had a record o( 5,5.JO pounds, 
and Lite Lhree district winners and 
second place \\'inners. 
This prize money was given by 
the South Carolina Cotton Manu-
facturers associaliun, with the 
Soulh Carolina Cotton Seed Crusi1-
ers association giving prizes of $60 
and $25, respectively, for each 
first and second place winner in 
the county. 
far as they knew Mr. Neeley's 16 
bales of cotton is the highest yield 
· that has ever been recorded in Lhe 
contest or in any other measure-
ment verified .by public officials, 
111s far as they know at · the pres-
ent. 
Out of ·the four possible state 
and district prizes Chester county 
men took three, with W. M. 
Wooten of Chester~ Route 4, tak-
ing first prize in tlie upper dis-
trict with 5,505 pounds and Joe 
Wylie of Richburg taking second 
place with 5,285 pounds. This 
district comprises the entire upper 
part of the state. 
Other county winners included 
R. W. Betts, with 4,7.80 pounds of 
. lin~,..and..R..,_A ,~O)ipJ1~1J:,. ,!Y.ith .4,: 
•74 pounds. ,.! t 
• 4"-~• ;._ 
.. ' "l·11;: --~-·~---~ ·-~-
The two associations, along with 
the extension service, sponsor the 
contest each year in an effort to 
increase cotton yields in the state. 
Representatives of the two as-
sociaLio11s, extension service men, 
county agents antl state, district 
and county ,~inners in the contest 
attended the luncheon meeting to-
day in Columbia, at which time the 
winners were announcd. 
Mr. Neeley is a well known 
farmer of Chester county. Ile was 
born and reared on the farm and, 
now in his early forties, has been 
farn'ting all'. or his life. + I>, 
.-.-._. ---- .. ·- I 
I 
J, Harvey Neeley, who appar entl: 
vesting 8,27/5 pounds of cotton lint fro i 
is pictured abov11 inspecting a stalk of J 
field at Smith Turnoµt, 
.. 
1 
: , ·-,,\...,- ):.,.::. '. f •/. •\·. . . '• • ., ·JI-·_-..,-..·~~. • ~ , . · 
1ClieSter,,·county Guernsey' ,·FestiV1 
"' ro ···ae Held In · City ·September\ 
Officials · Are Working On Plan~ 
. / 
Chester. County's Guernsey festi-
l val will be held Tuesday, · Septem-
• ber 16, at the local fairgrounds, 
I 
with thousands of visitors expected 
for the big event, officials have 
announced. · · ·· 
I Plans for the festival, first of its 
kind· ever to be held in the ·county, n are rapidly shaping up, with vnri-
\ 
1 
ous committees now working on 
details ·of the gigantic event. 
8 · Fun, entertainment education 
I and competition among the various 
dail'ymen both large and small, are 
• on the all day program. Cattle 
judging and showing. will feature 
the morning's and early after-
noon's entertainment, with a huge 
parade scheduled late in the even-
ing, foJlowed by the awarding of 
~
prizes and parade . of champions. 
\ 
The 1:inal event of the day will be 
the crowning of the Guernsey 
Queen, an old. fashioned county 
fair and a huge barn , dauce at the 
Lloyd building. . . 
'h'l'T'T---- -
' 
STORES WILL 
CLOSE FOR 
FESTIVAL . 
I The many . ·t . I . d . v1s1 ors, breeders 
a1rymen governm t ' 
{
~, others interested . enGofficials , and 
ti m uernsey t 
- e, are · expected to be . c~ -
• n1g. over th k gm arnv-~ · e wee end d . move .\11 full force Monday a». will Th · b . e_ program for the day will 
i egm at 10:00 a. m. at the fair 
I grounds, with a full da . . -~ ties until th d Y of act1vi-
f • e en of the dance that 
1
1 
Cruh~~ ·i~ ~h:tt~loy!!:::g. of the 
ester Count G t b h Y uernsey Festival 
0 e eld here Tuesda ' 
today th t Y, announced 
1 
a . stores of the city will 
c ose ~t 4 o'clock Tuesday after-
~ . Just prior_ to __ the bil!' naradP. 
/ 
10:00 O'CLOCK A M 
CHE.STER OOUNTY . • . 
Junior Calves . GUER~SEY CALF CLUB SHOW 
Senior Calves 1wo Year Olds 
Junior Yearlings Three Year O!d1:1 
f:ienior Yearlings Four Year Olds anq over 
Junior Champion Pro?uce of P.aIIJ 
Pest Fitted Ani~1al Semor Chainpion 
Best Showman 
Grand Champion · 
12:30 p l\I . • ' - :j.::}O P. ll[. LUNCH HOUR 
J :!lO O'CLOCI~ P, l\I: 
4 
OPEN CLASS SHOW 
-H and Aquil •Competilio11 
Junior Calves 
Se11ior Calves 
Junior Yearlimrs 
Two Year Olcls 
,Three Year Olcls 
Ponr yea!' Olrl~ Rnrl OvP.r 
- J 
J 
' 
I 
• I 
J I 
I• 
'1 
• 
l ' 
·'Chester -County 4-H Caif~i§J 
Club Y ot1tI1s Talie Honors 
At Colu1nbia State Fair 
. ···~--------:::_.] ---
The Cheste1· County 4-H Calf tn.rougliout the year. . _.., .. - _ , 
club completed its ::nmual show -r :' 
drcuit this week at lhe State fai1: --y;;~l:-H Calf Club~Ban~uet 
in Columbia, again wa lking away , 
with the majorily of honors and JI :'lhe annual 4-H Calf club ban-
prizes. , 
1 
quet will be held Friday n_ight, N_o-
Facing sli(fer competition at the ! 
1 
vember 21 at the Methodist Social 
state-wide fair than the Pie,Jmont ·: hall in Chester. rl'his is an occas-
Interst·atc fair in Spartanbnrg, the : , ion when the members and their 
local youths did not place as many I. pai·ents get together with others 
firsts in Co lumbia as they did in I interested in them to review the I , 
S"partanl:iurg. Howeve i·, ncco rding 1 1 work they have done and to award 
to County Agent T. A. Stallworth, · yrizes to outstanding individuals. 
they brought home quite a bit m6re• ; 1 'l'his uccasiun is highly treasured 
prize money . .Tudging at the event ' ·: by the club members as a high- p 
was yesterday. :; Jight of their year's work. At the· ' 
Ches ter ynuths look firs! place in : ba~1quet a Queen is crow~ed to IC 
the county g-J"u up, tl - Tl division,·, T r cigR-.. over· the banquet. S-he 1s cho- JJ 
first in the juniur eh:unpion for · sen ·b~\ the club members. rI'his 
open cl!rnse~, Lhree fi rslf'l in th e ovc11 f year the· s~eaker will be the Rev. 'c!: 
class and three in t-hc 4-ll class, by W. M. Frampto,n.. ~stor Purity 1 · 
far the leading county gl'oup for Presbyterian chdrch,~hester. F 
the entire stale. They took e ig hL ----. _,._ '\\ 
firsts out c, C l G classes. ' · · 
Followin g- is a li st of honors 
taken by ChcsL~1· co unty !Jors and 
girls: 
ht 4-H Classes: 
Junior Calf-2nd. RoberL Atkin-
son; 4th. ICirk Kirkpatrick; Gth. 
Sarah Lou Burns. 
Senior Calf-6th. Glenn While. 
Junior Yearling - l sL. Claud 
Gwin; 2nd. ,Tames Ga!lton; 3rd. I 
Newt. Gaston; Glh. Calvin Steele. 
Senior Yearling-1st. Billy Car-
penter; 3rd. Edward Steele. 
Junior Champion-Claud Gwi n. 
2 Year Old-2nd. J\Iary Ca!'pen-
ter; 4th. Jimm r C.:aslon. 
3 Years and Over-2nd. J oe Gas-
ton; 3rd. Essie Gwin. 
County ·croup - 1st. Chester 
County 4-II Division. 
In the Ope11 Classes: 
4 Years Old ancl Older-1st. J oe 
Gaston; 2nd. Essie Gwin. 
3 Year Old-5th. Newt G:.,s ton. 
2 Year Olcl-2nd. Mary C1rpe11-
ter; 6th. Jimm y Gaston. 
Senior Yearling--lst. Billy Car-
penter; 3rd. Ed Sleele. 
Junior Yearling - 1st. Claud ; 
Gwin; 2nd. J oe Gaslon; 3rd. Newt i 
Gaston. ! 
Senior Calf-6th. Hobert ALkin- ; 
(~f~·nib; Ch; 1~1pio~:_Cl~u·d-G\~f1.'"
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Pride· of 
Chester County • I 1-~l f id. '.)1, ~ • 
,i 
. The three Guernseys pictured here, al of Chester-oounty,. tht'\ 1 j' 
Guernsey Center of Dixie, wil be oonsigned at the . annual· Quail.'l 1 ' 
Roost sale May 5 in Rougemont, N. C., ancli are expected· ·to brin~~ I· .:l 
top 1prices in the sale. Among the best catle in the South today thet) -.;/ ·.f'l 
are: Upper left, Bright King Betsy, three yelar old cow 'Of the Hili:'j t ~1 ' 
bright farm. She is scheduled to finish an official 365 day· test soo¢il .. ,. · t 
and is expected to hit approximately 18,000 pounds. •o.f milk and 785 ' 
pounds of buterfat, a near recoid for the state.. The upper" right~ 
picture is of Sunshine Lucky Bonnie, two year old Guernsey ·of the 
Sunshine Ji'larms near Great Fals. She also is a. top notch oow, along 
with the one pictured to the left, Hilbright Actress, three year old 
Guernsey of the .Hilbright farms. 
r . ,jl L.I.1.Ba:.lLJ:ln:1;:i.1cr_.=.un::.:n-.~~--T' ! \..He!SLer \..Oll.l) ·s .
• \ . I 
l Guei~nsey Festival· To\ 
I· Be Held September 16·• 
On Tuesday of next w~ k Chester "Aged Cow." In addition, there / c ounty, s. c .,  wil stage  wha t is  wil be the Exhibitor's herd, Junior, 1 believ ed to be the first Guernsey  Senior and · Grand champions, 
c&Ltle festival ever  held in the Uniteri States. Chester County is known the nation over as the Guern&ey center of t he  South and the business men of th e city of Chester together  with the Guern-sey breeders a nd  dairymen of the county have arranged a program that wil not only ctraw but in.ten-sely interest thousands of visitors from this entire area. 
The Guernsey breeclcrs, in 
rlni!inir 4-H ('luh ho~·s anrl irirls .. ,., •.,.t.- lu · •·r ~l-r:-rl-r 
'-' , J,i,.,~11, ·<1 1, l i 1H,tl•·,1 I.Jt\l • c"~" 
"'·~·· Ci;.~,",r" . -
.. ~~~ M • - • - • 0 
.. r-· 4 
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f FOYffl -NeWS -Froni The 7l 
Chester County Age~t 
Artificial Insemination 
At a recent meeting of the direc-
tors of the Chester Cooperative 
Breeding association it was 
brought out that all equipment for 
handling this program has been 
ordered, a technician will be avail-
able and barring some unforeseen 
delay in this equipment, the as-
sociation shoul1l hegin operation in 
about three weeks. This program is 
another progressive step in main-
taining and improving the splendid 
ion and moisture control, and the 
necessity for wood in every day 
life. A question and answer pro-
gram was then conducted in which 
all members participated. 
I reputation Chester county has for 
breeding excellent Guernsey cattle. 
(
Breeders are reminded, however, 
that artificial insemination is not a 
/cure all for breeding troubles, but 
'is a means of making excellent 
bulls available to every cow owner, 
p large or small, · in the county. 
E 4-H Calves Looking Excellent ~ In touring through the county 
c last week it was n pleasure to see 
]4-H Calf ·club animals looking so 
well after such a hard winter. All 
clubsters have buckled down in 
preparation for the big Chester 
r,,'1111tu A-l-f ("':llf' ,..1nh o"hnu .. +t-,;'-" 
Proper Drainage Systems 
Receive AAA Pay~ents: 
The control and removal of sur-
plus water from water-logged soils 
by means of a good drainage sys· 
tem would open for use a large 
acreage of productive land in Ches-
ter county. Through the Triple-A 
the government offers cash assist-
ance to cooperating farmers in the 
construction of open ditches. The 
rate of payment is ten cents per 
cubic yard for the excavation of 
new ditches, or enlarging old 
ditches. In many instances ·tile 
drainage is to be preferred to open 
ditches. To assist farmers in 
'tilling" their land, the_ Triple-A 
offers a payment of ten cents per · 
linear foot for installing tile or not I 
less than four inches in diameter. 
Both of these practices lend them- ' 
selves to neighborhood or com-
fFa~ffl-News ., From The=~ 
Chester County Agent . 
4-H ·Club Members and ;Flarents. 
To Meet: 
Four-H Club work is a Nation 
· wide program with its purpose to 
teach rural boys and girls the 
latest and best agricultural and 
home economics practices; and the 
finer and more significant things 
of rural life. In order to get this 
accomplished there must -be co-
operation between t~e club member 
and their parents; · therefore, we 
are having 4-H Parent Relation 
Nights. Clubsters make an effort 
to come and be sure and bring 
your parents and any other inter-
ested ones. Club officers w.ill be in 
charge after which we will have 
Leon . Clayton, District Boys' 
Club agent, and L. B. Massey, dis-
trict agent, with us to discuss 
Thursday, March 20.-Lewisville 
and Oakley Hall at Lewisville. 
Friday, March 21 . ..:...Wilksburg-
Baton 'Rouge. 
Come one, Come all-Bring your 
parents. 
F1,01.11r-H 'Camp Date Announced 
Chester County 4-H club boys l 
and girls will attend Camp Long 
this year, June 23-27th. Camp 
Long is at Aiken, S. C., and be-
longs to the S. C. Extension Ser- a 
vice. 195 boys and -girls are expect- s1 
ed to attend camp this .year. 
1Milk House O>nstruction 
In order to meet the growing 
demand for milk in Lockhart, J. F. 
Gilchrist, Dairyman, of near there , 
is constructing . a modern millt ~ 
house · for the purpopse of cooling, / 
bottling and storing milk for re- _li 
